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ABSTRACT

.

This course in electrical power and illumination
systems is'cne cif 16 courses in the Energy Technology Series
developed for an Energy Conservation-end-Use Technolcgy curriculum.
Intended for'us&in two-year 'postsecondary technical institutions to
prepard technicians for employment, the courses are also usetioil in
Industry for updating-employedstin .company- sponsored training
programs. Comprised of,eight modufes, the course is designed ta
prcyide the student with a practical knowledge of electrical power,
distribution systems, end illumination systems. The students practice
electrical measurement, wiring methods, illumination measurement, and
circuit control and'are provided with an overview of the parts of the
electrical distribution system. Written by a technical expert and
.
approved by industry representatives, each module contains the
following elements: introduction, prerequisites, objectives, subject
matter, .exercises, laboratory materials, labotatory procedures
(experim4nt-section,for hands-on portion), dat)Ltables (included in
most basic courses to help students learn to collect or prganize
data), references,and glossary. Module titles are Efficiencies, of
Electrical Power Distribution Systems, Electrical Power Tiamsmission
and Distribution, Industrial Electrical Distribution, Residential
Electrical Distribution, Electrical Energy Management, Fundamentals
of Illumination, Light Sources, and. Efficiency in Illumination
Systems. (YLB)
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ABOUT ENEMY TECHNOLOGY MODULES
The modules were developed by TERC-SW for use in two-year postsecondary technical

institutions to prepare technicians for employment and are useful in indUsttxfof updating employees in company-sponsored training programs.

The principles, techniques,

and skills taught in the modules, based on tasks that energy technicians perform, were
obtained from a nationwide advisory committee of employers of energy technicians.

Each

module was written by a technican expert and approved by representatives from industry.
C

A module contains the following,elements:
Introduction, which identifies. the topic and often'inclaes a rationale for

studypg the

material/.

Prerequisites, which identify the material' a student should be familiar with
before studying the module.

Objectives, whichclearly identify what ohe student is expected to know for
satisfactory module completion.

The objectivtk, stated in terms of action-

oriented behaviors, include such action words aSNoperate, measure, calculate,
identify, and define, rather than words with many interpretations, such as
know, understand, learn, and appreciate
Subject Matter, which presents the background theory and techniques supportive
r.
Subject matter is written with'the technical
to the,objectives of the module.

7

student in mind.

Exercises, which pi-ride practical problems to which the student can apply this
new knoWledge.

Labo?atory Materials, which identify the equipment required to complete the
laboratory procedure.
6 r
Laboratory Procedures, which is the experiment section, or "hands-on" portion,

of the module (including step-by-step instruction) designed to reinforce student
Jearning.
"1.

Data Tables, which are included in most modules for the first year (or basic)
courses to help the student learn how to collect and organize data.

References, which areincluded as suggestions for supplementary reading/
viewing for the student.

Test, which measures the student's achievement of prestated objectives-.
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',INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL POWER AND

ILLUMINATION SYSTEMS
\

I)
.

.

Most technicians are not required to be electrical
1

power specialists.

However, many technicians
technicians' must know

v°

about electrical power as it relates to energy efficiency.
This relationship includes areas such as energy.conserva

1

tion, energy efficiency, basic systen; operation, function

Iof.components, basic wiring skills, codes, safey, power*
management, and utility rate schedules.
4

Technicians must also know,the principles of illumina1

tion, light sources, kinds of lightinglystems and controls,
how to efficiently use lighting, how to make and impleme-At
light and power budgets, what efficient residential wiring
is

and how to do' basic cal,cula"t -ions on all the above.

IElectrical Power and Illumination Systems accomplishei-these objectives.

In addition, students also practice elec-

tricaldreasurement, wiring methods, illumination measurement,
1

circuit ,contral

I

partsof the electrical distribution system.
Module PI-01, "Efficieneies of Electrical Power Dis-

and are provided with an overview of the

tribution Systems," describes basic characteristics of re-

!

1

active a.c. circuits, calculation of power factor and voltage
.

drop on power lines, and corrective measures common 4.ipPI-01 also gives a brief overview Of power distridustry.
bution systems.
-.'

Module PI-02, "Electrical Power Transmission andDis1

I

tribution,". describes transmission and distribution systems

with particular emphasis on efficiency and control in those.
.
,
systems. . The Second module also familiarizes the student,'
.

with large equipMent and'cirduit.componentS..

-*

,

4

It
Module PI -03, "Industrial Electrical Distribution,"
-discusses industrial power system layout, safety, controls,
°

circuit protection, reliability, and energy efficiency as
it relates -to the industrial sector.

Module PI-04, "Residential Electrical Distribution,"
surveys the characteristics of safe wiring systems-based
on the National Electrical Code.

The fourth module also

_inchites information about wiring practices, components,

factors influencing wiring safety, and factors influencing
wiring efficiency.

Module PI-05, "Electrical Energy Management," incorporates
informati "bn from previous modules, explains the hows and

*whys of utility rates, and details how to reduce the monthly
The'fifth module also explains how to reduce'

utility bill.

electrical energy use and how to purchase power at a discount.

.-

Module PI-06,.."Fundamentals of .Illumination," provides

the student with the basic principles of illumination, in-

,.

:eluding topics such as the'spectrum, inverse square law,

reflection, light measurement, required light levels, and
quality of illumination.

Module PI-07, "Light Sources," discusses the character.

istics of light sources and how light sources may be applied.

The efficiency, rated lifetime, light depreciation with

0

aging, _and spectral characteriitics'of all common light

sources are also described in the sev,enthmoduIe.
.

Module PI-08; "Efficiency in Illumination Systems,"

addresses the efficient use of lighting in residential,
In addition, the

commerical, and industrial applications.

eighth ,module explains efficient lighting design and maintenance Of illumination4systems, ana provides tips on saving
energy, and.completing a cost analysis of lighting systems.

I
4.

2

6

The purpose of Electrical Power and Illumination Systems

is to acquaint the student withthe major areas of the field,

not make the student an experiin.any pafticular area.

The

Student should emerge from the course a more diversified
technician with the ability to converse intelligently with
specialists in each related area.'
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MODULE Pr-01
EFFICIENCIES OF aELECTRICAL POWER
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

A

.Thisjwork was developed under,a contract with the.Department of
However, the content does not necessarily reflect
Educatiori.
the position or policy of that Agency, and no official endorsement of these materials should be inferred.
No part of.this work covered by the copyrights
hereon may be reproduced or copied in any foreor by any means
graphic, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recordwithout the @xing, taping, or information and retrievals systems
Center
for
Occupational
Research
and Developpress permission of the
to,the
use
of
the iriforNo liability, is assumed with respect
ment.
.matton herein.
All rtightg reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
Electrical energy is popular for a wide range of appti- /
cations.

This is because of the ease with which it can

be converted to other: forms Of energy (such as heat light,

or motion) and bedause of the ease of distribution of elec-

trick energy.
'In generating plants, mechanical energyis converted
to electrical energy by large alternators. The prime mover
ofthesalternator may be a, water turbine ,'a windmill or
Boilers for steam plantsare, most often,
a steam turbine.
fired with fossil fuels, but-:nuclear reactors' and geothermal
sou'rces'are aIso used.

/

.

No matter what original energy source is used, the
output energy is alternating current electrical energy that
can be transmitted 'over large_ distances for remote applict0

tions.

,

P.

The efficient use of electric

ener

requires a sophis-

\

,

ticated distribution system that can deliver 'power to the
point of use with minimum losses. Thi module; "Efficiency

%

of Electrical Power Distribution System ,".di$cusses factors
'affecting the efficiency of-electrical distribution system's,

as well as methods used to reduce,power losses:

A - review

of a.c. 'circuit analysis is included; example prahlems).11u
strate methods of improving system efficiency by correcting
the power factor.
In the laboratory, the student will construct simile

a.c.circuits and determine power factors and efficiencies.

PI-di/Page 1
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PREREQUISITES
,The student should have.masiered. basic physics and

d.c. and a.c, circuit analysis.

The student should,have

.""also'taken, or,be taking, Electromechanical Devices.
.

6

OBJEC1IVES
Upon completion. of this module, the student should be
able tb:

1.

Describe a typicAl electrical power distribution system:,;

\

including the 'voltages present in elach section of the
system.
.

cq

Explain the loss of an electrical power,system

2.

the reasOns for voltage drop -aChTgh, loads.

Given the' frequency of sn'a.c. circuit and the Values

3.

of capacOtnce and

.-nuctance in the circuit, determine

the,values of inductive reactance and capacitive reactance.
EE

Givdn.the values for resAs4nce, inductive reactance,

4.
.

capacitive reactance, frequenCy and voltage in'a series
or parallel a.c'. circuit, ddtermine the current and
voltage of each component.
.

'5,

.,.

Explain the .following tetms:

a.
b.

Power factor

:

,

:

Apparent power

True'power
Reactive power
b.

-Given three of thb

guantities for a

phase or three-Phase a.c. ci
a.

True power.

b.

Polier factor

ne the'fArth:

uit, dete

.'

r
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single

,

4
4

c.

Current

Voltage.
Given the current, 'voltage, and power factor of an
d.

7.

.

a.c, circuit and the resistance of the power delivery
lines, determine the following:
a.

b.

Voltage drop jm'lines without power factor cor,-

c.

rection
Voltage drop in lines' with pqwer factor correction

4
3.

'Shunt capacitance for a power factor 1.0

'Given the current, voltage, and power factor of an
d.c. circuit and the resistance'of the power, delivery
)

lines,, determine the following':
a.

Series capacitance for power fact6r of 1.0

b.

Voltage delivered to the,RU,load

c.

Voltage drop in the power lihes

Construct RL circuits. ire' the laboratory and correct

the,power factor to 1.0 using both S\eries and parallel
capacitors.
4

at

12:

.
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SUBJECT MATTER
P WER SYSTEMS

A.0 .

An a.c. power:system-consists of a generating station

w ere mechanical energyis trnsformedinto electrical energy
b7 a large alternator, a distribution system, that supp

"the electrical energy to the point of application, a

de-

vices that convert electrical energy to other foims for
liapplicatign.

Efficient use of electrical energy depends uptpn effi-

cient energyconyertors(alternators, motort, light sources)
Alternator, and motors
and a low loss .distribution system.
are'discused'in detail in Electromechanical Devices.

Alte-

nator and motor characteristics considered in this course.
inclUde only electrical load characteristics.
:The first four modules of this course discuss the com-

ponents and efficiencies'of electrical power distribution
systems.

The fifth module is concerned with management"

of electrical loadi for increased efficiency and reduced
energy costs.

The last three Modules discuss light sources

and the efficient use of lighting.
This module.deals with the characteristics of a.c.

electrical Circuits'thlt,affect power loss (and, thus:the
efficiency of the .circUit), as well as basic 'tqphnidues used

to minimize loss.
.

-

,
k?.

TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICAL POWER
Figure 1 shOws an electtical.power distribution sy
and the 'customers it serves.

Power is generat

power house at,7'a, voltage of 20,000 volts.

S

p-ug trans

t.

PI-01/Paie15
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VOLT,AGE,INCREAiES

TO 138.000

20.000 VOLTS
GENERATED

VOLTS

, POWER HOUSE

TRANSMISSION
SUBSTATION
10-

SUBSTATION FROM
TRANSMISSION UNE
13.800

VOLTS

INDUSTRIAL FIRST VOLTAGE REDUCTION
CUSTOMER

89.000

VOLTS

89.000 VOLTS LOW-VOLTAGE'

DISTRIBUTION

`TRA

a

MISSION

v.

SECOMDVOLTAGEREDUCTIbN POWER CENTER
INDUSTRIAL
111P.

I

PLANT

DISTRIBUTION SUBSTATION

SUBSTATION

FROM LOW-

VOLTAGE
TRANSMISSI.ON

COMMERCIAL

OR INDUSTRIAL,
DISTRIBUTION
13800 VOLTS' ` -. TRANSFORMER

CUSTOMER

DISTRIBUTION

,

L-

COMMERCIAL
CUSTOMER

120 / 240
VOLTS

RESIDENTIAL
CUSTOMER

SUBWAY VAULT

ts
Figute T. -Electrical Service From the
4
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Generator ,to the Customer.

I

formers raise this voltage to 138&,000.volis for7transvissi n
I

to` distribution points.

V

Circuit pOier is the product o£ circuit' current arid
voltage.

due to the resistance of the wires

Power loss'
0

.

carrying the curre

.-increases with the square of the

Thus, los es may be reduced by transmitting the
Some long
ame power at a higher voltage anelower:current.

,,,current.

transmission systems have voltages ol 220,000V and,330,000 V.
Transformers are used to increase or decrease voltage throughout the'syStem as needed.

Some large_industrial customers may'receive power directly from the transmission' ines thraugh their own sub..

stations.

In most casps,a transmission substation-keeps

the voltage down to 69,000 V for distribution to'docal load'
areas. ,Many industrial customers art served by indiVidual

substations from low-voltage transmission lineS.- Distribution substations reduce the voltage further to 13,800 V
for local disributiori.

These distributio'

lines serve

smaller industrial: and Commercial customers and residential
customers.

Distribution transformers reduce the voltage

to either 120 or 240 volts for smaller customers.
;.The term "'transmission ", is applied to those sections

of the'systdm that operate above 13,8010 V.

Distribution

sections of the.system operate at 14;800 V or below.

Most

industrial distribution systems (in plant) have voltages
between 600 and 13,800 V.

Commercial and residential dis-

tribution is at 120 and 240 V.

Ito

I
1 5
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ENERGY LOSSES IN ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
Sources of loss in the distribution system include
the resistance of the wires and switch contacts, hysteresi
(magnetic) losses in transformers, and some radiated power.

Even.when compohents are designed for most efficient opera
tion, some losses occur since loss is dependeont upon the
systet's current.

Lower current produces' less loss and
ti

higher efficiencies.

In all cases, it is best to deliver

necessary power at the lowest current

and, thus, the high-

est voltage. that is practical.
Transf§rmers% electric motors, and transmission lines
'all have some inductance.

Unless corrective measb-res are

taken, the' distributionsystem behavi44,as a series RI\cir-

cuit, with the current wave'lagging behind the voltage\4me:
Greater amounts of lag require larger currents to supply
'the same power at the load, resulting in_larier losses.
The amount of lag is indicated 1;ly the'poWer factor described

later in this module.

Capacitors are used to correct the

power factof by bringing current and voltage back into phase..

VOLTAGE CONTROL IN'ELECTRICAL POWER4YSTEMS
Voltage delivered to the customer varies with the load.

When little current flows, voltage drop along the transmission lines is small; the'customer receives almost the
full rated voltage of the system.

When current is, high,

the voltage drop along the lines is greater; the customer
experiences_a volf-a-F'drop.

Since electrically-operated

devicds are-designed to be most efficient'at their rated
voltage, voltage drop, reduces the efficiency of the customer's
installation.

Page 8/PI-01
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One method of regulating voltage delivered to the .cus0

-tome-r,is the use of voltage regulator transformers.

These

transformers have output taps that provide a range of voltWhen current inclrease reduces the output voltage,
voltage regulator trans rmers automatically change to a
ages.

.higher voltage tap to compensate.

Another method that may
oOr

be used at the end of long transmission -lines is to install,
a series capatitor to correct the power factor and boost
4

delivered Voltage.
The remainder, of this module discusses the power factor,

of an a.c. power system and the use of capacitors 6 increase
efficiency and reduce voltage drop.
I

REVIEW OF A.C. CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
The current flow through an a.c. circuit with a constant
voltage is dependent upon the impedance of tie circuit as
given by Equation 1.

I=

Equation 1

where:

= Current, in amperes (A)

E = Voltage, in volts (root-mean-square, [rms])
Z = Impedance, in ohms (0)

The impedance of an a.c. circuit is composed of three ele-,ments:

resistance, inductive reactance, and capacitive

reactance.

17
r
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A.C. CIRCUIT ELEMENTS
I
Figure 2a shows
an a.c. circuit with a purely resistive

load.

The yoltage and current are in 'phase, as shown in

Figur

Th.

I

Figure 2c is a vector diagram showing the cur-

rent and ,voltage of this circuit.

Resistance heaters and

I
90% LAGGING

I

VOLTAGE

Vr

i

I

,..

CURRENT

I

TIME

%

a

a. Circuit 'Schematic

90% LEADING

b: Voltage end Current In Phase.

I

ctor Diagram
60-

.

1

.

Figure 2:

I

Resitance in at A.C. Circuit.

incandescent lights are purely resistive loads.

The imped-

1

N

ance of .a.resistive circuit is equal to the resistance.

Equation 1 may be used to relate voltage, impedance, and
current

as illustrated in Example A.
----,

I

/

°

,
I
A

'

.

I
I

I
.

...,
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EXAMPLE A:

CURRENT IN A RESISTIVE CIRCUIT.

In Figure 2, thetapplied voltage is 115,V and

Given:-

the resistance is 100.

1-

Current

Find:

Solution:
I

= y

(Z = R)

0

an inductor (Figure 3),_the current lags behind
'- the voltage by 90°.

Inductance is associated with the stoTage

I

90% LAGGING

90% LEADING

XL =27rtL
.

a.

Circuit Schematic
Figure 3.

b. Current Lags Voltage By 90%

g.

Vector

Dlagram

Inductance in an A.C. Circuit.

of energy'in magnetic fields.

All levicgE employing magnetic
WA.

fields have some indlIctance.

The impedance of an Inductor

is called the inductive reactance and is given by-Equation 2.

I
PI-01/Page 11

p
1

a'

t
L

Equation.2

= 27fL

where:

XL.= Inductive reactance
f = Frequency of a.c. wave
L = Inductance, in henrys
Example B-ghows the use-of,EquatiOns 1 and 24win determining
the current in An inductive circuit":

EXAMPLE B:
Given:

CURRENT IN AN INDUCTIVE CIRCUIT.

In Figure 3, the applied voltage is 120 V,
&O Hz, and the inductance is 010 H (henry).
4

Find:

Current'

Solution:

X

L

= 27fY
= 27(60)(0.5)
4

X

L

= 188.5c
vt

'1 = Z

(Z = XL)

120 V
188.5c

I = 0.6'37 A.

There areno purely inductive circuits in practical
applications.

However, many common circuits contain a com-.

bihation of inductance and resistance.

These will bedis-

cussed Later in this module. ,

Page 12/PI-01
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S

Figure 4 shows a capacitive a.c. circuit in which the
current leads the voltage by 90°-7" The'impeaance of a capac-

itoris given by Equation
90% LAGGING

0°
;ie.,

90° LEADING
XC

a.

-

1

2Trfc,

Circuit SchematiC

b.

Current 4,,eada Voltage By 90

c. ..Vector Diagram
II

Figure 4.

Capacitance in an A.C.' Circuit.

1

Equation 3',

XC

`a

where:
X

C

=

CapaAtive reactance

f =Ftequency
r

C = Capacitance, inlfarads°
.

Ex mple C iflustrates the use-of Equations l'and 3 todeterMi e the current in a capacitive circuit.,
..

4
o

p

PI7,01/Page-13
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EXAMPLE C:
Given:

CURRENT I44.A CAPACITIVE CIRCUIT.-

In Fgur,q 4, the appliedoltage is 110 V,
60 'Hz, ang-thecapacitance is 500 of (microfarads)

Pind:

,

O

Current.

Solution:
1

XC

2TrfC.

°I2n(60) (500 x 10-6)

-o

L

1

0.1885,
X

e

C
I

=

-

5.30
E

Z

in

-7 XC)

v

5.30
I

=,20.7

A.:a%

a

4i

There are few capacitiveloads4 butcapacitorsaTe
routinely'added to circuitscffset-theeffects of inductive loads.

Although increasing the resistant

or

of a circuit decreases current, increa9img thecapacitance
increases current.

-10c

SERIES CIRCU ITS
.

l''

Figure 5a is the circuit schematic of a series circuit
.

containing4 1

.

.

resistorinductor, and a capacitorSince
.

.

the same cuiirent flows through all three components, all

.

0

Page 14/PI-,

or

1

4

Aft

currents .must be in phase. . Figure 5b is a vector. diagram

of this circuit.

The total Okcuit impedance is given by

a

aluation 4.

.00.

I

q
ea.

a. Circuit Schematic

b. Vector

c. Vector Diagram of

of

Voltages

Impedance
A

Figure 5.

Z

Series .RLC Circuit.

X02

='N/R2 + (XL

Equation 4

Figure 5c is a vector diagram of vo.tages in)the circuit

.

Voltageson the inductor snd.the capacitor'gre 180°

oeout'of phase with one another,

If inductive reactance` and

capacitiNe reaqtailre are equal, -the two voltages cancel
one another; the,-voltgge 'and current of the source are in
phase with the totals Voltage applied to the resistor.'

inductive reactance an

If

capacitive-reactance are not equal,

the phase angl. er between the current and voltage is given

by Equation 5.

PI-QOPage 15
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ERa
COS A =

R

Equation S

=

Z
.

ET

15

The relationships between the voltages in the circuit are
given' by Equation 6.

1
E

T. 11/

ER 2

+ (E

L

g-C) 2

Equation 6

Example D illustrates the use of Equations 4 and S
to solve for'the current and voltages of a series RL circuit.
4,

EXAMPLE D:
Given:

-SERIES RL CIRCUIT.

A:series RL circuit has the following valiles:

E = 120 V
R P ;Ion

4n

X
L,

a.

Circuit' current

b.

Phase angle

c.

'Voltage on each component

24
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1

Example D. Continued.

Sol *on:

,a .

Z =

V

(4)

(10)
- =

(Equation 4)

R2- + 'X1

V11;

.Z(=-10.7752

(Equation

I = 7

1)

'120 V

10.77Q

I = 1.14 A.
b.

COS e = y
1052

10.775
COS 6I-N= 0.9285
4

e = cos-1 (0.9285)
9 = 21.8°.

"Currerit lags the voltage by 21.8°.
c.

V

Voltage on each component maybe deter.mined.using Equation 1:

Inductor

Resistor
ER

IR

E

R

= IX

L

='(1i.14 A) (452)

= (11.14 A) (4S2)
E "= '111.4 V.

L

EL = 44.56 V.

.

OW,

25
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e

Example n.

The problm may be checked by using Equation S
for voltages.
E

T

=

7
R.

COS 8

"(EquationS)
.

111A V
0.9285
"E

T

= 120,V.

Problem checks.

Equation 6 may also be used to check the
problem.

ET =-VER2 + (EL

Er)2
t

=

-0111.4)2 + (44.5,6)2

=

1/14,396

= 120 V.

(Equation 6)

t..

PrOblem checks.

PARALLEL CIRCUIT

\parallel RLC
diagram of \
\parallel
circuit.
In this circuit, the same voltage s''applied to
allcompohents,.
Voltages for all are in phas
Currents
are out of phase, as shown in Figure 6b.
If i ductive_ veacLtance and capacitive reactance are, equal, curr ts, \re of.,
Figure' 6a is the

.

.

cv

#.\

equal magnitude.

Since inductive reactance a

\capaCitiye

o-

F°

.

,

reactance are 180° out of phase, they cancel eac

other,

and the source current is that required by the resistor.

only,

One -18/PIL01

r

".

c

7

A

IL

A

2

F1'(IC-LT C)

0
1

'
b.

Figur-6.

Vector Diagram of Current

Parallel RLC Circuit.

Tie rilationships between the currents of the parallel

circuit-are liven-by4quation 7.

#

,

IT

=VIR2

+ .(IL

Ic)2

Equation 7'

Example E illustrates the use of Equation 7 in deter.

mining the current of a pai-allel RLC circuit.

27.
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PARALLEL RLC CIRCUIT.

EXAMPLE E:
Given:'

A parallel RLC circuit has the following values:
E
T

= L20 V

R = SQ
X

L

= 20Q

.
)

,Xc = 1SQ
Y

?Find:

a.

Current through each component

b.

Total current

c.

Circuit impedance

a.

The current through each component is deter-

.

/

Solution:

mined using Equation 1.

I=
R
.

E

I

A-

E

7

=

L

L

120 V '

120 V

.

b.

R

= 24 A.

I

= 6 A.

L

c.

T

-17ff-

IC = 8 A.
'N

IT*=-VIR2

I

C

Ic)2

_(I.L

V(24)2-4. (6

/

E

r"
120 V

,

-TO-

S552

1

IC =

-

8)2

= 24.08 A.

Find total impedance using Equation 1.

120 V
24.08 A
Z

-J..

.44

4.98 Q.

goo
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POWER/FACTOR AND SYSTEM EFFICIENCY
//

The power factor is the'ratiO of the average (or active)
power

0 the apparent(pOwer (root- mean - square voltage, times

r ot-mean-square current) of an alternating-current circuit.

6

POWER IN A.C. CIRCUITS
Power in a circuit ,is the product of clgrent and voltage.

Figure 7 shows the voltage, current, and powr of a pure
resistive a.c. circuit as functions of time.' Since the
current and voltage are in phase, power is always positive.
The area under the power curve represents the energy transferred to the resistor.

POWER

,-ENERGY INTO RESISTOR

.T1ME

Figure 7.

Power in a Resistive Circuit.

Figure7-8is a similar diagram for a pure inductive
circuit.
-

When current and voltage are both positive or

bath negative, power is positive and energy flows into the

2)
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1

inductor, establishing a magnetic field.

When one of these

quantities i5 positive and the other is negative, energy
flows from the inductor, back into the power lines, decreas,
ing the magnetic field.

Although current is flowing through

.the inductor, no net power is transferred to the inductor.
The same is :rue of pure capacitive ,circuits.

C

ENERGY INTO INDUCTOR

VOLTAGE
CURRENT

POWER

ENERGY OUT OF
INDUCTOR
.

Figure 8.

TIME

Pqwer in an Inductive Circuit.

Most a.t.. circuits include both resistance and induc-

tande in series: Both electric motors and fluorescent light
behave eledt.rically as series RL circuits. Figure 9 shows,
the voltage, current, and power in such a circuit. 'The
true power fist the circuit is the Piwer of the resistor.
The power resulting from the energy flow into and out of
the inductor is called reactive mover and accomplishes no
This power increases current flow through the conwork.
ductors of the syitem and, thu%, increases losses and voltage
drop.

Page 2/PI-01.1
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.10

1

ENERGY INTO INDUCTOR
AND RESISTOR

POWER

Aq;

411,

,..

... ,.......,,

,

>

_

....r.N.

ENERGY OUT
OF INDUCTOR

CURRENT

VOLTAGE 719

Figure 9.

Power in a Series RL Circuit.

POWER FACTOR

The apparent power of a circuit is the product of the
Figure 10 shows the relationcircuit voltage and amperage.
.

ship between apparent powerti.ue'ISower, and reactive power.

a

Figure 10.

Power Factor.

PI-01/Page 23
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4,

The adg416 O is the phase'angle,between the current and voltage irk. the circuit.

The power factor is defined as the

ratio of true power to_apparent power and is equal to the
cosine of the phase angle.

If the voltage, current, and

power factor of a circuit are known, the true power may
be calculated using Equation 8.

7

TP = E x I x PF

5

-

Equation 8

where:
Tf = True power

PF = Power factor

Example F illustrates the use of Equation 8 to determine true power.

EXAMPLE F:

t

POWER OF A MOTOR.

'A 5-hp electric motor operates at 220 V with

Given:

a current of 19.3 A and a power factor of 0.09.
The wires. carrying current to the motor have

a total resistance of 0.50.

41.

Find:

.

a.

Apparent pOwer

b.

True power of motor,

c.

Voltage drop in power lines

d.

Loss in power lines

O.*
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Example F. Continued.
Now

Solution:

a.

AP = EI

Apparent power ...

= (220 V)(19.3 A)

AR = 4,246 VA.
b.

'OE

TP.= hI (PO

True 'power ...

= (220,V) (19.3 A)(0.9)

TP = 3,821.4 W.
c.

Voltage drop in lines ...
E. = IR

= (19.3 A) (0.552)

E = 9.65 V.

There will be a voltage drop of 9.65 V in
the power line. To'deliver 220 V at the
motor, the source must have a voltage of
approximately 230 V.
d.

Loss in lines ...

P = I2R
= (19.3 A)2(0.5)
P = 186.2 W.

IMPROVING POWgR FACTOR WITH SHUNT CAPACITORS
A power factor of .Q is the most efficient for an
a.c.'pover distribution system because it pripluces the miniFigu e 11 show's the most common method
mum line current.
A shunt
of correcting.the power factor of an a.c. circuit.

capacitor is added just before the RL load, "as shown in
o

33
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I LOAD

A

L--

Power Factor Correction
Figure 11.
by a Shunt Capacitor.
Figure 11.

This will not greatly change the current through

thegload, but will reduce the current through the distribuExample G illu-

tion lines and the resulting voltage drop.

strates-- correction of power factor using a shunt capacitor

to provide reactive powertto offset that of the inductor.

EXAMPLE G: CORRECTION OF POWER FACTOR
WITH A SHUNT CAPACITOR.
.

Given:

The load in Figure 11 is the motor. of Example F

with an operating voltage of 220 V, a current
19.3 A, and a power factor of 0.9.

The resis-

tance of the distribution4system (Rd) is 0.50.
Fin

a.

ValUe of capacitor, to give a power factor
of 1.0

b.

Voltage drop in power lines

c.'

Loss in power lines

Page 26/PI-01
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Example-G. Continued.

.

.

.

Solution:

a.

Capacitance (from Figure 10)
,

RP =

AP2

...
.

- TP2

(4246)

- (3821.4

(from Example F)

3,425,418(Volt -Amps Reactive).
RP = 1,851 VAR
=

0

The shunt capacitor must Supply a reactive
power of 1,851 VAR.
The reactive -power of the capacitor is
given by ..
,RP = I E

C C

Thus, the capacitor current must be 40
I

C

2)

RP
EC
r-

1,851 VAR
220-V

I' = 8.41 A
-

The capacitive-reaCtance is then
EC

XC

1

C

220 V

8.41 A
X

= 26.16ft
C

27rfX

C
1

2.7 (60) (26.16)
.so

cat

1

9.,862*

C = 101.4 pF.
...IIYmaalINIMIMMONNO

35
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Example G. Continueyt.

1:-441C
,

.

A,shunt capacitor -of 101.4 uF will correct

1

the power factor of the system to 1.0.
b.

Volt4e drop
With the power factor corrected, the delver
system must provide only enough current to
pfoduce the true power...
TP
I
1

ETIFFT

.

I

3,,821.4 VA

(220)(1.0)

7"

I = 17.4%A.

the voltage drop in .distribution system is
1

given by ...
= IR
4.

= ,(17%4 A)(0.,tQ)

E'= 8.70,V.

I

c.

Line loss ...

P=

'N

4

= (17.4 A)2(0.511)

P = 151.4 W.

Compare the answers for parts b and c to the
value's obtained in Example

Both voltage

drop and power loss are reduced by the
,addition of the capacitor.

e

4
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IMPROVING` POWER FACTOR WITH SERIES CAPACITORS
"

The use of shunt capacitors is the most common method
of Correcting power factor.

However, in °some cases, it

is desirable to improve the pOwer factor and increase the
delivered voltage.

This,is Abst often necessary at the

end of long distribution lines carrying relatiVely small
Figure 12slibws a capacitor connected in series

currents.
I

with an RI, 1041 to correct they pbwer factor and increase
the delivered voltage:.

Exgmple H illustrates this methad,

of power factor correction.

/

Power Factor.Correction
Figure 12.
by a Series CapaCitor.

EXAMPLE H: CORRECTION OF POWER FACTOR
WITH A SERIES CAPACITOR.
'

Given:

The motor from the previpuslexample is operated
at the elid of a long p-Ower line with a resistance of Rd = 1.552.
E = 220' V,

Motor specifications axe ...

I. = 19.3 A, PF = 0.9, TP = 3,821 W".

AP = 4,246 VA, RP = 1,841 VAR.

Because of the

voltage drop in the lines, only 20b volts are.
availab;; at the site of the motor.

J
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-Example H. Continued. 41Find:

a.

Series capacitance to give a power factor
of 1.0

b.

Voltage at motor termiIals with capacitor

:-\

in place
Solution:

a.

Capacitance

Ina series RLC circuit, the power factor is
Determine the value of XL.

1!0 when XC = XL.

The reactive power of an inductor is given
by ...

RP = IL EL
Thus'

E

L

RP

=

I

L

1,851 VAR

19.3A
EL = 95.9 V.

During normal operation, the inductor voltage
is 95.9 V.

.

EL
XL

IL*

95.9 V
9.3 A
XL = 4.972.

r

The capacitive reactance should' thert te4.970.
rt

.°

C

I

21.fXc
1

/7r (60)0,97Q)
C = 534 gF.
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Example H. Continued.
b.

Voltage at motor tarminals

'The true power of the resistance load is
,

given by ...
I

_TP'= IR ER
during normal operation

ER

TP
t

3,821 VA

19,3A
ER = 198 V.

.The resistance is then

...

ER
R =

TR
198 V

19.3 A
R = 10:26Q.
6

Thecircuit with the
capacitOr in Series

E2200V

may be repsesented.
)(c a 4.970

by the diagrain at

the'right with a
Ra 10.260

source voltage of

4.

200 V.

The voltage

delivered to the. motor

xl);44170

is the voltage (Vm)
acrgi,s the resistor
and indictor .in

series (Em).

Solve

foi Em.

3
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4.

a

\

.

I

.
:.

.

4

Example H. Continued.
'Circuit impedance
t.

Z=
=

VR2

+

XC)

(.,XL

(Equation 4)

2

.7410,26)24. (4.97 - 4.97) 2

Z = 10.260

1
I =

E

(Equation 1)

200V
10.260
I

= 19.5 A.

Calculate voltages onresistor and 'inductor.
EL 7 I X

ER

=
E

R

A)(10.260)

= 200 V.'

L

= (19.5 A) (4.9752)

=;96.9 V:

Determine Em.
Em

=-VER 2
=

E

/

(Equation 6)

V(200)2 +Y(96.9)2'

Em = 222 V.

Adding a capacitor in series corrects the
pallier factor and increases theVVoltage de4j,

livered to the RL part of the circuit.

The

motor has an applied voltage of 222 V, even
though the total voltage across the RLC
series circuit ES'only 200 V.
V
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THREE-PHASE POWER

Electrical power generators produce three-phase power
and all distribution is three-phase

except the final dis-

tribution circuits, at 120 and 240 V.

Three-phase power

results in a more efficient distribution system and a smoother
power delivery.

Power factor correction of three-phase

systems< with capacitors requires three capacitors (or sets

of capacitors) with one connection between each pairof
phases

or with a connection'in series with each phase.

Current in a three-phase system is the,current flowVoltage is the phase-

ing in one of the three conductors.
..

to-phase voltage.

In this case, the true power is given

by Equation 9.

P = 1.73 IE (PF)

Equation 9

where:

P = True power
I

= Current, in amps

E = Voltage

PF = Power factor
A

1.,73 = C9nstant

`Example I illustrates the use of Equation 9.
p

fp-

OP
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NO,

EXAMPLE I:
Given:

CURRENT OF, A THREE-PHASE MOTOR.

A 10-hp motor has an efficiency of 92% and a
power factor of Q.9.

rt is operated on 220 V,

3-phase power at 8S% of its rated load.
= 746 W)

(1

Find:

Current

Solution:* First, determine the true Power consumption of
the motor.

P = (10 hp)

6

(---741-T0 w) (0.85)

P = 6,341 W
IE (PF)

P

I

(Equation 9)

(1.73) E (PF)
_

,6,341
(1.73)(220)(0.9)
.

I = 18.5 A.

SUMMARY

Electrical power distribution systems are RL

Inductanceis.present in motors, generators; transformers,
Inductance results:in a lagging
and in transmission lines.
power factor.

The reactive power of the system d6es no work,,but
does increase current through the conductors of the distribution system.

The power factor can be corrected to 1..0

fob the minimum current.(maximum efficiency) by including'

capacitors.in thecircuit near the load.

ti
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I
I

.

0

.,

This reduces voltage drop in the powef lines.

I

The

capacitor is chosen to provide the same reactive pottier as
the inductance of the circuit. PoWer lines must then carry

only the current necessary to deliver true power. --

I

r

HowThe capacitor is usually connected in parallel.
ever, series capacitors are used at the end of long lines

to boost the voltage delivered to an inductive load.
Power factor correction is an important technique in
improvini electrical system efficiency.

4.

----........_Th

I

../

I
I
1.,

I

I

I
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,
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,
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1

Ir.

Car

k.

EXERCISES
1.

A series Id, circuit has a resistance of

an an 'in-

ductance 9f 0.2 H and an applied voltage of 120 V.
Find.the following:.
a.

Inductive reactance

b.

Impedance

c.

R :100 *

Current

,d.

Voltage on resistor

e.

Votage on inductor

-f.

2.

.

Phase angle

g.

Power,factor

h.

True power

i.

Reactive power

1.40.2H0

A parallelRC circuit ha§ a resistance'of 10Q, a
capacitance of 100 tF, and an applied voltage of
110 V.

Find.the following:
...

.

a.-

Capacitive reactance

b.

Current through resistor

c.

Current through capacitor

d.

Source current

e.

Circuit impedance

f.

Power factor'

E=110V
C100/J F

A-single-phase motor has-a power factor of 0.86, a
current,of 9.2 A and a voltage of 120 V.

Determine

,

the following:
a.

b.

True power
.Reactive power

c.

Shunt A capacitance for a power factor of 10

d.

Series capacitance for a power factbr of 1.0

e.

Voltage applied to a motor with series capAitor

4

in circuit

44
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A.

A three-phase motor rated at Shp operates on 230 V
with a power factor of 0.92 and an efficiency of 87 .
What current does the motor draw at full load?

S.

A motor is rated at 5 = 120 1.1,

I

= 12.2 A, PF = 0.9 -.

It is operated on a long distribution line with a spurce
voltage of 120 V andia line resistance of 1.50.
Determine the following:
a.

Resistance of motor

b.

Voltage available at motor without poWer factor

c.

correction
Series capacitance necessary for power factor

d.

correction
Voltage available at motor with power factor
correction

LABORATORY 'MATERIALS
120 V a".

.

outlet-, with-switch-

220; 1-W resistor
1,00052, 15-W resistor
maxialum current
2-H (henry) inductor, 120 mA
Several capacitors in the range of 1.0 uF to 5.5 uF,

120 V a.c.

VOM,

A:C. milliammeter,s0-100 mA
Connecting wires

0.

45
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES
Rf220
Connect the components
as indi ated at right.
The 22Q

esistor will

represe

the resis.-

tance of the delivery
system.

The 1,00051

resistor and 2-H inductor are the load.
2.

Measure the resistance of the load (resistor and inductor in 'series) and record the value in Data Table 1.

3.

Close the power switch and measure the voltage of the
source, voltage on the load, voltage drop in the power
line (2251 resistor) and the current:

valuessin Data Table 1.
4.

Record these

Open, the power switch.

Nr

Calculate the circuit parameters to 2111 lete tjle first
section of Data Table 1. Calculate th'e value for the
,

1

series capacitor for power factor'correctian as illus-Calculate the value for the

trated in Example H.

parallel capadltor for power factor correction as illustrated in Example G.
5.

R1'

With power removed from
the` circuit,, select the

proper capacitor for
parallel connection to
give a power factor
1.0.

.Install

circuit as sho
right.

f

'-t in cil
t e

at

Record, the capac-

,itance in Data Table 2.
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4.6

6.

Energize the circuit and measure voltage on-the load,
voltage drop in the line, and current.
Table 2.

0

Record in Data

Open the power switch.

7.

Complete Data Table 2 following the previous procedure.

8.

With power removed from the circuit, select the proper
capacitor for
cs
R2

series con-

nection to give a power factor
of 1.0.

Install it in the

circuit as shown at left.

Record the capacitanCe in
Data Table 3.

9.

Energize the circuit.

Measure and record the vaAes

specified in Data Table 3.
10.

Disconnect the circuit.

Complete this section of

Data Table 3.
11.

Complete Data Table 4 to compare losses in the three,
circuits,
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DATA TABLES
RL CIRCUIT WITH NO POWER
DATA TABLE 1.
FACTOR
CORRECTION.
.

Resistance of load ... RL =
Voltage of source ... 'Es =

MEASURED:

Voltage on load ...

E

Current ..:

L
I

.

.

=
=

Voltage drop in line ...
E

.4

CALCULATED:

d

=

Apparent power ...
AP = E
.

,

I =

L

do.

True power ... TP = 12 RL =
Reactive power ...
RP =

VAP2

Power factor ...

- TP2 =

TP
PF = AT =
IP

Phase angle :..
8 = CO'S-1 (PF)

=
t

VALUES FOR POWER FACTOR CORRECTION:
Series capacitor ...

Cs,.=

.4

Parallel capacitor ... Cp =

r

..

4

.S
.,

(

s

4.8.
.

TI-oupage 41

1

RL CIRCUIT WITH
DATA TABLE 2.
SHUNT CAPACITOR.
Capacitance:

NOltage on load

MEASURED:

Voltage dr,op'in line

E
E

Current ...
CALCULATED:

L

d

=

=

I =

Apparent power ..

AP =

True power°

TP =

-

Reactive power

RP =

Power factor ...

PF =

phase angle ...

DATA TABLE 30.
SERI

e

=

RI, CIRCUIT WITH
CAPACITOR.

Capacitance:
MEASURED:

Voltage on load ...

E

Voltage drop on line ...

E

Voltage Dncapacitor

E

durrent

L

=

=
=

I

CALCULATED:

Appa ent power ...

AP =

True power

TP =

...

React've 'gooier. ...

Power

actor ...,

Phase an

RP =
PF =
6 =

7.1

49
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DATA TABLE 4:

COMPARISON OF,CIRCUITS.

2

True
Power (19,

Circuit

% Loss

Line Loss
-

P

L

= IF

d

Total Power
TP +'P
$

(10 j

(iv).

L

Pi,

.1.-F-47---p

x 100

L
)

RL Circuit

.Parallel Capacitor

.

o

Series Capacitor

.

'4D

REFRENCES,
Commonwealth Edison Company.
Books 1 and 2.

mentals
1.9,791

Volume I.

-

Commonwealth EdisonCo.,

V

Pansini, Anthony. S.

i

Power Plant Electrical Funda-

Basic,,Electrical:Power Distribution,

Rochelle Park, NJ:

H

den Book Co., 1971.

A

TEST
Please circle the approprIaZ; answer.
IA

In-the circuit at the tight, the voltage on the in-

1.

ductor"is
a.

120 V.

b.

117 V.'

c.

88.3 V.

d.

62.2 V.

e.

41.6 V.

C.600ut
salon

Ea 120V
Fa60Hz

LW102H

In the circuit at the right, the total current is

2.

,

a.

1.2 A.

b.

3.4 A.

c.

4.6 A.

d.

3.6 A.

e.

2.2 A.

...

Ca75),tf

A single-phase motor with an efficiency of 86% delivers
a power of 2.63 hp (1 hp =.746 W) when operated at
Determine the power
22.5 V with a current of 11.5 A.
factor.
a.

0.88

b.

0,65

c..

1.14

*d.-

0.85

e.

0.94

'
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4.

A three-phase motor has phase-to-phase voltage of 440.V

and a currant of 132 A.

fIt has an efficiency of 91%

and a power factor.of 0.89.
119. hp

a.

b.

78 hp

c%

80 hp

d.

76 hp

e.
5.

.

109 hp

A motor has an apparent power of 4 kW and a power factor
of 0.9.

6.

Find the output horsepower.

Find the reactive power.

a.

3,600 W

b.

4.00 W

c.

1,244 W-

d.

1,432 W

e.

0

A single- phase' motor operating at 120 V with a current

of-17 A has-a-power factor of 0.91.

What value of

shunt capacitor will correct the power factor to 1.0?
a.

550.uF

b.

1,560 uF
'15.6 uF

7.

d.

5.5 uF.

("1.

1:67 uF

The same motor in problem 6 is installed with a series
capacitor to correct the power factor.
the series capacitor is
a.

380 u.F.

b.

905 uF.

c.

38 uF.

d.

90.5 ui.

e:

1,560 .1.1F.

.

.
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The value of

)

8.

Using'a series capacitorifor power factor correction
will

...

a.

increase delivered voltage._

b.

9.

\ increase line current.

c.

increase power loss in transmission lines.

d.

increase efficiency of power

e.

All of the above are correct.

f.

Only a, b, and d are true; c is false.

system.

'Using a parallel capacitor for power factor correction
will ...

IT.

a.

increase line current.

b.

decrease power loss in transmission lines.

c.

reduce voltage drop.

d.

All of the above are correct.

e.

Only band c are true; a is false.

f.

Only a and b are'true; c is false..

-Th most practical applications, power factor correction
is

...

a.

an unprofitable waste of time.

b.

accomplished by shunt capacitors.

c.

accomplished by-series capacitors.

d.

unnecessary as .inductive and capacitive loads

'

in most systems tend to balance.
OA,

"I
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ELECTRICAL POWER.AND ILLUMINATION SYSTEMS

dLOD

RANSMISS1QN
;DISTRIBUTION

:,17"PcWe

INTRODUCTION
Electrical power is such a common convenience in this
country that most people.never think about what is required
to deliver .power to file customer.

Electrical power trans-

mission and distribution systems are complexland,sophisticated networks. .Networks spread throughout the area served
and interconnect to'othei-areas, providing reliable power
c

at proper Voltaggs and the highest. efficiency possible
P1-02, "Electrical Power Transmission and Distribution,"
,

describes the major components of transmission and distribution systems - including transmission lines, transformers., ,
/
circuit breakers, switches, voltage egulators, and controls.
.

It'is not (the intent of this module

o provide .a detailed

Hundreds
description oT the entire system.or its operation.
of.books haXe been written on the subject and new ones are
Since the electrical-power ine,,try ;
published continuously.
is in a continual state of development as new prOdutts and.
.

.

prdcedures become avails le,, "Current information on the
state of the art mayfre l"ound in,a variety of specialiAed

periodicals:
This module is intended to introduce the student to
4
the basic ccomponents and practices that are common through -,
__!aut_the industry and to prepare the student for a more
detailed description of the equipment used in industrial,
commercial,-"and residential settings.

The laboratory section of this module consists of a
field trip, to one ol- more substations, where the student

'will observe the Auipment described.

11.
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PREREQUISITES
The student sholild have completed Module PI-01, "Effi-

ciency of Electrical Distribution Systems."

OBJECTIVES
Upon completion of this_module, :the student should be
able to:

Sketch a diagram of an electrical power "transmission

1.

and distribution system

including generatirkg stations,

switching stations, distribution substatiods,.tie
lines
,
to other utilities, and distribution circuits. .State
,'

the approximate voltages present in each pbrtion, of the
system.

Sketch, describe, and explain the function of the fol-

2.

lowing system components:,
-

a.

Lightning arresters

b;

Transformers-

c.

Voltage regulators

A.

Oil circuit breakers

e.

Airblast circuit breakers

f.

Gas circuit breakers.

,g.

3.

.

jasconnectsw4ches

h.

Motor-operated disconnects

i.

Voltage transformers

j.

Current transformers

Explain the factors-resultingin!a leading or lagging
pc.ier factor 'in the distribution system 'and the methods

used to correct the power factor at the substations.
S
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4.

DesCribe the construction of the towers and cables
used for electrical power transmission.

r

Given a schematic of a substation, identify the symbols
for the major Components

including transfprmers,-

circuit breakers, switches, and voltage regulators.
6.

Visit a substation and identify and sketch the-components.

Describe the operation of the station.
N

4,0

el
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SUBJECT MATTER

TYPICAL TRANSMISSION'AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Figure 1 is a diagram of a typical electrical power
transmission and distribution system. This particular
system contains three generating stationsq.pach produc ng
an electrical power at '20,000 V.

to 138,000 V for transmission.

This voltage is raj. ed

At switching substati
_

this voltage is reduced to 69,-000 V fbr transmission to
,distribution substations.
In some cases, s.1.116Transmission voltages of 35,000 V

The actual voltages-used in any system,
any part of a system, depend upon the distance the
power s to be transmitted, geographical considerations,
climatic conditions, and government regulations. DOriso be used.

bution substations further reduce the voltage to 13,800 V
for distribution to customers.
The figure also shows a tie,line to an adjacent utility.

Electrical power'systems are not isolated, but are connectedin a power grid that covers the country. The lines connecting these systems together are usually operated at high
voltages because of the long distances involved.' Some extra
'high voltage (ehv) lines Operate at voltages or 735 kV.

These lines are used to supply po4tr from adjacent companies
when the local utility cannot meet demands. ,Utilities usually -do not like to take power from these tie lihes unless
the power has been contracted for in advance; rates are,
.601**kko

higher on a short-notice basis.
\"-- However, in some cases, substantial, amoupts of power
are "delivered by these lines oh a routine basis.

Often,
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Sta.11.

20,000 V.
Dist. Sub. "E"

138,000 V.

Dist. Sub. "A"

E
//

138,000 V.

Dist. Sub. "B"

I Ell
138,000

Switching Station A

/

ori

Switching
Station C

40 00

V.

.

bq

69'4%

ion B

0 t.

-000

Dis . Sub "f"

Dist. Sub. "C"

Dist. Sub. "D" I

v"

Dist. Sub.."G"

Dist. Sub. "H"

I

a:
DM

EM

4,1

ONO

Dist. Circuit No. 101

IIMMOID

OD 'DEEMED

NI

Dist. Circuit No. 102

220,000 V.
Underground Cable
Interconnections with

adjacent Utility

138,000 V.

Company
Gen. Sta.4.111

f

20,000 V.

I

)3,800 V.

Dist. Circuit No. 103
011 DM

OD

Pole Top Transformers

120/240 Volt
Secondary Mains

138,000 Volt Lines
69,000 Volt Lines
3,800 Volt Lines
120/140 Volt Lines
120 or 240 V. Services

DD.

Services

Abbreviations:
Distribution
Generating Station
Substation

Dist.
Gen. Sta.
Sup.

WattHour Meter

.

Customer's Hiring

Figure 1. -Diagram of a Typical Transmission
and Distribution System.'.
,
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utilities purchase large amounIsof power from companies
that are .large distances away.

This power may be trans-

mitted over the lines of several companies that are located
between the producer of the power and the user.

California,

for example, uses large amounts of.power generted by abundant hydroelectric sources in Washington and British Columbia.

In other cases, such lines are run for hundreds of

miles from power plants at coal mining sites to cities.
High voltage tie lines may also be used to bi=ing power td

an area when the loCal system has experienced a generator__
failure.

The eleCtrical power transmission and distribution
system of this country is actually one large interlocking
grid made up of many individual utilities.

The poWer is

directed through the system by switching stations and dis-

I

tribution substations.

This module will describe the major

system components used to transmit and control that power.

TRANSMISSION LINES
Trans issiori lines may be either overhead or underground.

Ove

ea

lines' are more common because'of rower

construction cost and higher efficiency.

However,'in high

population areas and for many lower voltage distribution
systems, underground lines are popular.
will deal with overhead lines only.

This discussion

Underground cables will

be discussed briefly in Module PI-03, "Industrial Electrical
Distribution."

Go
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POLES AND TOWERS

lines may be supported by poles made
-Overhead
of wood, steel, or concrete, or'by structural steel.towers.
Woodeii poles are used mainly for local distribution systems,
but some older transmission lines have wooden poles. Newer

transmission lines use structural steel towers or steel poles
,,

Figure 2 shows several types of steel
These structures
poles and towers that are in common use.
almost exclusively.

.

,

or

a.

9.

b.

e.

d.

C.

a.

Double-Circuit Square -Base Tower

b.

Sing le-Clrcuit Rectangular-Base Towers

c.

H-Fr Etrao Tower

d.

Guyed V-Tower

a.

Wood-Pole H-Frame Structure

f;

Single- Circuit Wood Pole

g.

Double-Clrcult.LattIce-Type Narrow-Base-Tower

h.

Double- Circuit Steel Pole

h.

-)k

Types of Poles and Towers.

Figure 2.
4
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H

carry either one or two three-phase circuits; that is,
either three or six conducting cables.

These cables are

arranged to produce the minimum power loss due to corona..
Cables are spaced far enough apart to reduce capacitance between the cables ansl to prevent arcing.

A'grounded shield

wire is strung at the top of the structure above power lines
to dive'rt lightning strikes to the ground.

CABLES

Most transmission cables are made of standard aluminum
Steel provides strength to support
and have a steel core,.
.

the weight of the cable; aluminum provides good electrical
conduction.

Copper is a better conductor than aluminum,

but copper is more expensive and heavier and is seldom used
4*

for transmission.

Cables are not insulated and depend upon

the air gap for electrical isolation.

tables ae attached

to the tower by ceramic insulators.

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS

,

Lightning strikes are a common occurrence on many power
lines and circuit components must be protected from the high
voltages and currents produced by such strikes. Figure 3
shows a valve lightning arrester.

This devices consists of

a, series of 'spark gaps'and a resistor Calledithe valve ele-

ment.

The top terminal of the arrester is'connected to the

power line; the'bttom terminal is connected to ground.
Line voltage is insufficient to ionize the air in the gaps,

I
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"Yr

SPRING

PORCELAIN CAP
GAP CHAMBER

GAP ELECTRODE
VALVE ELEMENT
(COLUMN OF PELLETS OR
OTHER SUITABLE MATERIAL)

Figure 3.

4

Lightning Arresters.

but a lightning strike breaks down the air and is transmitted
to the ground thiough the resistor element.

When the surge

is over, the resistor reduced current to the level that arcs
are extinguished and no line energy is,lost.

Lightning ar-

resters are used on ald transmission and distribution lines

in areas where lightnineposes a problem and are usually
installed at substations aniLdistribution transformers.

.f
SUBSTATION S
-r

Control of the transmission and distribution system
is applied at switching stations and substations.

Page 10/II -02
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In some

14

C

I

j

systems, all substations are controlled [rom a'central

dispatcher location by means of radiofrequency signals
carried on the power lines.

In 'other systems, only parts

are controlled from a central location, with some parts
under' local control or operated automatically.

In all

cases, the function,of .substationi is essentially the sgme.4

Substations perform the following functions:

Switching networks direct power from incoming lines
_to several feeder lines that carry power to other
parts of the system.

1

Transformers reduce the voltage for distribution or
increase it for transmission to other areas.

Tie lines connect one utility to another at high
voltage bulk stations.

Switches'may be used to de-energize sections of the '

system for maintenance or repair:
Metering devices monitor and record data that are
essential for the proper and-efficient operation of
the system.

Substations normally include transformers, switches,
voltage regulators, capacitors, or other devices for adjusting the power factor and va'suremeni,equipment.. A battery

bank is usually included for t'he operation ofswitching,and
monitoring equipment during periods when'a.c: power is dis.connected.

The remainder of this module discusses components

t1at are employed'in substations for the control' of the

transmission and distribution system.

64
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SYSTEM COMPONENTS

4
System components include transformers, voltage regulaz_./

torscircuit breakers, disconnect switches, instrumentation,
power-factor correction, and protective. relaying.

TRANSFORMEIN
A wide variety of transformers are used throtIghout electrical power syitems.

Their site varies from large three-

phase transformers for ehv transmission systemg

that can

to 5 kVA single-phase dishandle thousands of megawatts
Figure 4 shows a typical,threetribution transformers.

phase transformer'

a small distribution Tation.

Most

.

power transformers ha e the same basic components and all
to increase or decrease voltage.
perform the same funci n
Only 30 years ago, transformers weighed about five pounds

per kVA and had efficiencies'of around 95%.

Modern trans-

formers weigh only one pound per kVA and have efficiencies
of 99.5%.

The secondaries of power transformers have several

tap-s for adjustment of the output voltage.

Typically, volt-

___agemay_be_chahged in steps of about 2i% by changing_ taps.
Such adjustments must be made with the transformer de-ener.-

gized, as the tap changers are not designed to operate under
load.

A discussion ol the theory of operation and the con-

nection of transformers may be fouhd in Electromechanical
Devices, Module .EM-03, "Transformers:"
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,

1

INSULATORS

METAL-CLAD

BUSHINGS

SWITCHGEAR

TEMPERATURE GAGE

OIL COOLING TUBES

DRAIN VALVE

9

Figure 4.

Substation Transformer.

VOLTAGE REGULATORS.
Increasirig the currenttrrough a transmis furilime
resultg'in an,increased 'voltage drop across the line. In
many cases, this increased drop is sufficient to reduce

A voltage
the delivered voltage to an undesirable value.
regulator may be used to boost the voltage to the proper
level and to reduce it later when the current demand drops...
HT

FigUre 5 is a simplifieoNschematic of a Voltage regulator.

66
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a.

Supply Line

Ix

Exciting Winding

c.

Auxilary

A Winding

d. Series Regulating Winding

r.

Tao-ChangingMechaniem

f. Reactor
g. Load Line

Figure 5.

One Phase of Single-Core
Step-Voltage Regulator.

Only one phase of a three-phase regulator is shown.

is essentially a transformer with multiple taps and a
ap changer that operates under load.

One end -of the excit-

ing winding is connected to one phase of the incoming power.
The other end Of this w' nding is connected to the exciting

winding of the other 4cd phases to form a Y connection_gf
the transformer..

The auxiliary 6 winding allowS a third harmonic current
I

to Circulate in°,the transformer and increases its efficiency.
.

.

The output is'taken from the series, regulating winding by
means:of multiple taps.

This Voltage is added to the input

voltage to produce the desired output.

.

reversing switchpay be used to change the polarity
of the series winding, resulting in voltage subtraction if
,a voltage reduction is desired.

The inductor in the tap-

changing mechanism limits current flow through the portion
of the series winding that is.short-circuited during the
changing of taps.

N
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ol

Voltage regulator

ontrolled automatically by a

ses.the output voltage of the
=
voltage transformer
s a typical substation voltage
Figure 6
=
regulator.
The appearance is very Amilar to-that of an
regulator.
o'dinary transformer. Voltage regulators of this 'type are
used throughout the transmission' and distribption systems,
In many cases, voltage regulators-de added to----as-peedech

existing substations as power demand increases.

"TERMINALS
BUSHINGS

OIL GAGE

die

TEMPERATURE'
GAGE

41.
NAME AND

DAV PLATE
'eck

.

EXTERNAL
COOLING TUBES-

DIAL SHOWING POSITION

CONTROL PANEL

Figure 6.

Substation Vol.tage Regulator.
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CIRCUIT BREAKERS
When a circuit carrying a 'large amount of power at high

voltage is interrupted, an arc forms between the switch
contacts.
Circuit break:
ers are used'to break the
connection and ext.inguill

the resulting afc without.
damage 'fo the equipment.
OVERTRAVEL
ADJUSTMENT

or danger to the operator.

Three types of high voltage circuit breakers are
in common use.
,

Figure 7 shows the

7

OPBRATOR
LINKAGE

'components of an oil cir-

cuit breaker commonly_msed
for transmission and dis-;

ACTUATOR
ROD

'tribution service.

When

this circuit breaker opens,
ROD GUIDE

CONTACT
ARC
CHAMBER

the main contacts open
first and the current is
`carried by_the arcing con.tacts.

MAIN

CONTACTS

As they__ open, an

arc is 'formed inside the
arc chamber.

This arc is

MAKE - AND -

quenched by the' inrush of

BREAK
CONTACT

oil as the arcing contacts
are withdrawn from the arc
chambers.

The circuit is

interrupted in about five
to eight cycles.

Figure 7., TypiCal Oil Breaker.
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A

Figure 8 shows a typical, oil circuit breaker used in

a distribution substation.

This model consists of thre
separabreakers in separate containers. Smaller models,
may hte all three breakers, in a single tank.

The tank is

usually at ground potential and is insulated from
age by oil:

igh
f

Some oil circuit breakers'have sma ler oi] tanks

and the tank is not, at ground potential.

I

This was the first

type of circuit breaker developed and it remains the most
popular.
OIL GAGE

r

TERMINALS
BUSHINGS

OIL-FILLING CAP
POSITION INDICATOR

CONDUIT

TANK HOIST PULLEYS

OPERATING MECHANISM

Figure 8.

DRAIN VALVE FOR
CHANGINti OIL

Substation( Oil Circuit Breaker.

Figure 9a shows the components of an air-blast circuit
breaker. In this device-, a blast of cpmpressed air is used
to blow out the arc. The
air-blast circuit breaker

Alk

'is actuated by a cilinder.

CHUTE

driven by compressed air.

RC

SPUTTER
COOLER

When the contacts open, air
is also allowed to travel

ARE

.

Tip

CONTACT

up the blast tube.

This

b10ws the arc into the arc
splitter, as shown in Figure
9b.

The length of the arc

increises until it is extin-

BLAST
TUBE

CONTACT

guished.

ARM

Air-blast circuit

breakers are capable of in44
terrupting a circuit in
BLASTVALVE

4' three cycles or less.

Air

blast breakers requixecompressed air for operatfn,

ARC

Alt

MAGNETIC
VALVE
CHECK

BARRIER

VALVE

-AIR
SUPPLY
MAGNETIC
VALVE

PNEUMATIC k
MECHANISM

CONTACTS

ARCING
HORN

r

ARC, CHUTE

b.

a. Blast of Alr Released Simultaneously
With Opening of Contacts

Figure 9.

Air-Blast Circuit Breakers.
e
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Interruption of Arc

ft

5

,but contain no oil to be contaminated or present a fire
hazard.

Air-blast breakers have becomepopular for indoor

installations and are used in manyoutdoor.substations.'
Figure 10 shows air-blast circuit breakers for extra high
voltage (ehv) operation.

Figure 10.

Air -Blast Circuit Breaker Rated at 375.1(V.

Figure 11 illustrates the operation of a gas circuit

breaker. This deviceconNts of two sets of contacts
-

mounted on a rot king arm in

de a chamber filled with sul-

phur hexafluoride (SP6)gas at about 60 pounds pquare
inch
240

psi).

AT the contacts open, a ,blast of gas at about

si.is forced through the contacts and blows out the

SF6 is used because it has a very high dielectriC curIt conducts less than
rent that increases with pressur6.
arc,

oil and extinguishes the arc more rapidly.
w
Figure 12 shows a gas .circuit breaker used to remove d
generator from the power grid.

..-

-

These b'r.eakers are expensive

and require a compressor and filtering syste.a.for the -gas.

.They are used primarily for high voltage, high currgtn1 service.
4

0
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Figure 11.

Dual Pressure SF6 Gas Circuit Breaker (GCB) .

a

Figure 12.
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Gas Circuit, Breaker..

.

DISCONNECT SWITCHES
'oe_

Figure 13 shows a disconnect switch used to disconnect
circuits manually. ''The stationary switch contacts are

supported by the insulator stack on'the right.
blade is supported by the center stack.
the driving mechanism.

The twitch

The left stack is

Rotating the driving stack causes

the switch blade to rise vert4ally,, assuring that the circuit opens.

This type of switch cannot be used to break an

energized circuit.

It is alwayS used with' a circuit breaker

and is opened after thb circuit breaker is opened.

Purpose

of the discknedt switch is to make the circuit remain de4

.

energized during maintenance or repair.

Vertical -break

disconnect switches are u)ed widely throughout transmission
and distribution systems'to isolate system components.

Switch Blade
b.

Jaw

C.

InSulator Stacks

d.

Insulator Stacks

_r,

Switch Mechanism

f.

Figure 13.,

Driving Insulator St;61c

Vertical-Break Disconnecting Switch.

71
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Figure 14 is a motorized disconnect switch that can be
used to interrupt a current in a circuit.

It is operated

in the. same manner as the previous switch, but ispoWered
by a motor and incorporates a nitrogen blest to extinguish
the arc.

This type of switch is used in many distribution

substations for normal switching applications.

The motor-

operated disconnect switch is not a replacement for a circuit breaker for circuit protection, as it operates only at
relatively, low currents.

.

Figure 14.

j

Nitrogen Blast Helps Extinguish-Arc
in Motor-Operated Disconnect (MOD).
1

4,

INSTRUMENTATION
Substations' include a variety of monitoring and record-

ing devices., Quantities measured include volts
power in watts, reactive power in vars,(volt-amp

Page 22/PI-02
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amps,

active),

frequency

and perhaps, power factor.

Most of the meter

P` movements used operate at 120 Vivi 5 amps,,although their
calibrationis.in terms of quantities measured. Signals

-4

are provided to substation meters by .current and voltage
transformers designed for use with specific meters. Figure

15 is a potential transformer that steps the transmission
line voltage down tobapprox=
ithately 102 V.

Its primary

winding k't connected across

the voltage to be measured.
Its secondary is connected

to a meter that is.calibrated
to indicate the true transmission line volt-age:

Figure 16 shows two types
of current transformers.

The',,

primary of the current transformer' is in series with the

line carrying the current toy
be measured, and the output,'

of the transformer is proportional to the total current.

The secondary of the current
transformer is connected to

Potential
Figure 15.
(Voltage) Transformer.

an ammeter that is calibrated.
//to indicate thelline current.

Figure 17 shows current and voltage transformers in a
meastring circuit.

These transformers also provide the sig-

nals used to operate relays that open circuit breakers in
vase of fault,,ch,ange taps oniyoltage regulators, and switch
in reactors fdr powbr'factOr correction.
ry

76'
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I

it.

a-"--

Figure 16.

Current Transformers.
t

z--

"`q

ti

TRANSFORMER

POTENTIAL
TRANSFORMER

0

SUPPLY

t!

LOAD

./

/
III i 1
t.'
4

Figure 17.
o

6.

Connection of Instrument Transformers.

10
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POWER FACTOR CORRECTION
Most 'leads and most transmission systems have more in.

4

.ductance than reactance, resulting in a lagging power faCtor.
Capacitors are loThis is often corrected by capacitors.
cated in.subs\ations, mounted on poles, or plated in underCapacitors are
ground vaults along the transmission lines.

switched into the circuit automatically when needed. When
large amounts of powet are}nvolved; a device called a synA synchronous condenser is a

chronous condenser is

rotating machine that \s similar to a synchronods motor with
The synchronos condenser has a/ continuously adno load'.

justable power factor

'hat

can provide either leading or

lagging reactive power.

In underground cables and ehv transmission lines, the
capacitance of the lines may be so great that a :Leading

This is.couected by installing
power factor is produced.
a shunt reactor. Thig is an inductor that offsets the
'capacitance of the line.

r.
PROTECTIVE RELAYING

/

1

Relays are used in conjunction with current and voltage
transformers to control circuit breakers to prevent overcurrent and over-voltage conditions.

istics, and applications of protective

The design, characterclays for transmis-

sion and distribution systems are the ia e as. those far inThese are descri ed in ModulePI-03,
dustrial application
"Industrial Electrical Distribution."

73
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'A TYPICAL SUBSTATION

Figure 18 is a4-schematic diagram of a typical distri-

bution substation.

Figure 19 identifies the symbols used

in such schl iatics,

SUMMARY
E)ilectrical power. transmission and distribution systems

do not exist in isolation, but are tied together in a,poWergrid that connects each utility to its neighbors.

The

transmission system consists of overhead and
4. underground
cables to carry the power and switching stations and substations that contain the monitoring and control equipment.
These stations must direct power to customers .and.assure
tifat power is delivered at the proper, voltage and power
factor.

They must also provide protection for the system.

Substationsjtypicallysinclude the following components:
Power transformers for changing the voltagivlevel. .

Voltage regulators for adjusting the deliVered voltage
as changing current causes changes in the voltage drop
in the transmission lines.
,Circuit breakers
'f r connecting and' disconnecting cir.
cuits.

Disconnect switches for disconnecting lines or components after'the circuit breaker is opened.
Voltage 'and current transformers for monitoring and

.controllA the system.
A vatiety of measuring and recording equipment.
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69 KV/600 A

1

69 KV/600A

1
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I

STATION
I

4H11-

69KV/600A
I

600/5A

"t_i STATION__;

69KV/600 A

r

600/5A
69KV/600A

STATION

I

44"1

600/5A

w

4i-

34. 5KV/I300A

34. 5KV/I200A
1200/5A

1200/5A

37KV/400A

3 Holders
3 Fuses

23 KV BUS
600/5A

414
37 KV/600A
1200/5A
34. 5KV/I200A
1200/5A

15KV

34. 5KV/1206A

E%

500VA 23, 00/115V

23KV/600.A

33KV

34.51(V/600

34. 5KV/600A
1200/5A

/400A

23KV/600A

600/5AT

I

34. 5KV/604A ,

,

2-

14IT

23.13 K.V

,23KV/400A

I

34. 5KV/1200A

N

34. 5KV/600A

P

`:;.)

I>

Bonk No:27(1
23-13 K.V.
23KV/400A

,

1200/5A

"

23KV/600A \ VIKV
/400A 33KV/400A

Bonk No.

STATION

I

Bonk No. 3
66.13 K.V.

37KV/600A
1200/5A

a

.

I

zr.;

1:N 71

15KV/1200A

7
tr----i......____:

1200/5/5A

L STAT N

15 KV/400A
15KV

I5KV/1200A

140VA 7620/120V
13. 8KV/1200 A
15KV

1,1 8KV/1200A

13 KV BUS

ns

13. 8KV

/1200A
12 KV

n
E.3

300/5A
15KV

15KV

;3

O
0

6/

3. 8KV

/1200A,
300/5A

co

ant

13. 8KV/1200A

600/5/5A

15KV

15KV 4" Cond

4" Cond.
D

A

COMMUNIil

Figure 18.

Typical Substation Layout.

I
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TRANSFORMER

FALA., Auto Transformer

OCB Bushing Type

Current Transformer

rm-with Tertiary Winding
l..0.1.1.) Two Winding

+Zig Zig Gro.unding

ry-r Transformers

OCB Two-bushing type

Transformer

W.A./ Transformer with

k:;I:* Current

Tertiary Winding

Li IQ Tap Changing under

Current Transformer

Transformer

Step Regulator

3 poientiaprrandormer

., Load Transformer

Control Power or

Constant-current (Street

enn Air Core Reactor

Station Light

Light) Transformer

Induction Regulator

Power Trandormer

'AL) Auto Transformer

Outdoor Metering Outfit

OIL CIRCUIT-BREAKr

Motor-operated OCB

Oil Circuit-Breaker

Pneumatic-operated

(OCB)

OCB

[I]

Hand-operated OCB
with Trip

AIR CIRCUIT-BREAKER

Dummy OCB

Draw-out Type OCB

i'..,,Street Light

Eirj Spring-operated OCB

Solenoid Operated OCB

r Iron Core Reactor

Controlled

With Time Cfbck Contr6j-

Hand - operated OCB

Kyle Automatic

without Trip

Circuit Recloser

Air Circuit-Breaker

Dummy ACB

( ACB)

Draw-out Type ACB

Solenoid-operated ACB
**-0

.9 Motor-operated

SWITCHES

Bayonet Switch

`Air -break Switch
Stick-operated

-Vs- Load-break SliItch

Disconnect Switch

Stick OperaterUhsconnect

-4s/0- Switch Blade Deenergized when open.i

-/CAir-break Switch

Regulator Bypass Switch

-4 /Single-Pole
t- Double-Throw Switch

Double-break

wif/11- Lead -break Switch
Fuse Disconnect,Switr.h

I

->6Double-Blade

---DOuble-Throw Switch

1ype
Fuse Disconnect

.-/roGeng.openvid swi4b

MISCELLANEOUS .Arsii. Key Interlock
Equipment,

Ground

Hot-line Tap

Generator

Roof Bushing

Splice Box with
Roof Bushing

Capacitor 4- 441 Lightning Arrester
(T) - Indicates Time Control on ACB or OCB

'Figure 19.

Symbols for,Substation Equij5ment.
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EXERCISES
Use the symbols shown in Figure 19 to identify each com-

1.

Re raw the substation,c4matic

ponent in Figure 18.

showing only circuit bre

ers, power transformers, volt-

age regulators, and disconnect 'switches.
Explain the operation 9f th'e following types of circuit

2.

-breakers:
Oil
b.

Air-blast

c,

Gas

Diagram the operation of a lightning arrester.

3.

k

the diagram .
.

.

.4

Explain the applications 'of the''followin

4.

Explain

'types of

transformers:
'

a.

Power transformer

b. * Voltage regulator transformer
4

c.

*

d.

Current transfwmer
voltage transformer

6.

Explain the difference in the,operatiop ofthe,tap
changers of a power trah5Yormer and a voltage regulator.
Expl4in the function of disconnect switches and how this

7.

difkys from the function of circuit breakers!
Extdain'how to correct -the power factor at a substatidn

5.

if fit, is:
.
.

a.

Leading

b.

Lagging

L

a.
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LABORATORY MATEF !ALS
,Spiral nbte600k or clipboard.

Penor pencil.
Camera. (optional') .'

'

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

.1/

t

.

This laboratory exercise consists of a field trip to
at least one - and preferably two
substations.
The purpose
is to acquaint the student with the equipment, controls and
operatiOd of such facilities.

ffpossible, the stations
visited should be different in function as to the transmission acid distribution system.

One should bea distribution
substation supplying residential or small commercial customTheoter'substation should be a switching ptation or

' ers.

a power plant fraiismission station.

Observe,the station components during the familiariza-

1.

tion tour.

t)

Observe all safety precautions.t As much of

the laboratory.as possible should be completed from
outside'the station compound.

Sketch the transmission lines.
ines. entering and leaving the
0

station.

k

Record the voltage'and4rated current-.of thie

A

lines and thetype of customer served by the distribu-

*

'

tion system.

V
.

.

Sketch thef.layoutof the

.1

.

tation'and identify the fol-

idwing c#onets

e

a,= ,Power transformers
Circuit breakers

. b.

."

Voltage,xpgulators

'switches

A.

Dis.conneCt

e.

Capacitor banks-, if present
. y
.

.

.

.,

'

-

M

'n.

'C
I

q

6

4%4

'
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5,

2

?:.

e

°

List the ratings" and specifications of:the above equip-

4.

ment in the Data Table (in sprial notebook or on
board paper).
Sketch the bus system used to'connect the station'icom-

5.

ponents.

List the quantities monitored by the station monitoring

6.

equipment..
Sketch any additional components that are present, such

7.

as lightning arresters,. current and voltage transformers, fuse's, and controls.

8. `'List maintenance procedures for the station if this
information is available.

9. Repeat the procedure for the second station.

0 Prep& a report describing the station and its operation.

Several options may be used in fulfilling this

NOTE:

laboratory procedu

One possibility is to

1iotograph

take a camera and
its components.

,.

the statiopt and

Another-oPtion,is to tou'r'orte
1;.

station ,and then divide into several groups and

visit several substations in the area

Much

inforRation may be obtained from observation of
substations from outside the fences surrounding
0

them.

In. this manner, a dumber of.tubstaXiorls

may be compared'.

.

DAT TABLESList all available data and make all freld.sketches
a s.piral ridtebook'

t..0 be turned in with

or, include this information in a fdlder
he final.laboratory report,

I

-

8
.:
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Please 'circle the appropriate anAwer.

..

4

'

Pe

.'

POwer txansformei-s'..,:

1.

a.

ha've multiple sou-Cilia t(ps that can usuajly,be

changed under:load,:,.
'b.,
c.

r

haVe'effiCiencies'ofoakout 95%.

must be disconnected l'rom power befdre their
'

,output taps ,can be changed',
,

d.

have no provisions for changinWhe,output
.

voltage.
e.

Only b ancipc are true.

4

Extra high voltage transmission lines ...

2.

a.
bo.

usually have'more capacitance than inductance.
-operate at voltages in the 735 kV range.

c.

are used for long distanCe transmissio.n.onfY.

d.

All the. above are true.

e.

Only b and c_are true.

.

The cables used for overheat transmission lines are

3.

usually- made of ..
A.

copper.

b.

aluminum.

v.

steel.
d.'

a Combi nati

f copper andaluminum.

e.

a combinati

f aluminum,_and steel.

t

Distributioh substations probably will not include

4.
-

a.

oil circuit breakers.

I)

air-blat circuit breakers.

c.

gas circuit breakerg.

d.

voltage regulators.,

e.

disconnect switches.

.

I

49

86
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2

4°

-5.

.

A leading power factor of a long tran
May be corrected by connecting
a.

a shunt inductor.

b.

a.shu t capacitor.

c:

a

d.

Either a or c is true.

e.

Either b or 41 c is true.

ronous condenser.

'Current transformers

6.

a.,

...

are connected across two phases of.a three-phase
circuit.

b.

are used to dncrease the current in a distribu-,
otion line.

c.

are used to monitor the current in a 'singli con
ducting wire.

.d.

are not used in protective relaying as are voltage
9

transformers.
e.

None of the above are correct.

AA 3S 17 line is classed as a ...
distribution line.
a.

7.

8.

b.

transmission line.,

C.

subtransmission line.

d.

extra high voltage, line.

e.

generato,r supply,line.

Motorized dfsconnect switche's,

.

-

4

a.

o'

are an inexpensiie replcement for oil circuit
breakers for circuit protection.,

b.4

can never be used to open a circuWin which.
current is flowing.

c.

often-incorporates $F6 gas to,Cluench the arc
formed when they open..

4.4

d.

cannot be used at normal distribution voltages.

e.

None of the. above are correct.

Page 34/PI-02
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Oil circuit breakers .4

9'.
,

a.

- usually have an oil tank that is at ground poien-.
tial.

b.
c.

are the most common type in distribution systemS.
may be controlled by relays operated from current.
transformers.

.

All of the above are correct.

one of tnellfboVe are correct.
,

10.

Ai

.last 'c'ircuit breakers ...

a.

do not operate as quickly as oil circuit breakers.

b.

may be used either for indoor or outdoor installations.

c.

can be used only lat subtransmission'and distribution voltageS.

d.
.e.

Only a and b are true.

None of the above are true.

4

4.

4

4
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of an industrial plant is to prOuce a prod-

uct as economically and efficiently as possible.-Since
e ecirical energy plays an imiortant role in the produc
aid packaging of virtually every product-produced, the elec.

trical power delivery system*is ilways important in eve
plait .

The size, voltiage, and complexity of the systems employed vary\w4dely laith the type and size of installation
served. ,However, all systems must deliver adequate power to

the point of application at the proper voltage

with minimum power losseY

3

and an acceptable reliability,
- while providing adequate protection of equipment
and insuring the safety of personnel.

This module discusses the design of systems to provide
such service in-industrial settings and the components used
in such systems.

Topics presented include basic design of

primary and secondary substations, the selectibn of distri-'

bution voltages, grounding schemes, circUitpioteciion
scheines, and the equipment employed fotIcircuit protecion.
4

The laboratory section of this module is a field trip
to an industrial plant. whgre the .s;udent will examine the

/

NIL

electrical distribution system.

PREREQUISITES
The student should hive completed Module P1-02, "Electrical Power Transmission and Distribution-.."

.0

90
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OBJECTIVES
Upon completion of this -- module, the student should be
able to:

Draw an

1.

label-a diagrammohowint basic components of

the primafry substation of a typical radial distribution
system.

Explain the purpose of eac.6 component.

DraW sim lifi- ed diagrams of three- other equipment

2.

arrangements.that may be used in primary substations
to increase reliability.
Draw and label diagram's showing the following types of

3.

secondary distribution substations:
a.

Radial

b.

Primary selective.

c.

Secondary selective

d.

Networks

.t.

N

.

-

.

I

Specify the distribution voltages indicated by thee

4.

terms "high voltage," "medium voltage," and "low voltage."

List the common distribution voltages in the

I

low voltage r1ange.

Explain the term "480Y/277 V" and/the reasons 'for the

S.

popularity of this distribution'voltage.

:

.

Draw a diagram showing the connections of the trans-,

6.

Indicate

former secondaries. for a,480Y/277 V system.

the phass4to-phae voltage and the phase-to-giTund
or solid grounding of
oltagej Show the connections
)

,
c'.

the system.

.

.

'

.
.

.

I

Explain the following grounding schemes and the applica.

tion of each:
a.

Equipment grounding

b.

System grounding.

c.

Solid grounding

Page 2/PI-03
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I

d.

'Low resistance grounding

e:

High resl.stance grounding

%

(----

List and explain the fiVe factors that must be Con,

8.

.

i

sidered whet selecting circuit protection devices.

I
I

Describe the characteristics and application of the

'9.

.

.f6llowing types of fuses:
a.

One-time

b.

Lag

c.

Dual. element

d.,

Current-limiting

Describe the construction, operation,'and voltage ranges

,10.

of air magnetic circuit breakers and molded-case air
circuit breakers.
p.
r.

Describe the characteristics and operation of the fol-

11.

lowing typeol/relays:
r

/12.

a.

Plunger

b.

Time-delay induction-disk

c.

Balanced beam differential

.Exp. ain selective tripping,andcascade triei:g,of over -1
-cur rent protection devices.

.

i

.

13:

.

Visit an industrial electrical power,distribiltion:iirstem;

Examine the system and its components and

pAate

a re-

,

_

.®
.®

port describing the system.

-

.;
1

;

AP....

o

t
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SUBJECT MATTER
PRIMARY SUBSTATIONS.

The primary substation is the voint of entry of the
The substation may be

electrical power into the 'Diet.
00"

.owned by either th

is toward custom

utility or the customer,,bu the trend
especially for
-owned yrimary substation
,

larger plants.

Voltage

upplied to the primary, substation depends upon'

the power requirements of the installation. SmAller plants
distribution voltage.
are supplied with the standard 13,800
Larger facilities can be supplied directly from subtransmision lines.at 35 kY, or transmission liries at 69 'kV or 138

The primary(substation contains protective devices and
power transformes to reduce tie voltage to the plant diskV.

tribution voltag. 'DistrfSution voltages are usually clas-

sified as low voltage(600 V or less), medium voltage (601,V
to 15,000 V) and high voltage (above 15,000 V).
Voltage regulation is usualiy accomplished in the pri-,
For most smaller instalmary substatign -if, it is required.
lations, this is accomplished at previous stations in the
transmission system.
The primary substations of plants with higher voltage
service are outdoor facilities s'imila'r to switching substa-

tions in the transmission system.
:

Plan,ts

wit03.8 kV prima-

ries may have outdoor primary substations,"but most of these
are outside, alsd. Thies is VeCause of the difficulties

.

bringing' higher vOItages than%neceisaryinto buildings.

Mdst smaller primary st.ibstIlions are preasseibled with f
metal-enclosed switchgear: MIS,allowis standard designs and

.Components Ad reduces instailation,.cos,t.'
V

/
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PRIMARY SUBSTATION DESI-GN,

The design of the primary substation depends upon the
plant load and the reliability Of electrical service neces,

sa?y,

Figure 1 Shows the basic components and layout of a

typical primary substation used 'in most plants.

This scheme

is called radial.ditribution, because all power is supplied
radially from a single distribution -point and one primary
line.

The high voltage side

HIGH VOLTAGE LINE

of the substation includes.
41P

DISCONNECT
SWITCH

a

CURRENT
TRANSFORMER

a circuit breaker capable
.

PROTECTIVE

RELAYS,

CIRCUIT
BREAKER

of interrupting ,the shorr(cir-

cuit current of the installation.

This is usually an oil

circuit breaker, but air-blas't

circuit breakgrs may be used,
TRANSFORMER

especially in indoor installa-

ti

tions.

AIR
CIRCUIT
BREAKER

A discorineOt switch

is alSo provided- to remove

111

t

I

power from the substation

°

ALB

.41' CB
{f'

1

after the circuit -breaker is
`opened.

DISTRIBUTION CIRCUITS'

Figure'l; Primary
Substation ot Typical
Ra ial Distribution
A
Scheme.'
..

The secondary side

of the transformer is con,-

nected to another circuit
breaker.

At voltage

.of

13,8 kV and beloW, this is

;

usually an air circuit breaker,
-

Tipis type of circuit breaker

"-is described, later in this module., From,this.breaker, the

power is connected to themain.feeder lines.

94

These may

0

/
be insulated.oables in conduits or-2acks, Or_bus,ses enclosed
Each takeoff from the (main line is usually

in busways.

-

.

equipped with its own circuit breaker.
The radial distribution substation is the simplest 'and
Failure
least,expensive, but has the lowest reliability.
of any. component in the primary station results in a power-

loss in. the entire plant.. This iadequate for most applications, but some industries experience major I-ossesras a resuit of even a momentary power failure.,

-rNCREASINQ RELIABLITY OF PRIMARY SUBSTATIONS
Many schemes may be used to increase the reliability of
.

.

the primary substation.
Figure 2.

Three possibilities are sho% in

,

is essktial-iy

Figure 2a-IS---a)primary loop station.

two radial distribution substations in parallel, with.eaCh
If a failure Ztairl'in one half
.carrying half'of the load.
,

Of the station, a breaker in the main feeder bus that,is normally open may'b'e closed to supply the entire load froM the
-other half until the fault can be repaired.

If a single

transformer is not rated high enough to carry the entire

toad, its capacity may be increased temporarily by awater
spray.

The current. handling capacity of almose.any self-

Cooled transformer may be increased by67% by this method.
4f4ft,

Figure 2b shows another method used to increase
ability when two supply lines are available. One of the
lines normally carries all of the load.

If a failure occurs

'on this line; the station is switched to'the second line with
only, momentary interruption ofservice.

95,
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HIGH VOLTAGE UNE

UNE 1
.

I
NO

.

-

,

UNE 2
NC ...+-

a

.

()cis

NO

NC

.

..

.

l

.

ACS

)

A

4 I
a.

NC

NC

Ace

ACIII

)

;

?

4

/

.

.UNE

CR

)11

,,

..,

NC

.

t

/

1

'UNE 2

.

I

NC

b. Twin Feeds for Reliabily

Primary ,L,0130 With Secondary Tie

sib

ACS )

.

NC

.

at

V
.

-

.

.

-

.

.

Ci

.

t

1

.

1

NO.

C. Twin Feeds With Tie-breaker on Main Secondary Bus

.

1

,

4

Figur,e 2.
.

4

Schemes for'IncreasAg,

Primary System Reliability.

Figure 2c is a,combi,nation of the two previcty-re
°

niques.

This arrangement is:t4e mos; expensive to fins tall,

but twin feeds withia tie-breaker on,the main secondary:bus
iford maximum reliability.
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SECONDARY SUBSTATIONS

Plants wii relatively small power requirem6nts and
distribution line lengths of less than 200 feet may have
only a primary gubstation that;supplies the distribution
SyS.,6m with the voltage that is utilized by the equipment.
In larger' plants, or Plants with longer distribution lines,

the distribution system often carries a highT voltage than
is used by the equipment.

This allows .the same amount of

power to be delivered to the point of application at a lower
current, reducing both the power loss and the voltag
under toad.

drop

The distribution busses or cables lead to sec,

ondary substations, often called load centers, bec

se these

secondary substations are located close to the loa

they

serve.

,

1

SECONDARY SUBSTATION DESIGN

Secondary substations are scaled-down versions of the
primary-station, are usually located in the area served, and
are completely enclosed in metal Cabinets.

As a minimum,4'

secondary lubstations coniain'a StepdoWn transformer with
an air ci.rcuit breaker on the output, internal busses to

"branch circuits'and smaller circuit breakers for the branch
circuits.

Depending on the size of the....load,,the transformer may

. be either oil-filled or dry.

Swdtchgear is typically mounted

inlh,4,zks and can be easily disconnected and removed for ser-

Smallef loadrcenters consist of an enclosed, dry

transformer mounted on the floor (or abov?Lthe work area)
.

and, a wall-mounted circuit breaker box.
Ail

9 7-
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SECONDARY SUBSTATION CONNECTIONS

As with priMary substations, secondrY substations can
be connected to their loads in a variety of ways.

FigtN

3

shows four common distributiOn schemes.

The radial scheme shown,in.Figure 3a ii by far the most
common.

Each load center takes its power from a single feeder

and serves several branch circuits.

For most applications,

this system is sufficient, the least expensive, and the most
simple.

Figure 3b shows the arrangement of a secondary se/ectie
substation with increased reliability.

This load tenter con-

,c04,

tains two .ttansfotmers and is served by two separate feeder
lines.

Under normal conditions, each half of the station

a fault occurs in one of the feeder
-serves half the load.
lines, a tie - circuit bfeaker in the distribution bus may be

closed to supply power.to,the entire load from one half of
the station:

'

.

_
.

Figure 3c shows two primary selective load centers.

Each may be suppyied by, either of two feeder lines.

Thus,, if

a fault occurs in one feeder, the other may be used b.y both
In some cases, additional reliability may be prostations.
vided by including, two primary selective load stations in a

.

single installation with a distribution bus -tie- circuit

breaker similar to the secondary selective system in Figure
The greatest reliability is provided by a network dis- 4
SP
tribution system of the type shawn-in Figure 3d. The system
shown has only one feeder line, but two or more .feegi-erlines-

The'distribution busses of this system may be
may be used.
connected to provide power to any part of the load from any
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Figure 3/ Secondary Substation Connections.
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one of the distribution transformers.

Fuses or circuit

breakers between the sections of the distribUtion bus provide
greater circuit:protection.'
a

DISTRIBUTION VOLTAGES

0

Primary distribution voltages are usually either
,

13,800 V or 4,160 V, .althougi-higher voltages may be used in
larger facilities.

The output phase-to-phase voltage at the

load centers may be 609, 480, 240, oc.208 V.

Older plants

usually have 604-V systems.
FeW new 600-V systems are installed today.- The -408Y/
277 -V systems are by fai- the most common.

They use a Y-

connected secigndary", illustrated in Figure'S of this module.

Such a system has -a phase-to-phase voltageof 480 V, and a

phase-to-ground-voltage of 277y for each-phase.
The 480-V, three-phase is the mostipopulair,voltage.for

motors, and the 277-V, single-phase i used for fluorescent
lighting.

There is seldom any reason-to use lower distribu.-

tion voltages, and lower voltages,require ravger currents for
the same power delivery.

This meanshigher current ratings

for breaker& and laiger conductors.' Lower distribution volt,.

ages usually'result in.greater losses and higher voltage
drops along the distribUtion'lines.

e° lower voltage of 240-V systems affords greater safeamP environments like dairies and slaughter hOuses.
tric furnaces often opera'te'on,240 V and are sometimes'.

plied by 240V'distributIoncliues.

run-highervcltage-busses to
ce where the voltage is reduced.

page 12/PI-03

A more common practice

load.centeratthe fUr-

Many smaller plants find 208Y/120.V systems practical.
hase motors are operated on 208 V, and the 120-V,
se service'is used for lighting and smalSkr motors.

Thre

h -ows the distribution system of a plant with

Figure

and a large number of smaller ones.

three larger moto

Ser-

is stepped down to 4,160 V for in-

vice voltage of 13.8

This voltage is'used to operate larger

plant distribution.
13 kV LINE

4,180V

,

4180V
1p00 hp

200hp

rrin

°°
480V

500 hp

480 V

480V/277V

)
120/2404

MOTOR FEEDER

UGHTING FEEDER

I)

4

I)

1201/240V CIRCliTS

Figure 4.

Industrial* Power Distribution SysteM.
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1

motors and is.distributed to. load centers throughout the
plant.

At the load centers, voltage is reduced to 480 V for

the remainder of the equipment.

,

The 277-V, single-phase ser-

vice operates the lighting; additional 'load centers provide
120 a- nd 240-V, single-phase service as nieded.

This type

system is typical for many industrial applications.

SYSTEM GROUNDING

System groundingis the intentional grounding of the
electricl system at some point to increase circuit protection.

This must not be confused with equipment grounding.

Equipment grounding is a safety feure, consisting of grounding all non-current-carrying metal parts of the system such
as motor frames, conduit's, and control boxes. Equipment
`N grounding is required for the safety of personnel.

Equipment

grounding connections should be of a low resistance, both to
.insure safety an..4>Idause high-resistance. junctions in equip-

ment ground paths might result in arcs that ignite fires.

.

System grounding is sometimes a controversial subject
and not all systems are grounded.

Howevel-, most low voltage

systems have some form of.system ground. °Figure 5 Muitrates the transformer secondary connections of six systems
with system grounding. This figure also illustrates the se

r

ondary connections for obtaining all common secondary distr
-bution voltages.

(In a grouftded Y system, the phase-to,ground

most plants.
,

Figure'5c is the 00Y/277 V system used in

voltage is the, phase -to -phase voltage divided by the square

root of-3.)

This system, provides 480-V, three-phase for motor

operation and 277-V, single-phase for lighting.
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A
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B

1
e.
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d.

Transforms:AU-Volt Service.

I

480V
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TRANS

ha,

N

-1-

I

SERVICE
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.
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_
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480V

.

1

N

120V

1

N

'

I

240V 1
1

I

120VB

208V

I

210V

C 240V

Tr

-- SERVICE

3-Phase. 4 -Wire Wye-Connected
Transformer 480 To 277-Volt
Service.

f. 3-Phase, 4-Wire Detita-Connected
.

_

Transformer. 120To 208 To 240-3/olt
Serxice.

TranSformer Secondary Connections
And SystemGrounding.

Figure 5.

Systems with delta-connected secondaries may also be.
grounded throdgh

a

System grounilt,that

groUnding trap

rmer.

This provides a

is'not directly connected to one oPthe

phases.

The major advantage of,,system grounding is the ease with
which ground fault's may be located,in the system.

if

ground

fault occurs in a system without grounding, an unbalanced curIf this current is much
rent is present in one of the phasei.

t

03,
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1
smaller than the phase current, (a d it often is),
ficult to detect.

is dif-

In grounded system, .ground fault detec-

.

P

tors in the ground line can detect even small.gr)und currents.

This is because, under normal'opefaring conditAns, the ground
current is very-smallor zero.
The system may be connected to ground directly or through
The direCt connection is called, solid grounding

resistance.

and is used on most low-voltage systems.

This sytems allows

large ground currents for the operation of single-phase sec-

tions 9f the system and for ground fault detectionin other
parts. A low resistance in the ground connection reduces the

1

grdUnd fault current, but allows a current high enough to operate protective relays.

Low-resistance grounding is used

mainly in medium-voltage systems.

In high-resistance grounding, the resistance is,chosen
to limit the ground.fault current to a low value, usually
less than 0.1% of the short-circuit fault current.. This is
the,range bf, 1;to 10 amps. This current indicates
the presence of a ground fault, bdt is not large enoulk to
require immediate systelchutdown. This grounding system is

used in low-voltage systems that require high reliability.

In low!voltage systems, an NUIbmaticshutdownsdue to a ground
Typical examples
fault could cause eq1A,ipment or product loss.
are paper mills and textile plants

where even a momentary

interruption of power'on high-speed equipment causes a major
shutdown.

Resistance grounding is limited to three -phase op-

eration%nd cannot be used if the system is to power single-

hase equipment.
r' '
d

4.1
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CIRCUIT PROTECTION DEVICES

Two distinct types of circuit protection are_required
in all-electrlical-delivery systems. OnebveTload is moderate,
capable of damaging the circuit if it persigtv - but not
The other overload is a large
dangerous- for a short time,
current surge, such A a phase-to-phase short, that can cause
Damage from these
.major damage in a fraction of a second.

-- two types of overload may be avoided by ,a single device
by two separate protective devices.

or

$.

In seliecting protective devices, five factors must be
considered.
...Voltage rating of the system.
1.

2.

3.

The protective device

must be capable'ofinterrupting the rated voltage.
The device must.
Rated load current of the eq1lipment.
conduct the rated load current without interruption.
or subject
Load type, whether steady or fluctuating
to surges,, such a.motor-starting.

t

The protective de-

vices for circuits with normal surges must conduct those
surges without opening, --(but must open at the same ,cur-

4.
4

rent levels if the over- current- persists.
Many,devices that
Short - circuit current of the system.

can interrupt moderate overloads cannot' interrupt short-iciTcuit currents that may be hundreds of times greater
than the nomad circuit current. They must be used in
.

.

.

series with othef devices that can interrupt the short-

,

circuit urrent.
5.

Coordination with other protective devices. All circuits will contain,several prOtective devices. These

must be timed to operate in a particular sequence.: 'Thus,
delay time between the fault and the opening of 'the circuit protection 'device is an impo tant4consideration.)

1U5
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Fuses are the least-expensive protective devices.
erai.fuse types are widely-used.

Sev-

Figure 6 show/three common

fdie types.

a.

One-lime Fuse

b.

Lag Fuse With Replacable Unk

c.. Dual Element

Figure 6.

Fuse

Fuses for 600'V and below.

One-time fuses (Figure 6a) have the .shOrtest delay time.

They are the simplest and leait expensive fuses, but they are
not suited for.applications in circuits with Brief, but heavy,
_

overloads.. - A one time fuse that would withstand- 'the starting%

.surge'of a motor would be rated too high to provide protection
from moderate overloads.

Lag fuses (Figlte 6b) have longer time delays to allow
for momentary surges.

The wider portions of the Rise element'
act as heat sinksfor the narrower portions and delay blowing
1

,

during the surge.

If a large current surge occurs, the heat

cannot be conducted away fast enough and the fuse blows.
^

Page 18/PI-03

c.

- .Persistent modeiate overload's heatthe whole fuse eleTent

The fuses have replaceable links and are.

until itbrows.

motofcdrcuits.
Ncommonly used
Dual element fuses (Figure 6c). contain two elements in
.

'
\<7..
seribs- A time-delaY element on each end does apt respond
to surges, .but. will_open'if,moderate overloads persist. A
.

fast-Acting.-element in the center will carry moderate over-

loads

without blloWing

but will oPen.qUickly in case of _a

large current surge,' This fuse provides both types of'cir,

cuit protection.
Special current limiting fuses (mat shown) are designed
to apenyery.quickly in `case of a very,lary current surge

6

a, .

irhey*are Used.in-series with

rvsulting from a short-cii-cuit.

other protective devices, usually circuit-breakeis, when.these
devices are incapable of

interrupting`

the sho-rt-circuit cur`-

Current-limiting fuses
rent befoneithe circuit is. damaged.
are commonly _instilled in both primary substations and 'load
r.

FuseS-ate:always installed. in circuits with either

breakers or discohnect.Mtches before the fuse. When
of
the fuge.blows,-the disconnect device, is used rade-energize
.

;the cdrcuit in front of the fuse; thug, the fuse can be safely
replaced with rio voltage hazard. Fuses, should never be.in-

-

stalled in a circuit before the disconnect device.

P

CIRCUIT-UEAKERS-

Primary'substations.,May incorporate oil'or air-blast

circuit breakers described in Module-PI-D2,,"ElectricallPovr
.4
At
voltages
of
13.8
kV
and
Trangmission and DisfribUtion."
.

107'
'
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1

below, two types of air circuit breakers may be used

depend-

ing on current and voltage..

At 1yoltages up to 600 V and current up to 800 A, molded-

case air circuit breakers may be used.

These devices are

avilable in a wide range of sizes and in several configurations:

Figure 7 illustfates the .construction and 'operation of

a typical air circuit breaker.
tective elementS'.

This device contains tLio'pro-

A bimetallic theTmal.elemenb,..is heated by

Current floWing through the device.

It does not respond to

momentary overloads , but opans^if moderate overloads 'persist.

The magnetic element does not respond to moderate overloads,
MAGNETIC
ELEMENT

a

CONTACTS

BIMETAL ELEMENT
9111,..a...,

-Figure _7.____Thermal-Magnatic,Malded-Case

Circuit Breaker
but opens quickly if a short- circuit occurs.

Most molded-case

circuit breakers are of this type, although some containsnly
one element or the other.

These breakers are also commonly
,

Used in residential distribution systems.

Figure 8.shows the construction'andsoperation
of an air,
magnetic, circuit breaker.

This type breaker is.available in

.voltage'ratings*up.to 13.8 kV.
.

Larger models carry ,rated

curl-epts,of 4,000'A and can interrupt currents as high as
60,000' A.
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As the contacts of the air-magnetic breaker open, an
Current flows through this arc and through

arc is formed,.

the firs't blowout-coil.
,

The magnetic field produced by this

coil,exersts.a.force on the electrons and causes thW arc to
expand into the arc chute.

As the arc expands, the current

.

path include

additional blowout coils.

The arc chute. con-

,

tains arc splitters similar tt the air-blast circuit breakers:
LArger models also, include a'cylinder called a puffer that

'directs a momentarytpucf of air into the arc chute to assist
in quenching the arc.

Air-magnkt_c_sircuit breakers maybe

_actuated by an internal current transformer or by a remote
relay.
(

RELAYS

Relays are used with current or voltage transformers to
operate circuit breakers from remote locations.

Many types

are available for a wide range

STATIONARY CONTACTS

Three common

of applications.

r

types 'are discussed here.
MOVABLE CONTACT

Figure 9 is a plunger-type
COIL

relay, consisting of 'a coil

with a movable plunger.

Adju

Nments are usually provided to

-

set the relay to close at a desired current.

When that cur-

rent is reached, the pluhger
moves upward, closing the stationary contacts.

PLUNGER

Figure 9.

Plunger-

Type R4ay.

Dash pots

"may.be added to provide a time
delay.

A dash pot is a piston'

Page 22/PI-03
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with a hole that moves inside a cylinder that is filled with

air or liquid,

Tile dash pot's resistance slows the action

.

of the relay.

d

Figure 10 is a time-delay induction disk relay.

The

.operating'mechanism is very similar to that of a watt-hour
meter.

Current carrying coils induce eddy currents 'n an

aluminum disk.

The magnetic fields of these curren s inter-

act with the fields'of the stationary coils to produce a
torque on the disk, causing the movable contact to'roltate

against the stationary contacts.

These relays have adjust-

mentsfor operating current and time delay.

Both this relay

an the plUnger-type relay are used for overcurrent and overvoltage protection.

Some relays, called definite time relays,

SHAFT

-STATIONARY
CONTACTS

MOVABLE
CONTACT

CONTRO L
SPRING

TIME ADJUSTMENT

Tim'e-DeLay
Figure 10.
Induction Disk Relay.

MAGNETIC
CORE

DAMPER
MAGNET

DISK

111
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are designed to close after ajset delayfdrany, alde of
overcurreht-,inverse time relays are more common and close
faster, for higher currents.

.
.

Figure 11 is ,a. balanced beam differential. relay. ^This

relay compares. two input signals and closes if the currents

are out of balance.

MOVABLE
CONTACT

The application of a differential ,relay
CONTROL

SPRING

e4

PIVOT

ARMATURE

.

STATIONARY
CONTACT

QPERATING
COIL

Figure 11.

RESTRAINING
COIL

Balanced Beam deferential Relay.
c

for transformer ground fault detection is shown in Figure 12
.A current transformer on the primary side of the transforMer
is, connedted to the operating coil.

The restraining coil

receives current from a current transforMer on the secondary
.side of the power transformer.

Figure 12.

Differential Relay for Transformer
Fault DetIction.
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-Durilig normal transforther operation, the restraining,
r.

;coil holds the relay open.

If a fault occurs in the trans-)

/r former, the primary durrent increases and the secondary cur"rent. 'decreases or remits the same.

The operating 'coil of

1

the relay then receives more current and the relay closes,
tripping the circuit breaker and disconnecting the power
transformer from the power line.

OVERCURRENT PROTECTION

The-most common application of relays and circuit breakers is overcurrent protection. All electrical power distribution systems have more than one overcurrent protection de-

Two types of time

vice in series, as shown in Figure 13.

sequences may be used to trip these pi-otective device's.
4

In a selective tripping

arrangement, only one relay
is expected to open in casef,

of a fault.

SELECTIVE
TRIPPING:

C TRIPS
BEFORE B

CASCADE

D TRIPS

BEFORE E

Each breaker or

fuse in the system is capable
of interrupting the shortcircuit current of the cir-

If a fault occurs past

cuit.

circUittoreaker C, this.circuit breaker will open to
isolate the fault.

In selec-

tive tripping, the breaker
nearest the load operates
the fastest.

Each succes-

SHORT
CIRCUIT

SHORT
CIRCUIT

Selective
Figure 13.
and Cascade Tripping
of Circuit Breakers.

sive breaker going back

1t)
V
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toward the primary substation has a longer time delay.

This

is the preferred relay scheme for most applications because
it isolates the fault with minimum disturbance to the rest
of the system.

In a cascade system, the length of time delay for shortcircuits is reversed.

Breaker E'opens to protect the circuit

from moderate overloads, but is not capable of interrupting
the short-circuit current of the system. In case of ,a large
current surge, breaker D operates more quickly than E:
reduces the cost of the breakers

This

but results in a power'

loss in a larger, po tion of the system if a ground fault
occurs.

SUMMARY

Industrial electrical power distribution systems usually
include a primary substation and several secondaryitubsta.,

tions, or load centers.

Primary' distribution is accomplished

at the highest voltage feasible in order to redUce current
and, thus, reduce lqsses and voltage drop in the lines under
load.

The most common distr

tion voltage-is 480Y/277 V.

This-system prqvides efficient p

er distribution for moder,

ate-size, th ee-phase morqrs an
vice' provided may beilusedfor

the 277-V, single-phase serluorescent lighting.

Plants

with higher,%ower nee s'may us; higher voltages, and smaller
?

plants may use 240 V or
Radial distribution schemes ate the most common, but
systems incorporating multiple branches and:*networks lay be
,used'tei increase reliability.

'

In all cases,, circuit protec-

tin must. be provided for both Moderate overloads and high- ./-
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A

current surges resulting from short-circuits.

This is accom-

plished by the use of fuses and air circuit breakers.
Equipment frames and conduits are grounded for protection of personnel.
system is grounded.

In most low voltage systems, the

power

This provides more protection of equip.

ment and circuits by making the detection of ground faults
easier.

a

N
O
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EXERCISES
1.

Draw and label diagrams of the following types of primary substations:
a.

Typical radial distribution station

b.

Radial station with twin feeds from two power
lines

2.

c.

Primary loop with a.secondary tie circuit breaker

d.

Twin feed with a secondary tie

Draw and label diagrams of the following*ypeof
secondary substations:

3.

a.

Radial distribution

b.

Secondary Selective

c.

Primary selective

d.

Network

Draw and label the transformer' secondary connections

of a 480Y/277 V system with a solid ground.
4.

Explain the reasons for the popularity of the 480Y/277 V
.

system in industrial plants.
5.

Describe circumstances in which a lower voltage dis7
tribution system is preferred.

6.

Explain the followingterms:
a.

System grounding

b.

Equipment grounding

c.

Solid grounding

d.

Resistance grounding

\

4

7.

Explain the advantage of,resistance grounding.

8.

List .and explain the five faCtorsto be considered

9.

when selecting circuit protection devices.
'Describe the characteristics and applications of the
following types of fuses:
7

a.

Lag,

b.

One-time

PI-03/Page
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,

Current-limiting

'c.

Dual element

d.
k10.

Describe the construction, operation; and'voltage
ranges of the fallowing types of circuit breakers:

11.-

a.

Air-magnetic circuit breakers

b.

Molded-case circuit breakers

Describe the construction and operation .of the follow-

,

ing types of circuit breakers:
Plunger

a.

Time-delayinduCtion'disk
c.
Balanced beamdifferential
Explain the difference in selective tripping and cascade'tripping of circuit ptective devices.
b.

12.

_

LABORATORY MATERIALS
Spiral notebook or clipboard
Pen or pencil

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

o

.

The laboratory fOl.,,this module consists of a field

trip tqan industrial .power distribution system.

The purpose'

is to observe the application of equipment and techniques
described in this module in an industrial' setting.
to

Areas

examined inclUde primary and secondary substations,

' prbtective devises and systemt, grounding methods, and loca:

Oqn and types-of conductors.
1.

Observe the primary.,substation during the familiariza.

tioh tour.

Sketch all components pf the station and
-

.

'
A
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4

1

1

list the specifiation'ofleach component.

Include

the current and voltage-cvryinvcapabilities of all
protective 4eviges and the ctrrent-interrupting capabfeakers.

bilities and time=delays

2.

4

Re-

cord all data in the field notebook.
Observe and' sketch the compono4P and arrangdinent. of
..,/secon4ary Substations.

inclUde all equipment specifica-.

tions and connection's.
t

3.

Describe the type andayout of conductors leading
from the primary substation to the load centers.
Describe She type and layout.ofi conductors leading

4.

from the load centers to the equipment-served.
De'scribe the gr,ouhding System us,,ed'and the methods

5.

used to detect ground faults..;
6.

After thecbmpleeion of the-iield trip, prepare*a schematic diagram of the-power distribution system. 'Include'the voltagesapd rated currents, throughout the
-

4
system
and the equipment served by each branch Circuit.

$

Discuss the following topics as they,apply to this
system and describe how .they might be improved: I

a,

Reliability

b.

Efficiency

c.

Circuit protection

%

DATA TABLES''

*

Include all fieldnotes in the field notebook of folder
,

and turn them in with your completed report.
!-

8
e

0
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TEST
Please circle the appropriate answer:.
.

1.

In comparingA 480-V and 240-V distribution system,
for the same load,- the 'higher voltage system ..1
a.

operates at lower current.

b:

has rower_voltage drops along the distribution
lines.

c.

provides 120-V, single-phase for the operation
of hand tools.
All of the above are dt'rrectT-

2.

e.

Only a and b are true.

f.

Only a and c are true.

In primary distribution substations, the major component
immediately preceding the large air circuit breaker
is usually the
a.

disconnect switch.

b.

transformer.:

c.

oil circuit breaker.

d.

high - voltage line connection..

e.
3.

..,

L'voltage regulator.

.A tie circuit breaker on the main secondary distribution bus
a.

...

is normally closed, so two transformers in'parallel
supply power to the entire load.

b.c.

is usually an oil circuit breaker.
, may be.closed to power the entire load from one

transformer if the other fails.
d.

is included in most distribution systems, but may
be eliminated.

e.

Only c and d arq true.'

120
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a

4.

A secondary selective load ;center includes....

two step-down transformers.

a,

4

b.

.'

a normally -ozg..444circUA breaker in the 'sec

'

ondary distribution bus.

\

t

air circuit breakers on both the transformer

c\

primaries and secondaries.
d. \ Orifyzia:and b 'are true.

Only b and c are true.

d.

5.,

\_

A netrrk distribution system with multiple feeders ...
a.

'i.s the most common distribution system,in industry.

is less'expensive than

b.

thei-T-p-ibAry

selective sys.-

tem, but provides lower reliability.
requires at least two transformers in each load

c.

Center.

6.

d.

reduce 'the need'for circuit protective device'S.

e.'

None of the above are correct.

4

All industrial electrical distribution systems include

7.

a.

solid grounding.

b.

equipment grounding.

c.

system grounding.

d.-

equipment and system grounding.

e.

resistive or -solid grounding.

A.480Y/277 V distribution system :1.
a.

has a phase-tb-phase voltage of 277 V.

b.

has A phase-to-ground voltage of 480'V..
1.4

c.

u
requires a solid,grond.for
the peration of

'fluorescent lights.
d.
e.

,

'All Of the,above are correct.
None Of the above Pare correct.

\
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a

?A curvent-limitrng_ius-e--::-7--a.
ft

b.

provides protection from both moderate overloads
of long duration and short-,circuit currents.'

is sed'in series, with air-bfeakers when the
breaker cannot interrupt the short circuit current.

c.

has repilceablesfuse links.

d.

is Used in series with air breakers when the

-

breaker cannot respopd to long-duration moderate
overloads.
e.
9.

None "-the above are correct.

Which ofthe following fuses is never used in motor
circuits?
,a.

10.

Lag

b.

Dual element

c.

Onetime-

d.

Current-limiting

e.

-All may be used.

Molded-Case circuit breakeys
a.

usually protect against both-moderate overloads

0

and short-circuits.

can be used only at voltages of 480 V and below.

L

11.

c.

are less common than air-magnetic breakers.

d.

nth a, and b are true.

e.

Botfi a and c are trUe.

Time-delay induction disk relays-...
a.

are used for overcurrent protestion.

b.

are less complex than plunger relays.

c.

do not require current transformers.

usually have no adjustments for current trip
-'1:evel.or time-delay.

a-4

p.,

Both a and d are true.
PI- 03 /Pag( 35
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Air

12.

Air-magnetic circuit breakers ...
a.'

are-avaiIabe in voltages up to 35 kV.

b.

depend upon a blast of compressed air, as well
as magnetic blowout coils for their operation.
are the most common typbs in industrial and

c.

residential switch boxes.
.

must be used in series with Current-limiting

d".

fuses.

None Qf the above are correct.

e.

a
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INTRODUCTION
,This module, "Residential Electrical Distribution-,"

describes the characteristics of safe wiring systems based
.9n-II.Nationar Electric Code and includes additiopal information oh the selection of wire sizes for efficientoperation.

The National Electric Code is a complete listing of all
wiring practices-that are accepted as safe. Obviously, this
listing is lengthy and cannot be discussed in detail in this
module. The intent of this discussion is to familiarize the
student with general requirements of the code and common

practices used in residential installations."
Topics include circuit protection, circuit grounding,
circuit devices and their installation, wire sizes and types,
and acceptable wiring practices.
In the laboratory, the student will construct a resi-

dential branch circuit in accordance with the requirements
of the National Electric Code:-

REQUISITES
The student should have completed Module PI 0

,

"Indus-

trial Electrical Distribution."

OBJECT!
Upon completionof this module, the student should be
able to:
Describe the intent and purposes of the National Elec`1.

tric Code and Underwriters Laboratory.

.

12,5
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2.

.DraW circuits containing the following switch types
- and :explain the operatibn of each:
a.

Sngle-pole switch

b.

Doublelpole switch

c.

Three-way switch

d.

Four-Way switch

3.

Describe the color code of the terminals_of outlets.

4.

Describe thecappearance and application of the follow:
types of fuses in residential circuits:
a.

b.
c.
5.

Edison-base fuses.

'Type S screw-in fuses
Type SC cartridge fuses

Explain the meaning of the following symbols in the
desi=gnation 'of wire types

6.

a.

'T-coded wire

b.

-H-coded wire

c.

W-coded wire

d.

;N-toded wire

e.

-R-coded wire.

Explain the impdrtance of voltage drops in residential

ditribution systems.

Delineate drops in voltage that

are considered acceptable.
7.

Identify the composition and uses of common cable types,
given their identification numbers.

8.

Descibethe general requiements for conduit and boxes

P

used in residential electrical systems.
9.

Explain the color codes used for wires in residential
systems and the uses of wires of,each color.

10.

Explain th.e characteristics of the grounded conductor

of residential systems and the characteristics of conductors used for equipment and component grounding,

Page 2/PI-04
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11.

Describe the Characteristics of acceptable spliCes and
IF

12.

connections.
Draw circuit diagrams showing the connections and
colOrs of conductOrs in the following circuits:
Single-Pole switch cont olling an outlet with
a
b.

the source at the switch
Single,-pole\switch controll ng an outlet witt
the source at the outl/p

c.

Two three-we), switches 'controlling an outlet with

the source at the outlet.
d.

Two three-way ;witches controlling an outlet with
the source at the first switch.

13.

In the laboratory, construct a residential branch'tir-z
cuit consisting of two three-way _switches Controlling
an outlet.

127.,

SUBJECT MATTER
at
L

TESTING LABORATORIES

CODES

Residential electrical stribution systems are required -to meet certain standard

approved"by local authorities.

fox safety and must be
Suc

approval is usually

based on the National Electric Code an

the fisting of

,cifcuit componenits by Und twriters Laboutpjy.

Appipval

assures thetafety of the, system but does n t guarantee
the'Lsystem's efficienPy.

° NATIONAL ELECTRIC COPE,

The National Electric Code (NEC) is_a list of rules
and regulations that establishes safe methods of installing,'
electrical materials:

The NEC is published by the National

Fire Protection Association and is the accepted standard
governing afi/electpical work.

The code is intended to

assure 'that the installation is free of both electrical and
fire hazard's.

It does not assure that the installation will

be efficient, convenient, or adequate fOr the purposes intended.
-

These tasks are the responsibility of the'designer.,

The NEC is not the law.

It becomes law'only when it

.

is adopted as such by local governmental enforcing authorities.

Almost every locality has'an electrical code.

Some

adopt the NEC, while other state and Ilocal authorities pro,

hibit some practices that are acceptable in-fhe NEC or impose
additional restri,ctions.

The practices described in this

11*

*module'are-in accordance with the National Electric Code:

123
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To be sure that all these practices are acceptable in any
locality, it is necessary to check with local authorities.
The NEC is revised and updated each. year.

Toensure

compliance, the most recent edition of the code should be
.consulted.

The National Electric Code is available from-

-.

the Nat.ional Fire Protection Association, 470 Mlantic Ave.,
Boston:, MA 02210

UNDERWRITERS LABORATORY
The approval:of'all installations is the responsibility
of the authority having jurisdiction in the particular
Materials used are usually approved on the bagis
4-locality.
of listing by an accepted testing laboratory. 'Several such A
latoratories exist, but by far the most widely accepted is
'Underwriters Laboratory, Inc.
Mate,rials-and- equipment items are tested by the laboratory.

Items that pass the tests are listed a* safe and bear

-the'words "listed by Underwriters Laboratory," or the symbol
"UL."

The laboratory does not approve items and does not

certify them as to efficiency; convenience, or durability.

A UL listing certifies only that the item is safe - if used
as intended - an4 presents no electrical or fire hazards if
in proper Working condition.

Two similar iteMs/a-unequal quality may belisted if
each presents no hazards.

UL does.not 'ist any products

that are in violatidn of NEC requirements.' Many products
are not listed by UL; these products. should not be used.

Moreover, most.inspecting authorities'will not approve items
that are not 1'

ed.
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CIRCUIT DEVICES
Circuit devices, include switches and outlets. Types
fl.
of toggle- switches include.the single-pole, double-pole,
three-way, grounde duplex outlet, and t4e screw sock*.

SWITCHES

By fir, the-most common type of switch in residential
circuits is the familiar toggle switch used to control
lighting circuits, outlets, and certain built-in appliances.
While all of these switches have the same external appearThe internal'connecancef four distinct tyi)es'are used.
tions of these switches and their applications in circuits
are shown in Figure 1.
The single-pole switch shown in Figure la isstlie most
It has two' termZnals that are connected in
common switch.
the ON position and disconnected in the OFF position'. This
type switch isused to control most 120-V circuits thtt have
_
.

It is always installed'in the hot/conductor.

only one switch.
Single-pole switches are Aver installed in the neutral
(ground' potential) conductor.
.

.

Figure lb shows a double -pole switch that disconnects
botH conductors leading to a load. Thi'S switch is employed

-AP only when neither of the conductors'is at 'ground potential.
4
almost never used in 120-V circuits bilt
ThisNpe switch
circuits; since neither of the conductors
The words ON Ind OFF appe&r on the handle of

is c6mmiCin-isl-_240 -V

is grounded.

`both single-pole and,double-pole switches.
The switch shown-in Figure lc is called a three-way
'switch because it has three terminals and three conductors

130
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SYMBOLS

:

0

Single-

a.

SWITCHBS.IN CIRCUITS

Pole

'

1-

SOURCk

1

01

-

NEUTRAL

°

.

I

HOT

°

-

OW

.

OFF

,

,

.
4:0

oil°

v

.,,

.

ON

.

7-

.

,
I

vy

o

C6 Co

OFF

.

.
.

,.

C.

ThreeWay

.

..

,

NEUTRAL

0 Ps0

Q0

CEI)

Cr-D

.

-__,

t

6

,

i

MouSle- .,
Pole

b.

.

.

.

-

:.
,

`

.

2

1

NEUTRAL
d.

-AQQC
AQ0C
Four%
t
'
A
Way
BOOD BOOD

.

.

1

2

1

.!,

Figure 1.

.
FOUR-WAY

0-4 P--°

-

-----0/

I

-?..

t<\
0-01i '0-4)

THREE-WAY

Switches.

0.,..0
0---0

THREE-WAY

.

.

0
connected to it.

The ,name is somewhat misleading, since it

implies that the switch has three positions or can be used
to control a circhit from ,three locations. Thisq0.s'not.the
case.. This switch is actually a,double-throw switch that
connects one conductox to _either of two other conductors.

Page 8/PI-04
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Such'switthes.are used to control a circuit from two separate
In this circuit,

locations, as shown'in the circuit aagram..

either switch roan `turn the circuit ON or OFF regardless -of
.

the positidn)of the othei switch.' The position of-the

ter -f,

In most cases, the termi,--minals varies with mhnufacturers.
.nal'connected to the, movable portion of the switch Is a',darIC.
Three-way switches
or oxidized color ('for identification).

'are used only in yhe hot conductor, -and,an'incorrect connec.

'tion will'make the switch inoperative '(either:ON_or OFF all
.

the time) .but will present no hazard.
The four -way swatch shown in Figure ld has four termi.

nals like the double-pole switch, hut like the three-way
switch, the words OF'F_andON do not appear.on the handle.
This switch connects-either teminals A to B and C to D or
A to D and B to C.

L,
It i s used with#three-way switches when

a circuit is to be controlled'from three loations, as, shown
in the circuit diagram.
AdditionaL four-way 'switchet may be added ,between the
The
two three-way switchieS formore control locations.

Location and identificatfon schemes for four-way switches
vary with manufacturers, but theie is no hazard involved in
an incorrect connection.' If the terminal arrangement is'unknown, trial and error may be used until the circuit func,

`"
tions properly.
In addition to the terminals indicated in Figure 1, all
new switches have a terminal (that is color-keyed green) for

grounding the switch, mechanism (for, safety).

is always Connected to the system ground.

older models may not:have this terminal:.

This, terminal

However, some
o.

13
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6V;LETS'

An outlet is defined as "any point at which the electrical energy is taken from the wiring system for application."

Figure 2 shows a common grounded duplex outlet.

two vertical slots in Ohe outlet carry the current.

The

The

rounded lower opening in the socket' is for a ground connec-

tion and normally does not carry current.

It is connected

to the green ground terminal that is connected to the system
ground.

As explained previously, many'older outlets do-not

include the ground connection.. When such an older outle-tis.replaced,' it show
if

and only if

th

be replaced with a grounded outlet
ground-terminal can be connected to

the.system ground.

1

.

GREEN SCREW. (GROUND)

1

I

WHITE SCREWS (NEUTRAL)

N
'Figure 2.

I

1

BRASS SCREWS (HOT)

Grounded Duplex Outlet.

1
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The current-carrying conductoi*s .of the circuit are

connected to the terminals on the side of the outlet.

The

hot (black) wire is connected to the'brissScrews. The
neutral (white) wire is.connected to, the screws that are
metal.
plated7withw-stiver-or-whiti
s on each side so that
r
*Most outlets have two
wires may be run from one outlet to another. These terminals
are usually connected internally. However, in some outlets,

'terminals are separated so that one portion'of the outlet is

wired directly tothe power source, while the other is con-t-refled- by

a

switch.

Although not required by the NEC

it° is common practice

to mount the outlet with the ground opening at the top:

-

When a power cord'is plugged-into an outlet only part way,
If the curTent--the upper conductors are, usually'exposed.
carrying conductors.are on-top, a metal object could fall
across them and result in.a short.circuit.

Placing the

grounded conductor on top prevents this,
Another common outlet_type",is the screw socket used
for incandescent lights.

Screw socket outlets have terminals

*with color -coded screws like duplex outlets.

CIRCOLT PROTACTION
,

Circuit' protection 'devices are reqUired-for the main

.

service entrance and for each bran' h cirri it in residential
in* stallatioris:

NEC rules require, that all electrical power

be disconnectable by not more than six diSconnedt devices.
Many local codes require that all power feed through a single
main circu4t.breaker or fuse switch combination, akd this is
the more usual-5racticee

The code also requifes that not

O

More'than.42 overcUrrent.devices be contained in one panelHowever, most ,residential distribution systems con-

board.

sist .of considerably fewei circuits.

Circuit protection can consist of fuses' or circuit
breake'rs:-:

Many older installations employ Edison -iorpe fuses

with screw bases that are compatible with an Ordinary light
'bulb.
30 A%

These are available with ratings of l5;\20, 25, and

The bode requires that fuses rated at 15A-have a

*

-hexagonal face or windoW4 Larger sizes must haVe a round
Thesefusesrare permitted only in existing
face or window.
installations.

Edison -type fuses are never installed in.new

systems.

Type S fuses are also screw-in fuses, but the ,base of

ach ratting is a different size to prevent replacement wit
the improper size fuse.

These fuses screw into adaptors

that are,permanently ins1talled in 'the Edison-type fu .se
holders. Type S fuses are available in the saMe amperage
tings with different adaptor and base sizes'(except-'for
2t and 30 A fuses,, which have' the same si,z-e- base).

\

taiti:idge fuses are used fox,ratngs of over 30 A and
These are available -in

are also popular for.lower_ratings.

several types,'as de.sribed,in Module PI-03, "Industrial\

%Electrital Distribution." Cartridge ,fuses may be used in
series with switches or in pull-out blocks that disconnect
he circuit when the block is removed from its socket.
4.

Branch circuits are often protected by type SC cartridge
fuies in "series with diiconnect switches.

In such cases, the

disconnect switch-always precedes\the fuse in the Circuit.

The switch and fuse holder are often contained in a single
housing with a neon bulb that lights to,indicate a blown
' Like type S.fuse's, SC fuses "'Are different sizes for

different ratings; they cannot be interchaliged:
'

Page 12/13I4
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00.

P

the most cbmmon circuit protection devices in residential use are thermal-magnetic-air circuit breakers, also
These breakers are mounted.so
described in Module PI-03.
that the handle is in the UP position when the circuit is

complete, as shown inFigure 3.. When the breaker trips,
the handle moves to the'MID position. To reset the breaker,
it is 'necessary to move the handle-downward paPti the "OFF

position Nid then back up to the ON position: These breakers
are available in st1ndard sizes from 15 to-200 A that are
designed to snap into standard breaker bores.

ON

Operation of
Figure 3.
Single-Pole Circuit Breaker.
TRIPPED

OFF

RESET

WIRES,
\AP

Three types of wires have been used in residehtial
in.
stallationS.

Aluminum, and copped` -clad aluminUm wires have

been Lied in the past and are skill approved for a few
applications.

However,.ethese wife types are fire hazards

'when used with-standard"- connectors and are no longer in,

stalled in residential circuits.- All new.:Construction

employs copper conductors:
`1"

Oply copper*ires willbe di

cussedlin this module._

36
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.WIRE SIZES

Wire sizes'are measured in terms of the American Wire
Gauge.
4

Figure 4 shows the diameters of the conductors of

several common wire sizes.

Figure 4.

Even-numbered sizes from 4/0

Actual Diameters of Typical Sizes of
Electric Wires, Without Insulation.

(pronounced "four-naught") to 14 are, commonly used,, in resi-

Larger sizes are standard
dential distribution systems.
for greater flexibility. The current rating depends, in
part, upon the size of wire.

However, current rating also

depends upon the insulation type and method of installation,

ashown in Table 1.
1,6

ft

_
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TABLE 1.

AMPACITY OF COPPER WIRES.

In conduit, cable, or buried
directly in the earth
Types
T, TW, OF

Wird-Size

Single conductors
in free air

Types RH,
RHW, THW, USE

(A)

Types
T, TW

Types RH,
RHW, THW

(C)

(D)

15

.- 20

20

4 20

25

25

(B)

01111P4Q

.

,

14

15

12

20

10

30'

30

40

40

8

40

45

55

"65

6

55

65

80

94

4

70

,85

105

'125

2

95

115

140

170,

.

---1

.

-

.1/0

2/0
3/0

.

125'

150

195

230

145

175

225

265

165 1

200

'260

310

.

INSULATION TYPES

Many types of insulation are used In wires. Only common
types are discussed here. Wire types used in residential
appl

ions are rated for 600 V.

The current rating of a
wire ,is proportional to the insulation's resistance zhsitt.
This is- ,.because it is impossible for an electric current to
flow through. a wire without heating the wire. The heat of

the vire can damage the wire's insultion.
,

133
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Each wire type is also rated by the maximum temperature
Ratings are from 60°C (140 °F)
that the !dire can withstand.
These are the actual operating temperatures
to 90°C (194°F).
of the wires and not-the ambient temperature. Wires with
the symbols H or HH

their designation have rated tempera-

tures of 75°C or greater.

Those without these symbols are

rated at 60°C.

The NEC defines three types.of locations for the in
Locations include .those that are dry,
stallation of wires%
those that are damp, and_those that are wet. Dry loCafions
are not normally subject to moisture, such as interior wirDamp locations, such as basements, are partially, proing.
tected but may be subject to dampness. Wet locations, such

as underground cables, are subject to saturation with water.
Wire types with the symbol W in their designation may be
used in any location. Those without this symbol are used
in dry locations only.
The most commonly used wires are types T, TH, and THW.
These wires have thermoplastic insulation. Types THHN and
THWN have plastic insulation with a nylon covering. The

nylon provides better insulation and gieater mechanical
results in a smaller diameter for the same constrength
n type-T.
Wire types eginning with the symbol "X" have synthetic'
polymer insulation and require an even-thinner layer of in-

ductor size t

sulation. At one ime, all wire Tor general use had rubber
insulation designated by a beginning symbol, "R." Although
this wire type is not popular today, some is still used.

Several other types oftinsulation may also be used, but they
are less common. The DEC contains tables specifying the
conditions and limitations of' use of all types of approved

wire,
ft,

Page 16/PI-04.
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CABLES
11$,

Two or more wires grouped together, in a single covering
are called a cable.

Cables are popular for 'residential in-

stallations because they are usually -easier to install than

single wires_ and do not require the use of conduits for many
applications;

Cable size is designated by the size'and number of con,

ductors it contains.

Thus, a,12-3 cable has three size-12

conductois, each with indiyidual insulation.

Many cables

contain two insulated current-carrying wires and a bare
ground wire.. A 10-2G cable has two insulated number 10 conductors and a. bar =e number 10 ground wire.

Figure 5 shows three common types of cable.

Nonmetal-

lic-sheathedcable, type NM (Figure 5a), contains two or
three insulated conductors and may or,may not have a bare

PLASTIC
SHEATH
PAPER
OVERWRAP
BARE

GROUNDING WIRE

a. Nonmetallic-Sheathed Cable for Dry Locations

BARE

eltGROUNDING
%,
b.

14 - 2G TYPE NMC

WIRE

Nonmetallic- Sheathed CabIeforWet Locations
BONDING STRIP

C.

Arrbored Cable

Figure 5.

Cable Types.

140
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ground.

The wires are wrapped together with a paper wrap

and covered with a plastic sheath.
type of cable for dry locations.

This is the most common

It is usedlor most resi-

dential installations.

Type NMC (Figure 5b) is another nonmetallirshea ied
.cable.

This cable tyi4 has conductors that are embedded'in

a. solid plastic covering.

Nonmetallic-sheathed cable; type

NMC, can be, used in either dry or damp locations.

It should

not be used in wet locations or buried in the ground. Type
OF underground feeder cable is similar.in construction but
ti

may be buried or used in wet locations.

Armored cable tFigure 5c) has two or three,cbnductors
Each wire is
inside a spiral armor, bf galvanized steel.

wrapped in a layer of paper to protect it'from abrasion by
the metal armor,__Armored cable does not contain a bare
conductor, bura s--i-17:TD--ofa-luminum is included inside the

armor to improve the grounding capability.

Armored cables

are designated as types AC or ACT, although the trade symbol
BX is also commonly used.

SELECTION OF PROPER WIRE SIZE
.. It might seem that the only consideration in selecting

wire size is that the wire be rated to carry the current
expected in the circuit. However4, several other'factors
must be considered.
.

:For continuous loads of three hdurs or more, the 4EC
limits the current of any cdnductor -Co 8Q% of the rated
current.

/
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When three of more current-carrying conductors are
\

.

or when the ambient temperature

co tained in a conduit
exc eds 30°C (86°F)

the ampacity of the wires is also

de- ated. -Therefore, larger conductprs may be required.
There is always some voltage drop along conauctors in
stribution circuit.

,any

A voltage drop of 39tym the

circuit conductors at the farthest outlet, or a total

branc
drop

5% on both the feeder and branch conductors, is con-

sidere

exceSsive and leads to inefficiencies.

Not onljr is

a' signi icant amount of,power consumed in heating the con-

ductors; but most electrical devices are less efficient at
lower voltages.,*If an electric motor is operated at a voltage.5% be ow its rayed voltage, its power drops almost 10%.
,

At a 10%
cent bulb

oltage drop, the power drops by 19%.

An incandes-

perated at 5% below\,i.ts rated voltage produces

l'6% less

ht; at a voltage drop of .10 %, the light output

drops over

0%.

In resi efitial circtkits, the, feeder lines are sized to

produce a ma\imum voltage drop of 1 to 2%.
Conductors ar

axanch circuit

normally sized to produce a maximum voltage

drop of anoth r 2%, and the total drop should not exceed 3%.
For branch cir uit lengths of more than abdut 50 feet, the'

conductor size

list be increased to prevent an lobjectionable,

voltage drop.

The Nationa Electric Code contains tables or deter;
mining the propei*Size Of conductors fot'a variety of appli-cations and branc

ci-rc it lengths,

14(1
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BOXES AND CONDUIT
The following discussion centers on boxes, conduit,
and sizing conduit and boxes.

BOXES

All circuit devices, such as switches, outlets, and
breakers, must be mounted inside metal boxes-.--Figure 6

shows two switchesmounted in a boxiwith the cover plate
removed. Such boxes are available
in a large range of'sizes and shapes.

These boxes have knock-outs of
several standard sizes for connectIf the
ng conduito-rcabl-eclamps.
conductors leading to the box'are

contained in

onduit, the conduit is

electrically C6Apected to the box

to provide a ground.
SWITCH

SWITCH

If cables are used, cable clamps

hold the cables securely in place
A Square
Figure 6.
Box with Two Switches.

and the ground conductor of the cable
is connected/to the box.

In either

case) the green grounding.terminals
of the components contained in the box are grounded to the
box.

Any knock-outs that have been opened but are not in

use must be plugged with caps.

All wire and cable connec-

Wires to be connected in

tions are made inside such boxes.

boxes must extend six inches into the box for easy connection.

r.
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TYPES OF CONDUIT
In many cases, the current-carrying conductors are
Three types of conduit
contained inside metal conduits.

A

maybe used.
kigid metal conduit maybe made of iron or-aluminum.
Iron and aluminum should never be wed together because the
junctions of dissimilar metals may result in corrosion and
poor electrical contact.

Rigid conduit is available in stan-

dard length 'S of ten feet. with threads on both ends.

When,the-donduit,is cut to length, the inner surfaces
must be reamed to..prevent damage to the conductors. Conduit
may be-connected only with approved connectors. It mist be
firmly mounted within three feet of each ou

et box.

The

code allows no more than the equivalent of f ur 90° bends
(360° total) between'olitlet _boxes orfittings. The restriction on bends is to limit the stress on the wire during this
operation.

4.

Coriduitisinstalledfirstd the wipes 'are pulled
throughit.

The conduit is connected t'o the boxes by special

connectors, as shown in Figure 7.

A,locknut on the butside
NOTE

LOCKNUT

BITIBOX NTO

SURFACE

SURFACE
.

CONDUIT
.

Cross-Section Showing
Figure 7.
How a Locknut and Bushing are
Used to Anchor Conduit to any
Box or Cabinet.
'

'LOCKNUT

WALL OF BOX---ow

BUSHING

8
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,

(--

M.

of the box assures both mechanical' strength ,,,ayfd good elec-

trical contact.

The internal bushing.has a rounded surface\-In all

to prevent -damage to the insulation of the wires.
.

.

systems employihg metal conduit;, the .conduit provides the

,electri al ground

Er ctrical metal tubing (EMT) is.similar to conduit
b

EMT has

and may be used in most of-the same applications.

a thinner wall than; rigid conduit and cannot be threaded'.

Conhectors forEMT apply pressure to grip the tubing.

All the

cannectors designed for that purpose may be. used.
47-11'4ies

Only

applying to the use of rigid conduit also apply to

the tubing.

Flexible metal conduit is similar.in construction to
the outer covering of armored cable.

It is used where

vibation exists -,,such as-in connections to motors a d'

maw

also

be used-to make short radius b
rigid conduit.

that cannot be_msde-wi

Liquid-tight flex-

.

ible conduit for'wet locati

s has an outer plastic covering.

SIZING CONDUIT AND BOXES
The NEC allows condUctors of different electrical circuits to occupy the same conduit as long as,all voltages
,

:* are 600 V or-less.

eral circuits with
r

., the conduit size is

means that the total

.

Thus, a single conduit may contain seveveral different voltages.

In all.. cases,.

ased'cl a maximum fill of 40%.

This

oss sectional area of tilt wires in

the conduit, including insulation, cannot exceed 40% of the
area of the conduit.' In many cases, the conduit is over4

siaed to allow fox easier pulling of wires.and to provide'
for the addition'O'f.future circuits.

Page_22/PI-04
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I
Junction boxes lre sized to prevent -rawding of the
conductors in the box.

The size used depends on the number

and size of conductors in the box.

ATaconductor pissing

through a box without a splice or tap is counted as one
conductor.and each conductor that is, tapped or spliced to
another conductor isCounted as 'one conductor.

Tablps

specifying the sizes:of boxes for various applications May- .,

be found_in the NEC

WIRING PRACTICES
The discu.ssion about wiring practices that follows

concerns color codes, grounding, splices and cvnections,,

and Cfrcuit connectibns.

e
0

COLOR CODES
.

Wire for, residential,use is color-coded for easy idenc,

tification of-indifidual wires when several. conductors are

The following Coi?mccombinations are
commonly used when ,indim4qUal wires are placed together in
a single conduit And for 1 e individual conductors within
bundled together.

cables(
2 wire 7 'White,'b ack
3 wires ,- whife, bl

wires :.white, blsA

S wires

,

red
red;, blue

white, block', 'red, blue, yellow

InS'ulated grounding wires are always green (or green with
a yellow stripe) and'shoUld be used for, no other purpose.

PI04/Page 23
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GROUNbING.

All residential elea?Dcal systems are grounded systems.'

(System and equipment-grounding are discussed in Module
PI-03, "Industrial Electrical Distribution. ")

In 120-V cir-

cuits, one of the conductors is always at ground potential.
This conductor is .grounded both at the distribution transIf the grounded wire is

former and the service entrance.
size s6

or 'smaller, it must be either white or gray thebugh,

out its length.

If larger than number 6, it must h

same white or gray color, be painted white at each t

e the

minal,

or be taped with white or gray tape at each.terminal.

The

only exceptioto the use of the white wire as the grounded
wire is in some- switch loops as described later in this
module.

The grounded wire is never inter rupt'ed by a cilLuax

breaker, fuse, switch.or other device.

11 grounded wires

in a system are connected directly to t fe system ground.

Grounding wires .for equipment and switch and outlet
Itoxes are usually bare.

If they are illsulated, they must

be either green or green with a' yellow stripe.

.

In systems

employing conduit', the conduit acts as the...grounding conductor.

All outlets and switches in new construction must

be connected to a continuous grounding system that is tied
to earth ground.

SPLICES,,AND CONNECTIONS''.

All splices and connections in the systeb must be both).
mechanically and electrically' secure.

The, emphasis is usu-

ally on mechanical strength, as this also assures good electrical connections.

Page 24/PI-04
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Splices

Wires may be spliced, as shown in Figure 8.

must be contained in boxes where they are accessible and
In all

cannot be located inside conduit or cable runs.

.cases, the splice must be both electrically and mechanically
Solder is applied, only to prevent,
secure without solder.
oxidation of the conductors.

The conductor must be entirely

.cdverea with an insulation equivalent to that of the conducsplice may be wrapped
Pla ;tic tape may be used, or
tors.

4

with rubber tape with'a covering of friction tape.

WESTERN UNION

SMALL WIRES SPUCED

AT AN OUTLET

SPLICE

JOINT

SOLDERED

110

11.1=Ce*""

Figure 8.

Splices and Joints Mechanically
and Electrically Secure.

The most common way of connecting wires in residential
systqms is with wire nuts, as shown in Figure,9: These are
plastic caps containing a
threaded conductor or a spiral
*

spring.

.

The straight, bare

ends of the conductors are

held together and the wire nut
is screwed onto-

efil.

Wire

nuts are available iii several
sizes.

Figure 9.

Wire Nut.

The package containing

,)
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each size specifies the sizes and number of conductors for
.which that wire'nut may be used.
Pikgure 10 shows how tg connect conductors to terminals.
\Wire must be looped. in the proper direction so that tighten \

'rig the screw will tend' to clo"se the loop.

Wire must extend

at least
two-thirds of the
ps.
distanceLaround the screw
but may not overlap itself.

The bare conductor may not
-

extend more than ohe-quarter
inch from the screw.

The

insulation should be cut
b. Ground Wires
.

,Figure 10.

Connections of

Wires..;sto Terminals.

at an angle of about 60°,
as shown in both Figures 9,
and 10.

The screw must be\

tightened until it-grips
the conductor securefjN.

Wires may end at the terminal or

be looped around one terminal and extend to another termina

CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS
All circuit outlets must be connected with a white wire
as the ground wire and some other color (usually black) as
the hot conductor.

Duplex outlets are usually made-with

two screws on each side so that wires carrThe run from one
outlet tv the,next in the circuit. In such cases, hot wires
may be...connectea.to the terminals, as shown in Figure 10a.

'The ground wire may not be broken at the Outlet.
connected as shown in Figure 10b.
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4A

It

y be

A Vetter way to ctainect the gtound wire is sho/n in

This\figure shows a duplex outlet served\by
two separate hot wires and a single ground wire. The cirFigure- lla.

In all cases, the ground
cuit also includes other outlets.
wire must be uninterrupted by any circuit devices. The
connection shown in Figure llb is forbidden..-.
-1

WHITE, NEUTRAL

a.

WHITE
NEUTRALS

b.

I

Figure 11.

Cofinecting the Neutral, in a, Three -Wire Circuit.
r-...

/7

The only cause in which the ground wire may be any color

other than white or gray-is in switch lopps
.

Figure i2 shows-

___,----1.

two methods of connecting switch loopt containing a single
.switch and outlet.
)

If the switch is located at.the source as shown in Fig
ure(j2a% it is installed in the black .(ho ) wire. The continuous white wire extends to the outle "V The hot wire is.

.

interrupted by the switch, but the iround wire is continuous.
Figure,12b shows the connection of this circuit when
the light is at the source.

The switch, loop of this circuit
This is

ins a white wire that is not a ground wire.

acceptable when cable is used for the switch loop.
Ottlefe, the ground w

At the.

e is *hite and the hot wire (from the

switch) is blalkk.'

11,'-

n.

6"

150
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.

LAMP

WHITE

WHITE

BLACK

SOURCE

a. Food

to

at

Switch

b.

Food of Ught

6

Figure 12.

Single-Pole Switch Conneditions.,

This conforms with the rule that the ground wire must
be white, at each ougtkiand the hot Wire must be another
The cable used for the switch loop contains one

color.

white wire and one black wire, but neither-0-f these'wires
is at ground potential.

All wires to switches in residential

circuits are hot wires, regardless, of color.

This arrange-

,

ment.allows the use of sltandartd cables an switch loops.

Figure 13 shows a circuit connection with three -way
o

switch contr01.

The source is at the first switch.

cage, the continuous white conductor extends to the lamp
outlet; the switch loci') is comprised of the black and red

conductOrs. :

ti
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vow

In this

CABLE

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

iffirI IM 1%%1
WHITE

BLACK

BLACK

83

BLACK

BLACK

83

LAMP

Figure 13.

RED

BLACK

RED

SOURCE

Circuit with4Three-Way Switch COntiol,
Feed at the First Switch Control Poilit.

Figure 14 is a similar circui. t with the source, at'the
lamp.

At the lamp outlet, the white wire is the ground wire
and the black wire is the fictconductor from the switch loop.
BLACK

\

CABLE

.

WHITE

--...

WHITE

BLACK

[o 1 AmmuMmuuw I/Al .
.
=Mum.16
,"1"1"""1"1" 41

SOURCE

BLACK
WHITE

LAMP

Fkgure,14.

BLACK

40
S3
9

WHITE

WHITE

83

9
BLACK

Circuit with Three-

Switch Control,

Feed atLight:
As in Figure. 12b, the white wire is used as a hot wire in
the switch loop. The circuit is connected in such a way
that the,-outlet is served by a white ground wire and a hot
wire of 4nother coldr (usually black).
The:only situation in which-14hi.te wire may be used for
any purpose other than'a ground wire is in switch loops.

154,
w.
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SUMMARY
of
The National Electric Code specifies the methods
installing eleCtrical equipment to enspre that the finished
4
Underwriters LaboratOry tests equipmeht and
job is safe.
Local
lists equipment that1passes minimum safety standardi.
for use
codes are usually based on the NEC and m4-11 certify

only the equipment listed by UL..\
Important safety features of all residential electrical
systems include the following:.
The main service entrance and each branch circuit are
,

protected'by either fuse's or circuit breakers in the

)lot line.
installed in
' All switches and proteCtive devices are
j'the hot wires.

The ground wire is white and contains no circuit devices.

Each outlet is served by a white ground wire and a hot
wire of another color (usually black).
Each size and type of wire is used only for applica-,
tions for which it, is approved by the NEC.

All circuit devices must be contained in approved boxes.t.,
A grounding system composed of bare wire, insulated

wire that is green or green With a yellow stripe, or
continuously connected conduit, is used to ground all

circuit
All splices and connections must be made in an approved
manner to assure_safe operation of the system.

15:3
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EXERCISES
1.

Draw circuit diagrams of the following switches in
residential circuitsJ,
a.

Single -pole

b.

Double-pole

c.

Three-way

Four-way
Describe the application of double` -pole switches in
di

2.

residential circuits.
3.

Sketch a diagram of a duplex outlet.

Identify the

colors of the terminals and sploify the colors of wire
that may be connected to each terminal. L.
4.

Describe each of the following fuse types and their
applications:
a.

Edison -base

b.

Type S.

Type SC
Describe the charactOristics and uses of-the following

c.
S.

wires and cables:
a.

T

b.

THWN

c.

12-2G type NMC

d.

10-2G type OF

14-3 type Ad
Explain how voltage drop affects the efficiency of

*e.

residential circuits and the devices used on-those

7.

circuits.
List the conditions under *hich the ampacity of a con-

8.

ductor must be de-rated.
Explain the difference in a grounded conductor snd a

11101101.1.4,

grounding cOnductor in a residential,oircuit.

154
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9.

,Describe three types pf.conduitthat may be used inresidential circuits.

10.

Describe the characteristics of acceptable splices in
:Include the purpose of solder and the

conductors.

insulation requirements of splices.
11.

'Draw circuit; diagrSms of the following circuits.
-

In-

,

clude the grounding conductors:

switch controllinganoutletWiththe source at the switch.
b.

Two three-way switches controlling an outlet with
the source at the outlet.

c.

Two three-way switches and a four-way switch con-

trolling an outlet with the 'source at the first .
0-

switch.

Assume- that four-conductor cable is used

to connect the four-way switch and include an
acceptable conductor arrangement.

LABORATORY MATERIALS
Grounded power cord (14-3)

Three boxes for mounting one switch or duplex outlet'each-

WO three-way switches
One duplex outlet

Five cable clamps for boxes
Five feet of 14'-2G type NM ar NMC cable

Five feet of 14 -3G type NM or NMC cable

-Wire nuts for connecting two number 14 conductors
Screwdriver

Wire cutters and strippers

Desk lamp, radio, or other low current device to be operated
on the constructed circuit

(.
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES
1.

Construct the circuit shown in Figure 14 using the
materials provided and following the procedures out.-

The source for this cir-

lined in 'the Subject Matter.

cuit is the grounded power cord.

Install the end of

the cord'without the connector in the lamp as if it
were-a -standard eable.
2.

Connect the green conductor of the cord to the.bare
ground conductor of the cable. and securely ground each

circuit device in an acceptable manner.
3.

Check all terminal connections to be sure they are made
in an acceptable manner, and that the correct wires are

installed on the prdper terminali.
,, 4.

Follow the, ground (white) conductyr through the circuit
to the outlet.

Be sure the ground conductor is unbroken

and contains no circuit devices.
S.'

The instructor should check the student's circuit before
th

'6.

ower cord is plugged in.
ter th

instructor approves the circuit, plug the

power cor

_be_gperatek

into a 120-V outlet and plug the device .to
.in-to

- --

the duplex = -out -let.

-Operate the cir-

cult and check for proper operation.
7.

Draw a detailed circuit dia'gram in the.Data Table.

Include the connections,o1 tHe grounding wire and the
power cord.
8.

Describe the opetation of the circuit and each circuit
component in the Data Table.

156
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DATA TABLES
DATA TABLE.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM:

I

DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT:.
,.
s.

REFERENCES
Mullin, Ray C.
NY:

Electrical Wiring

Residential.

Albany,

Delmh.'Publishers, 1978.

,.

Richter, H.P, and Schwan,'W.C.
New York:

'Practical Electrical Wiring.

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978.

National Electric Code, 1978 Edition.

National Fire Protec-

tion Association, 470 Atlantic-Ave., Boston, MA 02210,
1978.

/

4
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TEST
'Please circle the appropriate answer.

The National Electric Code is ...
) 4.

concerned with the safety and efficiency of the
completed installation.
concerned with the approval and testing of individual components andthe safety off, the finished
installation.

c.

the established law governing all electrical

d.

installations.
concerned only with the safety of the finished
job.

e.
2.

Both c and d are correct.

Which of the following 'is not acceptable as the grounded

conductor of a residential electi9161 system?
a.

b.

A gray wire
A black wire, number 4 or larger, withthe ends
painted white

3.

4.

c.

A white wire

d.

None of the above are acceptable.

e.

All of the above ,are acceptable.

A green wire in a'cable may be used ...
a.

for any purpose, if the system is not grounded.

b.

as the circuit 'ground conductor.

c.

fdr equipment grounding only.

d.

as a hot wire only.

e.

for none of the above purposes.

Double-pole switches are used in residential circuits ...
a.

when it is desirable to disconnect the grounded
conductor as well as the hot conductor.

/

to controlan'outdet from two locations.

1 1:: Q

.
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c.

only in 240-V circuits in which neither of the
current-carrying conductors is grounded.

d.

for most common applications.

e.

None of the aboVehare correct.

A cable desi.gnaVed 12-2G type NMC
onducttrs.
actually contains three, conduct
.a.

5.

,

b.

cannot be used!in wet locations or buried in the
ground.

C.

is acceptable for damp locations.

d.11

All of the above are correct.

e.

Only a and c are correct.

Which of the following is not an acceptable connection/

6.

of a wire to the-terminal ,of an outlet?
a.

A bare wire connected to a'green screw

1).

A blacic, wire' connected to a brass screw
0

A gray wire connected to a silver screw

7.

,

d.

A red wire connected to a brass screw

e.

A White wire connected,to a brass screw

Wires often carry' a lower current than their nominal
rated current when ...
a.

two current-Carrying conductors are contained'in
a single conduit or cable.

b.

branch circuits have runs of over 100 feet.

c.

wires are subiect to.a continuous load of more
14

than three hours duration.

8.

d.

All of the above re correct.

e.

Orly b and c -are ,true.

.

When switch loops are-composed of cables ...
a.

the white wire leading to the switch may be a
grounded wire, but this is not required.

b.

the white wire leading tQ the outlet may be a
grounded wire,.but this is not required.
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c.

the white wire leading to the switch is alwayS
a hot wire.

d.

the hot wire leading to the outlet may be white.

e.

Both c and.d are true.

Splices in wires and cables ...

9.

a.

tare not allowed in residential circuits.'
.

b.

may be made only inside bOxes 6r straight conduit
runs.

c.

are usually soldered to assure golti electrical
contacts.

d.
e.

may be made with \wire nuts only.
,None of the above- are correct.

Voltage drops in residential circuits ...

10.

a.

are usually of no concern, since voltage drops
.rarely exceed 11.

b.

produce losses in the lines, but do not adversely,
affect the - operation of equipment.

cz

should always be calculated and reduced to not
more than 5o in any branch circuit.
are Ukially held to not more than 2% in any branch
circuit.

I6
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INTRODUCTION
For many years, cheap, abundant energy fostered
energy practices.

;

steful

In recent years, increased dem1/44s _and

dwindling supplies have driven energy prices up and made conservation essential for both residential and industrial, conThis module describes methods of, electrical energy
sumers.

Industrial and commercial customers can use elecmanagement.
trical energy management techniques to reduce their ,expenditures for energy.
)r)
PI-0,5, "Electrical Energy Management," begins with a de-

scription of the costs involved in producing and, distributing

electrical energy and an explanantion of how these costs vary
Electricity production
with fluctuating demarlds_jor power.
'and distributidn costs are the basis of the utility rate
schedules degcribed later in the module.. Other topics include energy conservation in industry, power 'factor correc-

tion, descriptions of industrial loads, and the use of load
management techniques to reduce the maximum power demand.
The most, common method used to calculate industrial electric
bills is also explained.

In the laboratory, the student

calculate a series

X

of electric bills and explOre the effect of energy 'conservation and. load management on utility costs.

PREREQUISITES.
The student should have completed Module PI-04, "Residential Electrical Distribution."

.
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Upon'completion of this module, the student should be
e to:

raw and explain a diagram showing the variations in

1.

\\

demand for electrical energy during a 24-hour period.

Explain the inefficiencies in electrical poWer produC-

2.

tiom-during minimumdemand periods and peak demand,
periods.

Explain the basic characteristics and efficiencies of

'3.

the following classes of industrial electrical loads:
I

a.

Lighting

b. .Heating
c.

Motors

Explain how each of the following may be used to reduce

4.

electrical energy consumption:
a.

Energy awareness

Maintenance programs
c.

Power factor Correction

d.

Alternate' energy sources

EXplain the follow ng terms as they are applied to\I

5.

induStrial electrical loads:

.

a.

Di ersity

b.

Div rsity factor

c,

Dema d

d.

Deman

e.

ConneCed load

-f.

--r
,

factor

Load *tor

g.

Hours uSe-of,demand

h.

Coincidence factor
Demand interval

6.

"Explain the purpose of electrical load management.

r
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.1e3

.7.

Calculate the monthly

ectric bill for an industrial

installation; g

utility rate schedule and the

following data

e month:

a.. Energy consumed
b.

1

--c.-

Demand

41

....

Power factor

Explain the term "lOad shedding" and describe loads-.
'
9.

.

,

contidefed for lOad shedding.
and are not
that are
Describe the following, methods of load management:
ii..

1

1

a.

Timed method

b.

Manual method

c.

Ideal rate method

0 d.

.

(

..,

Instantaneous rate method
.
.

I

e.

True forecast method

load before, and"
Given data, for an industrial electric
after the implementation of an energ Alanagement pro-

10.

,

gram, detba-mirke the following:
.

I.

/

a.

Savings due to power factor correct on

b.

Savings due to conservation

c.. Savings due to.load management
I

d.

.

7

%,

Total savings

No.

4

.
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UBJECT MATTER
ECONOMICS OF ELECTRICAL POWER PRODUCTION
Managing electrical power for industrial and commercial
'application to reduce both energy consumption and..utility...

bills requires an understanding of factors that contribute
to the cost of producing and distributing electrical energy.'
Industrial utility rates are based on several cost factors.
This-section explains how 'those -factprs.increase the cost of

electrical energy production and how those costs are met.
,

VAR'7IATIONS IN -DEMAND

Figdre 1 shows the typical variation in demand for electrical energy during a day.

The shape Of this curve changes'

somewhat with the-geographic region, season of the yearand
predominant load type.

Howeirer, the general shape will usu,-

ally be similar to the shape in Figure 1.

.

The lowest loads usually occur during early morning
During pre-dawn hours,
hoursc when most,TeoPle are asleep.
some industries and commercial operations are using power,
and some indoor and outdoorlighting is required. Demand

typically begins to rise around 6 a.m. as people get up and
Power remore commercial and industrial users require power.
quirements rise to a maximum early in the working day and remain high until lunch time.
At noon, there is a dip in deTand as many commercial and'
smaller industrial consumers reduce consumption during lunch.

After lunch,dem:nd rises again andusually reaches 'its daily

PI(l/Page
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TIME OF DAY

Figure 1.

Typical Electrical Utility Daily
Demand Cycle.

peak during the afternoon.

At Sip%m. there is a sharp drop

when many busind;ses close.for the day and employees head for
.

home.

Demand rises again between 6 and 8 p.m. -as residential

Many-commercial and.industrial demands con-

use increases.
.

tinue.' Outdoor lighting is turned on.

After about 9 p:m.,

demand drops steadily until the early,morning minimum is
reached.

,

There are also.weekly, molithlk., and yearly demand
cycles, and the, shape o

the daily.cycl mar-change ,consid-

erably during the year.'

In colder climates, demandis higher

in winter and the peak load may 6ccut,earlylin-the working
day when the need- for heat is gretest.-- In hot climates,
demand is highest in the summer when 'air conditioning loads
are high.

Peak daily demands occur'in late afternoon.

demands may continue well into the night.

.

,
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Flgurefl also shows the minimum demand, the peak demand,
Since electrical pdwer is generated

and'the.average demand.
.

at the same rate at which it is consumed, the utility company must coordinate power production with demand., The over-;
all power system must be capable ,of meeting peak demands and
have extra capability as a-safety margin. Production Must'

.

also be reduced to coofdlnate with diminishing requirements
during minimum demand periods.

COST OF MEETING PEAK DEMANDS

Electrical power system generating and transmission
(

capabilities must be capable of producing the necessary peak
power and distributing it efficiently to customers. Transmission lines, transformers, and control eqUipment must be *4
During peak detand periods,
sized according to peak'demand.
malty generating plants in the system will be in operation.,
Older, less efficient facilities' that are not use

other times are brought into service whenAlemand rises.

Gas

turbines are. often used to boost product -ion. during peak loads
because they'.can be brought into operation quickly: Gas tur\

,

bines' are not used at other times because they are ineffiThus, peak
cient and gas is usually the most costly fuel.
Thi's
demands increase the overall cost of 'electrical power.
is because more expensive equipment is needed ,to transmit the

peak Power and this additional power is produced by less ef.

ficient'means.

104
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INEFFICIENCIES OF MINIMUM DEMANDS
Electrical energy production also costs more per kilo .

watt -hour during minimum demand period.

Only the largest

and most efficient generating plants are in operation, but
these plants are operating at reduced capacity and, thus,

lower efficiency, 'Transmission line losses are reduced because of lower currents

but this is Offset by other factors.

Transformers operate most efficiently at
rated load.

or near

their

At reduced load, transformer efficiencies'drop.

All energy-consuming control devices must continue to operate,
and personnel are still required for system operation.

The

periods must be paid for by tht utility company through the
sale of power.

During minimum demand periods, much.of this

equipthent is idle or operating far below its capacity, there-

by not producing a profit or even paying for itself.

INEFFICIENCIES OF POOR'PQWER FACTORS

)
The.power factor of an a.c. circuit was discussed in
Module Pf-01, "Efficiencies of ,Electrical Distibution Systems."

Recall that at Apower factor of 1.0, the system is

most efficient.

Lower power:factors result in higher cur-

rents for the same useful powei.

This increases both line

losses and voltage drop on the lines,

Lower power factors

also reduce the efficienciel. of transformers and generators.
Utilities- increase the power factor through the use of capacitors and synchronous- reactors and, thus, increase syst6m
efficiency.

X
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WHO PAYS THE PRICE'?

The customer always pays

not dnly for the power con-'

either through
sumed but also for system inefficiencies
higher rates or'special charges, The cost of equipment to
meet peak demands is recovered by demand charges to larger
The electrical energy costs of larger consumers
Discount
depend on energy used and the max4mum4 rate of use.
rates are often available on energy used during low demand
consumers.

peridds to encourage a more even distribution of the demand.
The po er factor is always corrected in the transmission and
If the customer corrects the power fac,ribution system.
tor, the utility has to do less correction and charges a
lower rate.

In one way or another, the customer always pays for peak
capabilities an4 inefficiencies, and the price is always less
if both peak demand and energy waste can be reduced by the

Aus, an effective electrical energy management
(1) to reduce,total energy
program has two major objectives;
consumption, and (2) to distribute the'load as evenly as
customer.

possible.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL LOADS

Industrial electrical loads are usually classified as
Power load's may,be sub;

lighting loads and power loads,

divided into heating loads and motor loads.

This section

briefly discusses each load type.

189
.,
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LIGHTING LOADS

About 20% of the electrical power produced in-tht U.S.

is consumed by lighting loads. 'Lighting loads areusually
the,

least efficient type.

For example, incandescent lamps

convert between 7.5% and 15% of the energy they consume to
useful light, with larger-wattage lamps having the highest
0A.

efficiencie*..

Fluorescent lights have an efficiency of

slightly over 20 %..

High-intensity discharge lamps have effi-

ciencies in the range of 50% and 70%.

Therefore, most of the

light that is produced is wasted.

Many areas have illumination levels that are higher than
necessary and much of the light is directed to places .where

it is not needed or is absorbed by surfaces.

Significant en-

ergy savings can often be achieved by more efficient lighting
systems.

The power factor of incandescent lights is 1.0.

Other types have a lagging power factor because of the inductance of the lamp ballasts.

The last three modules of this

course discuss lighting systems in detail.

HEATING LOADS

Electrical power is commonly used to heat buildings,
water, and materials in industrial processes.

Electric heat-

ing is seldom the primary heat source for large buildings,.
,but electric duct heaters and rehpat Units may be used to
supplement other more economical types of heat.

Smaller

structures may depend bntirely on electricity for heating
needs.

Water' may be heated
steam

either for use as hot water or

by two types of heaters.

Emersion heating elements

Page 10/PI-05
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convert electrical energy to thermal energy in metal conductors that are immersed in water.selectrode heating elements
pass a current directly through the water to produce a.heating effect.

7t)

Ovens are heating devices that operate at temperatures
of 1,000°F or lower.

They employ resistive elements similar

to.those used for space heating.' The efficiency-of all e1e0trical resistive heaters is close to 100%, and the power factor is 1.0.

Furnaces are heating devices that operate at temperatufes
When the material to be heated is a nonconductor of electricity, resistive heating elements may be used.
Capacitance, or dielectric heating, is accomplished by placing the nonconductor between the plates of a large capacitor
above 1,000 °F.

and applying a high-frequency electric field.

This

auses

distortions in the molecular structure 'of the material

dd.

prodUces heat.
Conductors are usually heated by passing a current
.

This may be done as simple rethrough the material itself.
sistive.heating of the material due to current flow, v by
.

using electrodes above the materiel to produce arcs for heatIn'induction furnaces, a coil of wiraround the fur.
ing.
nace (or in a core within the'furnace) kroduces a strong
alternating magnetic field in the conductor to be heated.
All furnaces with
This induces currents that do the heating.
resistive heating have power factors of 1.0 and efficiencies
of close to 100%.

Capacitive and ihductivf,heaters have

lower efficiencies and power factors.

1
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MOTOR LOADS

Industry's chief power requirement is usually for the
power necessary to operate electric motors.

For instance,

the power consumed by air conditioning systems is used to
operate motors that drive compressors, pumps, and'fans.

In

addition, all industrial facilities require motors for pro=
duction processes.

A-

-

Induction motors are the most common motor type and are

available in a wide Page of sizes and speeds frOm abouts40
rpm to 3,600 rpm.

Induction motors up to aboqt 700 hp can

operate at one or more speeds within this range.
duction motors
rpm or 3,600 rpm.

Larger in-

up to 10,000 hp.'{ usually operate it 1,800

The efficiency%of induction motors'varies

from 88% for smaller models to 95%jor large models.
mum efficiency occurs at, or near, full load.

Maxi-

There is 4sU-

ally little-drop An efficiency at 8S% of.full load, but beloW that figure, induction motor efficiency drops considerably.

The power factor of induction
Synchronous motors are available

otors is about 0.9.

n the same general

power and speed ranges as induction mot rs, although few
operate at more than 1,800 rpm.
speeds of 360 rpm or less.

Synchro oUs

Synchronous m to

°tors may have
dare used for

most applications where the power' is above 700 hp And the

speed is 1,200 rpm or lower.

TheTower fa

or of synchronou

motors may be adjusted for either leading o

lagging power.

wer factor of

Most synchronou's motors are operated with a

.1.0, but if installed with induction motors,

nchronous

motors can be operated with a leading power th t offsets the
lagging pOwer factor of induction motors.

Sync ronous motor

efficiencies are slightly higher than those of i duction
motors of-the same power rating.

.
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REDUCTION_OF ENERGY WASTE
Obviously, the best way
to lower'energy_costs and con.
serve energy is to use less energy. An- abundant supply of
low-cost energy has contributed to energy waste.

.49

However,

as energy becomes less abundant and more expensive, conservation efforts become important as an-economic necessity.

Sev-,

eral energy conservation techniques are discussed in this
section.

ENERGY AWARENESS

The first rule for electrical enegy conservation is
rf the electrical device 'is not Reeded, turn it OFF.

Most

electrical energy waste occurs when electrical devices conMuch4of this
tinue to operate when they are not being used.
,.

waste can be eliminated by energy conservation awareness pro-it

grams.

Ener

conservation can' be particularly effective in

reducing lights g loads.

Lighting levels should be reduced

when high 'evils are not required and when natural light sup.

plies some, or all, of the necessary light.

hQUIPMENT.AND FITITY, MODIFICATION
Significant long-range salting

O

can often be achieved by

ne gy-efficient equipment,
replacing older equipment with ne
even though the old equipment is "sue functioning.
Electrical distribution systems with a total fUll-load

voltage drop of 5% should be upgraded.
4

173
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Motors operating at well below their rated power should
be replaced witi-s6aller motors.

incandescent lighting should be eliminated, and highintensity discharge lights should be used whenever possible.,

Increasing building insulation, installing heat
flectingigld.'ss, and employing heat recovery systems can re.

duce heating and 9oolipg requirements.
4

MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS

° pporly-maintained equipment is l ?ss efficient thanwell
maintained equipment, and maintenance plograms that take en.

t

ergy efficiency into account can save both energy and money.
The useful life of mechanical equipment cart also be extended

by better maintenance pradtices.

1

POWER FACTOR CORRECTION

.

Since most loads have lagging power factorgo power fac-

tor correction must be applied somewhere-A.n every power dis.

.tribution system.

If the utility comi5any does the correcting

in the distribution. system, the utility company charges the
cus4omer a fee.

Moreover, the poor power factor ,and result-1

ing inefficiencies are still present at the customer's facility.

It is to the customer's advantage to cbrrect the. power
#

factor at the point of origin.

Although it is usually eco-

nomical toncorrect the power factor to 0.95, correction to'
1.0 is seldom just-i-f4d.
7,

Figure 2 shows several possible locations for.capacito,s
to correct the power fpbtor.

Capakitors for large motors
.

It.
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FEEDER UNE
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ABC

FUSE

CAPACITOR

IF'Ce

1,01/401/4.".."...A1
,f-Y-1^eNeNeN

MOTOR
CONTROLS

LOCAL
DISTRIBUTION

CIRCUITS

TC 3

MOTOR
PROTECTION
DEVICE

Figure 2.

Capacitor'Locations for Power
Factor Correction.

7

should be located near the motor and should be connected to
the circuit only when the motor is in operation. 'ItAs preferable to connect the ca acitor directly to the motor (C1).

If this interferes Wth motor protection devices, the

,

capacitor can be connecte at the motor 'controls (fiC2).
Both arrangements allow the capacitor:to be switched by
the motor controller,. The capacitor can also be connected

at the breaker ipanel (C3) and controlled by the circuit
'breaker that controls the motqr. Any other arrangement requires separate control switches'for capacitors.

P1-05/Page 15
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In systemwith a large number,of smaller loads, caiacitois may be connected at load centers (C4) on the primary
The least efficient Method is to include

feeder lines (C5).

.the ,capacitors in the substation (Cs).
.0

ALTERNATE ENERGY SOURCES
rn many cases, alternate energy sources may be.uesed to

reduce both electrical energy consumption and peak demand.

This is most frequently accomplished by alternace,heae'
sources.

The waste heat from lights and industrial proces

May be used to,provide part of the heating requirements.

So-

fossil fuel heating facilities may also be

lar

economical.' The. energy requirements of HVAC systems may be

4t reduced by installing heat exchangers between the exhaust and
ventilation ducts.

A

ELECTRICAL LOAD CHARACTERISTICS

Bothdelectrical energy rates and electrical energy management techniques de end upon load characteristics.

This

section describes im ortant characteristics of electrical
loads and the-terms*

sed in those descriptiops.

3

DIVERSITY
3

The connected load is the sum of the full road contin;
'uous ratings of all electrical devices in a composite load

-Page 16/PI-05
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system.
time.

Rarely does the entire load operate at the same
A system with a varying load is said to be diversified.

Figure 3 Shows a composite load made up three itndividual loads.

Load 1 is continuous and is not diversified aZ

all.' Load 2 has considerable variations and is diversified.
Load 3 has even larger variations and is more diversified.
The average
The composite load is also highly diversified.
load for this time period is also shown.

Load management is

applied to diversified loads to reduce the peak load and
bring the instantaneous composite load nearer the average
Effective load management requires diver-

load at all times.

load and

sified individual

results in a composite load of

low diversity.
PEAK LOAD

AVERAGE LOAD
CQMPOSIT LOAD
IN

I

\

I

I

I

,A
..

%

I

..

..

t

-

..- 0

i

I

.,.

I

LOAD 3
LOAD 2

.N.:'

,,..

~.... ....... . ..... r

,.,0 ',,'

.,.'\ LOAD 1

TIME

Figure 3.

Composite.Load with'Diversity
Factor of 1.0.

The diversity factor of,a composite load is the ratio of
the sums of the maximum demands of the individual loads to,-
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If theaximum demands of

the maximum demand of the system.

-

the individual loads occur at the same time as
ure 3, the diversity factor'is 1.0.
highest possible peak dem

ab

hown in Fig-

This-resultty.in the

for the system and the highest

demand charge on the electric bill.

Figure 4 shows the same individual loads except that
load 3 is delayed slightly.

This increases the diversity

factor to greater than 1.0 (about 1.2 in the figure) and
lowers the peak demand of the system.

A further reduction of

peak demand could be achieled at the same average demand if
the 'diversity of load 3 could -be reduced by powering its in-

dividual demand at time T1 and by increasing its individual'
4

demand at time T2:
(PREVIOUS PEAK LOAD

jEAK LOAD
O

IS AVEAAGE LOAD

.io

II\
.

cc

tu

..

\
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.. .. I.

I
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,.
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,
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i

--1
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°
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,
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..

I

/

,..

,

iAI

i

t

I
I

1

3

LOAD 2

..... ....,

1

.

..1.

I

\.1.,

T1

T2

LOAD 1
.

TIME

Figure 4.
Diversity
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Composite Load from Figure_3,.
actor Increased by Delaying Load 3

G

'DEMAND

.

.

.The demand is the average load imposed-on the electrical

G.

supply sYstem over d'period of timd called the demand inter-s ,
.

?,

val.

If Figures 3 and 4 represented one demand interval, the
demand would be the power level indicated by the average load

p-'

.

The demand interval is defined by the utility company
and is usually 15, 30, or 60 minutes.

Demand charges are based not on the instantaneous peak
demand, but'on the''highest average demand achieved.inanY de-

.

mand inteivaltduring the' billing 15eTiods. -A billing period
-**

of 30 dayLor 720 hours, with a demand interval, of 15 minutes,
ry

The demand charge is deter-

COntains;2;880 demand intervals.

mined by the deMand of the interval during the month having
the highest demand (average 'for 15 minutes).
cycle, the demand facto'` of a system is

During

9)

defined aT\the'ratio of the maximum demand to the connected
.,

'It denotes the maximum Percentage of the connected

load.

.load that is.opardted at any one time-duringthe-bilIkng cy-

c* Re'ducinthhe deland factof for an installation also, re,

ducO.the demand charges.
gt
'Thecoincidence'factor:is the satio'of'ili6 maximum de-.
man& ofthe composite load system to the sum of the maximum
r-

-

.

__
.

,

i

..

It

'demands of the individual ar'composite ,loads.
v

i

s the,in-

4*

'Nerse of the dAvers,ity factor and, thus,.is aliaays i.0 or

mss.
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LOAD FACTOR

Theload factor is the ratio of the average .load for a.

.

particular time interval- to the peak'load that is 'achieved

during that interval.

For billing purposes, the time interval is usually the
billing period.

The peak load is the maximum demand during

any demand interval.

The ,load factor indicates. the extent

'to which the system capability was used during the billing

period. load factor is the ratio of the energy actually used
'during a time interval to the energy,that would have been
used if the loadhad been operated continuousbr.during'that
interval atthe peak demand. Higher load factOrs,indicate

great& use of's,Ystemrcapabilities.

A constant-, continuous

load has a load factor of L.D.

..

\

;

The,phrase,"hour's use of demand" may also be used to
Hodis use of demarid ins
`,
,
determined by dividing the)ilowatt-hours ateumulated during,

express the- load ,factor4: of a,system.
-

.

a time interval by t

r
\

,

kilowatts.

\

aximum demand during that intervaf\in
maximum

The result is expressed' in hoursc'anA is the time--

to use the total energy con\\that
woul,i have been requirdd
,
r
i
\sumed during the interval if it had been .used continuously at

,-,
7

,

.

,

,

f

.

FOr a constant, continuous load, the hours

the maximum rate.

Of demand for an'interval equals the duration of that inter,..

,val.in h6urs.

POWER FACTOR
z.

Tne power facthr of a system is the ratio of the sgower

,

'consufact.by the systemin.watts' to the product of volts said
r

:
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complete discussion of:poWer factor

amps of the system.'

is(found in Module P -01, "Efficiency of Electrical Distribution Systems."
4

UTILITY RATE SCHEDULES'
In planning an electrical load management program, it
is necessary to know the rate schedules of' the,local- utility

This section discusses-typical rate schedules.
Rates used as examples are 1.97.1_rates of,a typical MidWestern
company.

'DEMAND CHARGE..

.

Demand charges are usually based on the:maximum demand
Some utilities employ aratchet,
'during the billing period.

rate to dmand charges. In this system, he demand charge,
is based on the maximum demand in a perio' greater,thanthe
billing -period.' Thd charge may be blsedon the maximum demand during the last twelVe-month period.
TypiCal demand charge:
First 25 kW .of-.demand

Next 475 kW df demand
.'
Next 1,500 kW of demand
Excess over 2,000, kW of demdnd

.

°

$2.15
$1.90
$1.75
$1.47

per
peY
per
per

kW
kW
kW
kw

per month
per month.
per month
per'month

ENERGY CHARGE
The energy charge is b sed on the total energy consumed
Yper'llionth.
AY

Rifas are currep Iy-se't-so that larger custoff4rs

tz,

O

pay less per kilowatt-hour.

This practide tends to discout-

..

age-conservation efforts and many be arteped iridthe future to

.reduce' savings to:lvger-ctstomers and, thus, encourage
greater conservation-,efforts.
Typical energy charge:

.

u

e

first 2,000 kWh perAwnth

$0.02 per kWh
$0.015 per kWh,

Next 18,0,00 kWh per konth
Next 180,000 kWh per month

$0.011 per ,'kWh

Net 550,000 kWh per month.
Next 250,000 kWh per month
Excess over 1,000,000 kWh
Per month

$0.009 per kWh. "
$0.0085 per kWh

-

$0.0082 perkWh
ti

9

r

,LOAD FACTOR DISCOUNT
9

Charges for poor load.factor may take several forms.
.

.

Customers who maintain a certain load faCtOr are usually'
given a discount.

This discount is often expressed in terms.

of the hours, use of dqmand.

Typically.: this discount Applies

only to customers who have a load factor grpaterTthan .0:5;
that is; an hours .use of demand/in excess.of
720-hour billing, period.

this criterion.

360 -hours

for'a

Only,qarge'r customers can achieve

A constant 16et Would have to be operated

for 12 hours per dayfor the entire donth'before the dis-count
,would be appli

Qualifying customer's usually operate for

24 hours per day and employ a good energy management program'.
A typical. load factor discount policy,is:
.

A discount4of k$0.0015 per kWh is allowed on that
portion of a catomeria monthly,consumption iH e-cessof 360 hours use of his billing demand for,
the month.

f

.

.

4

r
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POWER FACTOR PROVISIONS

Rate schedules always include penalties for poor power
factor for .i.arger,customers.

These rates are based onaver-

age power factor for the month and may take several forms.
The most common rate schedule bases, energy charges ,on a power

factor of 0.8 and provides discourieg:for hi her power factors
and makes additional charges, for Lower pow

factors:
a

-The following 'is a typical power provision:

In the case of customers with maximumdemands S?
150 kW or more, the,monthly rate shall be decreased
0.2% for each whole one percent by which the monthly
average power factor exceeds 80%- lagging, And shall
be increased 0.3% for each whole one percent by
hich the,monthly average poWer factor iless'than
.

% lagging.
./

.

FUEL CLAUSE.
P.

Fuel.clauies allow utility companies to adjust rates

according to the fluctuating osts.of the fuelsthey use to
Essentially; this means that the":

produce electrical pOwer.

Custome

not the utility

pays the cost when fuel prices
Fuel

go up or whet, more expensive fuelS must be used.
.

f the lower

clauses are.hot normally used when most, Or all,

nstalla-

consumed in a system istgenerated by hydroelectric
tions.

Falling water iJs assumed to 'be free.
f

eI

TIME-OF-DAY.MEtERING.
4

Some ptirites offen discounts for'power consumed during
This usually take's the.form
system, minimum demand periods.
r

,

r-
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of a discount on demand charges.

To qualify for such demands,

a customer must operate so that'the maximum demand occur

during thelate night shift.

This method is not practical

for most customers, but results in considerable savings if it
can be used.

The method is p \actical, for example, fot, water

companies that operate large pumps during late night hours to
pump water into storage tanks for use the next, day.

Example'A illustrates how to calculate a monthly electric
bill using the given rate schedule.

EXAMPLE A:

CALCULATION OF ELECTRIC BI=LL.

A large industrial, plant had the following

Given:

electrical service data for one month:
Maximum demand:
.

1,356 3(W

Energy consumed:

640,320 kWh

Average power factor(

92%

The electric bill for the month, based onsthe

Find:
0

rates stated as examples in this module.

Assume

no fuel clause and no time-of-day discount.
Demand Charge

SolUtion:

Fir,st

Next
.Next
'total,

,25 kW
475 kW

856 14

A

'(25)

(479)
(856)

53.75
($2.15) = $($1.99) =
90/2.50
($1.75)
1,49.8.00
'

$2,454.25.

1;356 kW

--------,
Pag& 24/PI-95
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Example A.

Continued.

Energy Charge

...

(2,000)
'2,000 kilh,
Next 18,000 kWh- (18,000)
Next 180,000 kWh (180,000)
(440,-320)
Next 440,320 kWh

-First

=
($0.02)
($0.015) =

($0.011.)

=

($0.009)

=

$

40.00
270.00
1,980.00
3,962.88

$6,552.88

Total 640,320 kWh
Total -b11 = $9,007..13.

Load Factor Discount ...

energy consumed
maximum demand

Hours use of demand

640,320 kWh
1,356 kW

HUD = 472 hours
-360 hours
ITT hours' of demand
qualify for
discount.
(112 h)
".

(1,356 kW) = 151,872 kWh qualified
for discount.
Discount

=, (151,872) ($0.0015)

= $227.81.
Power. Factor Discount

92% - 80% =12% qualified for discount
(12)'(0.2%) = 2.4% discount from monthly rate
($9,007.13 (0.024) = $216.17 discount
-Total discounts = $443.98.°
Bill before discounts ...
Discougts
Net bill for month

$9,007.13
---.44-3.98

$8,56.1i.

.$
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tLECTRICAL LOAD MANAGEMENT
Load management: is the process of scheduling the indi(

c mponent loads of a ,composite load to reduce the

d, thus, the demand charge.

clemand

Load management does

' not greatiy.affect the amount 'of energy consumed;' it evens

out consumption, thereby reducing .the inefficiencies'qf peak
and\minimum depland periods.

ger4ratinvfacilities.

This,reduces the need for new

In addition, the running time of less:

efficient generating plants in the power system is also re.

duced.

The customer

ealizes these savings in lower demand

charges._ Load manag'eme t

lso reduces the demand on customer-

owned electrical distribution equipment, Yesulting iii more,

efficient operation and delaying the need for increasing,in,

'plant distribution capabilities.

ELECTRICAL' ENERGY ApITS
,

The firststep in a load i anagement program is to conduct an electrial energy audit to deterline the characteristics of the composite load.

'To

r' companies willoprori4e----

data on the total load and will u ually assist the,eusto nier
in performing the.aud,it.

It is necessary to monitor ea

of the indivi ual loads

in the system to asSesgihe behavio

of,thp compon nts of the

total:Ibad.

t least one full billing

The survey should last

period (month) and should include data on night and weekend
loads even if the facility is not in f 11 operation at these
,

times.

Energy audits should not be conducp d once and forgotten.
Load monitoring mi4st continue to determin

the, ,effects

\
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the

.

load management program and to determine methods of making
further improvements.

TIMED LOAD CON
The simpl st method of load control is to reschedule
certain processes or to install timers that turn certain
e4uip1nent items ON and OFF at set' times.

/This simple meth9d ofteh produces the most dramatic re:
sults.

For example, a metal coating company in Hamburg,

Pennsylvania, raluced its demand by 1,000 kilowatts for an

annual
. saving of $40,000 on demand charges by geschedling
Timed
furnace loading from its kirst shift to the second.
load control can easily be applied to a wide range of industrial processes.

°

'LOAD SHEDDING AND RESTORING.

DOad shedding is the process of monitoring electrical
power consumption ana.turning OFF certain loads when the de.

.

_

mand approaches a predeteimined. level.

are restored 1

Loads that are shed'

er when the total load has-decreased.

Some

loads will con ume the (Same total energy with load shedding.
theenergy that is,saved at one t?e ins consumed at a later
ime.

hese loads are called recoverabqp loads and_include

e uipment such as air°,6onditioners..
Non:recoverable load's ayethose that do knot consume the
.

that wa' saved arid, thus, represent a saving on bo.th
dema d charges and energy charges. /An example of such a load
ene
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is a ventilating fan that can be turned OFF, or operated4at a

reduced power for Certain periodsof,time..
Many loads areirot,eligible for load shedding.

Many.

.

industrial

rocesses must continue on a fixed schedule until

completed t

avoid ruiiing the batch or damaging the equip-

_

mcnt.. Large motors are not usually considered for load Shedding because the major factor limiting motor life is'the total number of motor starting operations.

The following, loads

are often considered for loadsheddAg/restoring operations:
Arc furnaces
-1/
,

.

/

Battery chargers
Chillers

Compressors
Grinders
Incinerators'

- Pumps

1-

Water hater
r

:

HVAC equipment

I,

I

,

Load shedding may be accomplished manually by the °per.ators of certain major equipment items.

monitor

Technicians mint

total demand. and switch OFF high consumption
,,

equip1'*'-'-'
ent when the demand reaches a predetermined point.
Manual load control is effective only in sma4et operations,

where the total load is composed of only a few co4onent
loads-with one or more components that may be easily...shed.
.

Larger facilities employ automated load.contxol.

matic load shedding is based on the demand inteiva3Nstabl,
lished by the utility company.

°

Its objective is to'achieve

a demand just under a predetermined target demand,durifig each
.r

demandinterval.

Figure 5 shows the energy consumed versus,.

time for one demand interval.

$.
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TARGET
DEMAND

LOWEST RATE

IN INTERVAL
HIGHEST RATE

IN INTERVAL
IDEA
1.1"1"1191
d'ONSUMPTI ON

ACTUAL
CONSUMPTION

DEMAND., INTERVAL

TIME

k
'

,I4eal and Actual
Figure
Rates of'.nergy Consumption.
.

The rate of energy consumption is the slope of the conk
X constant cositinuous'load has a constant
sump'tion curve.

1-

consumption.rte,and produces a straight-ine, or ideal, conDemand charges are based onthe average demand dur.sumpt.ion.
ng the demand interVal. This is equivalent to thkrotal energy consumed during;i1-1
Variations'in consumption rate dirring.an interval do not
y. consumed duraffect the demand charge; only the total en

mQ

ing the interval is important.

.

loads are shed 'and restored

during the interval tn order/ to adb:ievethe,target demiand.
prioiity sequence, with sufLoads are shed and restoredmin

ficient difference.betweeiding restoring criieria'topre-'
vent undesirable: systemoscillations.
I
s.

4
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jat'AT RATE_METHOD

The ideal rate method of load control is illustrated in
Figure-6.

This method entploys an ideal rate line that is

venerated within the controlling logic.

This- line is offset

SHINING
UNE

RESTORING
UNE
a

TIME --).

9
C

Figure 6.

O

Ideal Rate Method of Load Control.

from zero at the4beginning of the demand interval .to prevent.

premature load Shedding.

Thecontrol'16gic-compares,the.

'

actual energy consumed at any time during, the demand inter-

val with the amount that would have been consumed if the ldal
'matched the ideal rate line.

If the difference is -small,

loads-are,shed; if the-difference is "large'; loadfre re,

stored.

The logic receives an end -of- interval' pulse from

the utility metering e49,ipment.that tells it when to' begin
a new idife-iial.

All loads areisually restored

.nifig of each-interval...,

V

,

at

the begin-

1

r

A,

INSTANTANEOUS: RATE METHOD

r

Figure 7 illustrates' the instantaneous Tate method of
load control. This method cotpares the instantaneous rate
of energy_Consumption-with an established ideal rate, If

P

I

:LOADS RESTORED

IL

r.

,

Fl,gure..7., Instantaneous Rate Method
of Load'Control.

the instantaneous rate exceeds the ideal .rate by a preset
amount, loads ate shed;.,if the-ideal rate-exceeds the-in4

.

-,Stantaneous rate bra preset amount, loads'are restored.

Shedding and restoring rates'Sefected depend in part on
the duration of the demand interval, but the logic of: this
,system-measures rate's only and requires no end-of-interval

pulse frorn'the utility company equipment.. Both-the insun-'
,taneous rate method and the ideal rate method may-be appTied
with fairly, simple coptral 'equipment.

191
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TRUE FORECAST METHOD
VIA

The true forecast method of load control (Figure 8)

is

the most efficient method`and-is,accomplished by Computer
control in large load centers.

The demand interval is.,par-

titioned into several smaller intervals. At .the end of each
,
.e.
interval, the computer calculates the acaumulated energy, to
°

.

tha

point and determines thedemand for the interval if'the

load is maintained at the same average rate.

If the pro-

jected demand ece,.eds the tarkei demand, loads are shed; if
the projected demand is le-ss than the target demand by a.
,set amount, loads are restored.

1.

.

4

LOAD 1
I

HISTORY-it,
I

'

SHED

/

,
..44.-.....

ORELSTAODRSED

Fes PROJECTED

TIME

Figure 8:

grue

recasit Method of

Load 'Co trof). '

ro
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SUMMARY

Electrical energy production systems ate most efficient
During
if the energy delivery rate islear the average rate.

/

higher demand periods, less efficient equipment and more expensid energy sources are used to meet the higher demand.
At

Distribution .equipment must be sized for peak demands.

lowered deMands, this equipment,is less efficient.

The costs

of system inefficiencies are passed along to the customers in
in the form of demand and fuel charges.

Industrial electric

utility rates are constructed to encourage the most efficient
operation of the entire system..

Electrical energy management progiams are designed'to
reduce energy costs byrtwo major means.

,Conservation mea.

.

spres reduce the total energy consumed and, 'thus, the energy
4charges.371Lciad management programs distribute the loads more

evenly to reduce the peak demand and the ensuing demand
charges.
?

C('

0
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EXERCISES
1.

,Dray and explain a diagtam showing the variationsin
demand for electrical energy-during a typigal'day.

2.

Explain the costs of producing and distributing electrical energy, how these costs vary with fluctuating'

demand, and,how these costs are reflected in industrial
utility rates.
3.

List three types of,industrial electrical loads and
describe the characteristics of each.

4.

List and explain four methods that may be used to reduce energy consumption.

5.

Define and explain the following terms:
a.

Diversity

b.

Diversity factor

c.

Demand

d.

Demand factor

e.

Connected load

f.

Load factor
Hours of demand

g.

Goincidence factor

..c
.

1.
6.

Demand interval

Describe five methods of load management.

Explain the difference in load management and energy

\
8..

conservation.
Explain how alternate energy sources may be used to
-

reduceboth energyconsumed and demand.
9.

Expfain'load shedding and restoring And describe loads
that may be shed and loads,that cannot be shed.
tYse the rate schedule given in this module to solve the

'following problems.

Assume no fuel clause is used.
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An industrial customer operates for 22 days in a month

10.

only.

from 1--a-.mm. --to

_

During the month, the energy

consumption is 52,800 kWh; the maximum demand is 600 kW;
and the power factor is i.80.

Determine the bill for

the month: `

The same customer is considering an :energy manageme

11.

Determine the savings in dollars

program.

percentage of tlegL above_monthly
_

and as a.
the following

measures are emAloyed separately:
a.

Correction.of Tower factor.to 95%

b.

Reduction in energy consumed by 10%

c.

Reduction in demand by 30%

.

N

Calculat&theS'new monthly bill and the percent savings

'12.

if all three ol the above are employed.
ti

4'

13.

Basedonly on the information given in_Problem 10, what
is the most likely method for reducing demand?

'LABORATORY MATERIALS
Pencil
Paper

Calculator

LABORATORY PROCEDURES
The laboratory for this module consists of a series of
calculations of Monthly electrical bills for industrial customers.

O

Demand factor, load factor, and hours of demand are also
calFulated.

The laboratory instructor will provide the local

Page 36/Pr-05
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.,utiliiy_rate schedule-to-be used in all-calculations -and
load data on a local_industrial customer.

I

List the Vocal electrical utility rates 0 Om Data

1.

Table.

_

1

Enter data on a local industrial customer in the Data

2.

.

I

Table in the column labeled "Customer C."

Determine-theele6ffid-lill for temontOi-- each

3.
,

customer.

Complete the Data Table.

4.

.

i

OPTIONAL LABORATORY SUGGESTIONS
.

Use the current local utility rates to solveyrobiems
Compare present
10, 11, and 12 of the Exercise section.

1.

energy costs with 1977 rates.

Contact the local electrical utility and request that
a representative make a presentation de,kribing the load

2..

rate schedule, methods used by the local utility to meet
peak demands, and assistance the company providei to
customers in the area of conservation'and load manager

4.

ment.

Contact local industries and. arrange fora representative to discuss load managemeht techniqu's thit, are

1

,being employed locally.;

'4
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DATA TABLE
DATA TABLE.
. .

LOCAL UTILITY RATE SCHEDULE
.

Demand Charge:
Energy Charge:

.

.

,
.

Load Factor Provision:

.

.

.

Power Factor Provision::
'1

/

Fuel Clause (if available):

.

A

.

Customer A

Customer B

Customer C

Connected Load
Enerly Consumed

Maximum Demand
k.

Power Factor
Demand Factor
.

.

Load Factor
-Hours of Demand

Demand Charge
..

,

.

Energy Charge

-.

Load Factor Discount
.

Power Factor Discount(or Penalty)

o'

t
.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

o

Total Monthly Bill
_

Page
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Please circle the appropriate answer.
1.

2.

The purpose of electrical load management is to
a.

'reduce energy,consumption.

b.

rediace peak demands.

c.

improve power factor.

d.

Only a andalar-are -correct.

e.

All of the above are correct.

1

Which of the following, is the first load management

technique to be considered for small installations?
a.- True forecaSt method
b.

Instantaneous rate method

c.

Ideal rate method

d.

Manual load shedding
Process rescheduling and timed loAd control

e.
3.

Which of_the following techniques is most effective
or large`load centers?
Timed load control, /combined with prOcess rercheduling
b.

Ideal rate method

c.

True forecast method

d.

Instantaneous rate method
4

Manual load shedding
Which of the followin load management methods restores
e.

4.

___

all the loads at the

eginning of each demand interval?

a,

Manual load shedding

b.

Instantaneous rate method

c.

Instantaneous'yestoring Method

d.

Timedllipad control

e.- Ideal rata method

a.

9

,),

..

5.

Which of the following loads isleast likely to. be
_

considered for load shedding?

6.

a.

Water heater

b.

Arc furnace

c.

Battery charger.'s

d.

250:.41p-electric motor-

e.

Air conditioner compressor motor

Which of the following are true of demand charges?
a.

Demand, charges are based on the greatest instanta-

neous demand during the demand interval.
b.

Demand charges are usually 'an insignificant portion
of the total electrfc bill.

7.

c.

Demand.charges go down if the load factor goes up
with nq change in energy consumed.

d.

All of the above are correct.'

e.

Only a and b are correct.

Power. factor correction of industrial systems ...
a.

reduces the demand charge.

b.

is economical to adoorreCion of about 0.95, but
not to 1.0.

c.

usually represents a greater overall savings than

loaamanagement.

8.

d.

a
All of the above are correct.

e.

Only b and c are true.

A non-recoverable load is one
a.

...

that cannot he considered for'load shedding because

of possible damage to equipment ormaterials,being
processed.
b.

such as a large electric-motor, whOse lifetime is
limited by the total number of times it is started.

c,

that results in no net saving in energy charges when
load shedding is applied to.it.
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d.. th't results in a reduction inboth energy charges
and demand charges when load shedding is applied to
it.
e.

from which no savings can.berecovered, by _load shedding.

9.

The most effeCtiv'e thethod'of power factor correction

a.

to let the power company do'it at the substation.

b.

to locate Capa'citor banks at major load centers.

c.

to locate. separate capacitors at every major in.ductive tload.

d.

true forecaSt load management.

e.' to reschedule the operation of process equipment
to better distribute the power load throughout the

10.'

The power factor is 0.95.
Theiconnecied load is 600 kW.
The billing period is 720 hours.,
The demand is 400 kW.

The hours use of.demand is 300 hours.
lead factor is
a.

0.417.

b.

0.667.

c.

38D kW.

i4.

Ind this case, the

...

2.4.;

cannot be determindf from the data given,'
In the above problem, the average load.Sor the billing

e.

11.

period is
ti a.

400 kW.

///.

b..

120,Q00. kWh.

c.

167 kW.

d.

250 kW.

e.

cannot.be determined from the data given.

201.
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-POWER At1D.ILLUMINiATION SYSTEMS

8' C.

INTRODUCTION

;

r

.

(

illumination is the process. of ptoviding adequate light
I

to-perform a given task.

The type ankamount of light re-

v

quired depends upon tthe nature of light' itself, the characse,r1:Stics of the- human eye and the visual process, and the
.

This modnature and difficulty of the task to.be perforthed%
ule discusses each of these factors and its effect on illumi-

1

f

nation systems and the process of seeing;
,

.

.

,

.

Topics' inclUde ibe nature of Ugh-Land-characteristic's
of -fight sources, color .Vision, and .the:mixing.of colors;

1

factors affecting the visual process, units of measurement
of 'right, measdrement teehnicides, and the .quality, and quadPI-06,.
tity of light provided'by good illuminationlsystems.

1

.

"Fundamentals oIllumination,'
is designed to acquaint tiw
r

1

student with the properties of good illumination and intro.,
4v

I

duce terms and concepts used to describe .light Sources and
1

illumination.systems.
./7

vIn the fabor,a'tory, the

.t dent will perform several.il-

i
luminaton
measurements'.

PREREQUISITES j
The student should have mastered basic physics and d.c.
The student should have also
and alc..circuit analysis.
taken, or be taking, Electromechanical Devices.

ti
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OBJECTIVES
Upon completion of this module, tie student-should be

ableto:
desC-rtbe how light is produced in each of the following

1.

types of light sources and describe the spectral output
of each type:
a.

Incandescent

b.

'Gas discharge

c.

k

Fluorescent

Describe each of the following characteristics of light

2.

-behavior:
a.

Reflection

b.

Diffusion

.c.

Transmission

d.

Refraction

Nb.

Absorption
f.

The inverse square law

Draw a graph showing the rela'tive response-of the human

3.

eye as a function of wavelength.

Explain additive color mixture and subtractive color

4:

(\mixture.

5

xplain the f011owing terms as they apply to vision:
a.

6.

-Accommodation

b.

Adaptation

c.

Visual capacity

d.

Visual acuity

Explain the terms "visual task" and "visual environ-,
ment."

7.

Define the f011Owing terms.,
a%
b.

Luminous intensity.
'Luminous energy.

c.' Illumination

Pag
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v

i

.il

,

,B'righiness

d.

e..eandlepower
Lumen

f.

FootcAndle
Footlambert

h.

8.AExPlain how to make the following measurements with a
v..,
Include other, measuyingequipm t
footdalidle- meter.
:

that may be required in.each case.

tr.

9.

a.

Illumination of a surface

b.

Candlepoiger of a light source

c.

Reflectance of a surface

List the four factors that determine the difficultrbf
a.visual task.

10.

Draw a curve showing visual performance as a function
of illumination for a typical visual task.
o

". 11.

Define:the following terms:
Quality of illumination

a.

Direct glare

/b.

c.. Indirect glare
Atmosphere

d.

12.

In the laboratory, use a footcandle meter to measure the
following quantities:

a. 'Illumination of a surface
b:A

c

Candi power of {a light source'as a function of

direction

Reflectance of a surface

t

I

b.
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SUBJECT MATTER
THE NATURE OF LIGHT
e

Vision is the-pAcesS by which information concerning_
the surroundings is received asovtical signals by the eye,
converted to nervt impulses, and interpreted by 'he brain.
The visual proCess depends on. the light reaching the

eye, the functioning of the eye, and the activity within the
brain.

Each of theie topicwill be discussed in PI-06,

"Fundamentals of Illumination."
Illumination may be defined in br6-geterms as "providing
the necessary light for the visual process." Since the
mination process begins with light, this module begins with a
brief discussion of the nature of light.

r

DEFINITION'/OF LIGHT

Light is radiant energy:
.

It travels through space at a

constaV speed of 3 x 108 m/s in the form of oscillations in
electric and magnetic fields. Thus, it is also called "electromagnetic radiation." The basic nature of light is described by the' use of two thearieS that seem to be contradictory.

However, both.theories are necessary to fully explain'
behavio..s

The wave theory of light Says that light behaves as a
-wave as it travels'through space, or through (or aroun3 ob='
Light has a wavelength and frequenty, and the product
jects.
of these two quantiteS is the speed of light. Since speed
is constant, an increase in frequency is accompained by a decreaSe in wavelength. The discussions in this(module will
involve the wavelength only.

PI-06/Page 5
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,Visible light is not the only kind of radiant energy.
The

Figure 1 shows to entire electromagnetic spectrum.

wavelengths are given in meters on-the top chart and in nanoThe only differences in

meters. (10-9 m) on the bottom chart.

different types of electromagnetic radiation.is'the wave-length and frequency,

The basic nature of X -rays is the same

as the. basic nature of visible,light and radio waves.
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Figure 1.

ElectrObagnetic and Visible Spedtrums.

nm

Visible light is actually only a tiny slice of the entire spectrum.

Defined by the limit's of the receptors in the

human.ejre, visible light has a typical wavelength of 400 nm

(nahometers) to 700 gm, although there afe slight individual
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The ultraviolet (UV) portion of the spectrum is
a much broader spectral region, with wavelengths shorter than
ANther broad region, called the inthose of visible light.

variations.

frared (IR), has wavelengths longer than the wavelengths of
visible light.
radiant heat.

Infrared. radiation is detected by the=skin as

Light sources that produce visible light also

produce UV and IR, although these wavelengths cannot be seen
by the.human eye.
The particle theory of light says that light behaves as
6

a particle when-it is produced or absorbed.

.

The particle of,

light is called'a photon.
Indi,vidual.photons are emitted by individua,1 atoms in

Each travels in a-straight line, unless
the light source.
devrated (as deScribed lamer.), and has the amount of energy
given up by the atom to create the photon.& Photons are also
The result is an increase in
absorbed by individual atoms.
the atom's energy.

The energy of each photon is proportional

to the frequency of.the.light,and, thus, inversely proportional to the wavelength. Shorter wavelength photons (blue)
have more energy, than longer wavelength photons (red).

Both the particle and wave theories are necessary to deThe wave theory is used todescribe the behavior of light.
,

7

scribe the travel of light through space; the particle theory
is usedoto describe.emission and absorption processes.
;

GENERATION OF LIGHT
.Light is produce& when an atom in a high-energy state

drops to-a ldwer start- gives up some of its energy

in' the

form of a photon.

208
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Light.sources vary both in the type of atoms used and

the method employed to add the necessary energy to the atoms.
Most light sourcesemitloy incandescent elements, gas dis-

charges, or-phosphoresent materials.
As the temperature `of a material increasies,.the'atoms,

in the material vibrate violently.

Collisions between these

atoms result in energy transfers that place'some atoms in
higher energy states.
in 'the form of photons.

These atoms emit their excess energy
Hotter materials emit photons of

shorter wavelengths.

Figure 2 shows the emission spectrum of a typical incandescent light operating at 2,800 °C (60-watt bulb).

This

.light emits light over a broad region of the spectrum; most

WAVELENGTH IN 11

Figure 2.

0.5m

1.514'

Spectral Energy Distribution of Incandetcent.
Source.
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of the energy falls in the infrared regio%

Such sources

appear. yellowish because the light they produce contains more

of the longer wavelengths.

At higher temperatures, incandes-

cent sources appear first white and then 'blue because the

peak of the emission curves shifts toward the blue end of the
spectrum.

Practical incandescent lamps cannot withstand the

temperatures necessary to produce a large percentage of blue
light.

-._.....

Electric current is_carried through a gas discharge by
free electrons and positively charged ions.

Energy is trans-

ferred to atoms and ions in the gas by collisions.

These

atoms and ions emit the r excess energy as photons and drop
,..

.4).

to a lower'emergy state.

This process occurs only between

fixed energy leVelS that are 'characteristic of the atoms in-;"'

vowed.

Thus, most of the light is produced .at a few predomr

iriant wavelengths.

,

This results in poor color characteristics

of most types of gas discharges because the light is not welldistributed in the visible spectrum.

Much of the-light prO7

duc,ed by gas discharges often falls in the utltravioaet portion of the spectruln.

.

Fluorescence is an energy transfer process by which atoms
absorb light. of one wavelength and emit light of several -

longer wavelengths.

Fluorescent lights are tubes cbntaining

A gas discharge and lined with materials called phosphors
that absorb ultraviolet photon? and re-emit the ;energy in the
form of two or more visible photons .(or possible visible and

Figure 3 is the emission curve of a typical fluorescent
laffip.

The smooth portion af'the curve represents the light

The spikes are visible light emitThe ul-.
ted by the mercury-vapor discharge inside the tube.
emitted by the phosphor.

I/

traviolet light, froth,this discharge excites the phosphor.
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Figure 3.
Spectral Energy
Distribution of a Typical
Fluorescent Lamp.
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Fluorescent lighting is popular because it offers higher efficiency than incandescent lighting and better color qualities
than gas discharge lighting.

°

All three tapes of light sources will be discussed in
detail in Module PI-07, "Light Sources."

I

CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHT BEHAVIOR
Figure 4 illustrates fille characteristics of , light behavibr that are important
in illumination applicatib'ns.
,

Fig-

ure 4a shows the reflection of light by a shiny surface, such
as a mirror or piece of glass.

The normal line is a line,

perpendicular to the surface.from which the angles of inci.

dence and reflection are measured.
ways the same.

Such a reflec

tion and does not scatter or

These two angles are al-

on is called a specularreflecsperSe the light.,

Figure ,4b shows the diffu e `reflection of light (also

called diffusion) ftom a rough

Urface such as paper or wood..

These surface are made up of many tiny reflecting surfaces
,
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at different angles and, thus,

spread the reflected light in
all directions.

Most interior

surfaces in buildings, are diffuse reflectors.
Reflection

a.

Figure 4c shows the trans-

mission of light through a clear
material such as ordinary glass.
A little of the light is scatk
tered and reflected at the surfaces.

However, most of the

WOTt GLASS

light is transmitted.

If the light strikes the
transmitting material at an
angle, as shown in Figure 4d,

Transmission

C.

the light bends.toward the sur-

GLA33
AIR

face normal.

In this case, the

ANGLL OP
REFRACTION

angle of refractions is always

MAMA

less than the angle of incidence

ANGLL OF

INCIOCKt

when the light enters the material.

d.

When the light leaves the

Refraction

UV GLASS

material, it is refracted, The
angle is 'increased.

MUTE

*C O RA,
Chuivc

Refraction'

rru.

P1113

Ift&

is the basis of lens operation.

scur

ASZIIIKO

'Figure 4e shows the absorp-

tion of light by a material.

White light'is a mixture of all

wavelengths (all colors) Most
materials absorb some wavelengths but not others.

e.

'

Figpre A.

Absorbtion

Diagram of

Light Characteristics

'

In Figure 4e, the red glass absorbs,

all the shorter wavelengths, leaving only the red.

Reflec-

,

"tive materials, both specularand diffuse, reflect some

2P2
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wavelengths, while they absorb others.

The color of all mate-

rials depends- upon what waveleniths n.e either reflected or
transmitted.

**

-

.

THE INVERSE SQUARE LAW
The illuMination provided b);..aqiIht'source on a surf'a'ce

depends on, both the amount of light the source emits and the
#

distance from the source to the.surface being illuminate
Figure 5 shows a point source emitting the amount bf light:

trmed a ''standard candle" (candeld).in the direction of a
surface

4e

foot away.

ItFC

I

MINT SOURCE
I CANDLE

Figure 5.
Inverse Square Law.

I FT.

4.
'3 FT.

The illumination of thi:s surface is one footcandle (fc),
.

the amount of illumination provided by a standard candle one,
`foot away.,

,

At a distance of two feet-2, the same amount of light is

spread over an area four times as large.

This produces an

illumination of one-fourth as much, or 0..25 fc.
At a' distance of three,feet, the illumination drops to.

one-ninth the .illumination atone foot.. Thus, the illumina-

tion proyided bany lightsource deCieaSes in proportion to

.

the inverse. of the square of the distance from the source.
. 4
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.LIGHT AND COLOR
4
AS previously implied,, the color of any material as per-.

Ceived by human vision depen&supon both, the light=absorbing
properties of the material and the spectral distribution' of
the incident light.

This section discuses how these'charac-

teristics of light'and material ..and the response of the
'human eye

result in colmoryision..
.

$

0

HUMAN EYE RESPONSE

e

Figure 6 shows the spectral response curve of.a typical
human eye.

The eye is most sensitive.;at a wavelengthof 55S

nm, and thi response drdpg off to effectively, zero near. 400
5
nm and 700 nm.
If.light has an even di5tribution of energyacross.the

visible spPectrum, it is seen as,white light.

bight contain-

a

ing a predominance of one wavelength is seen as some varia.

tion of the color corresponding to that wavelength:
.

1

Figure 6 also showi the spectral characteristiN df tws

light sources indivisible: Incandescent sources give all'obects a slightly yellowish appearance. This is beCNuse of
the high, content of longer wavelengths. -.gatura/ daylight

gives objects a more bluish appearance because daylight con-I

tains more light of shorter wavetengths.

f
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Response Curve-of Human Eye.

*Figurg. 6.
,

NATURE OF COLOR VISION
The eye actually contains four different' types-of light
sensors.
0

Rods operate only at very low light /evelshand have a,

__peak sensitivity at' 51.0_ nm.

Rods area responsible for night

vision' and cannot distinguish-betweefe-tolors. )They operate
only at ill umination levejs1:)elow the sensitivity of color'

vision and, thus, a.re of/ittlej.nterest in the fie14..of illd-

mination.-

/

'

.

v
.

.,.

The receptors

r color vision are three types of-cones

i'
with peals sensitivities at 44 rim (blue), 535 nm (green), and
570 nuC(red).

EaCll'of these cones also responds to other

Wavelengths but at. lower sensitivity
,
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Even a pure color

0

a

results in some activity in all cases.

The' sensation of

color is the result oE'gll three types of toftes working to-

Other.

ADDITIVE COLOR MIXTURE

Additive color mixture'is the creation of a new color

by projecting two or more colors of lightonto the same surface.

Fdr example, red light and green light shining,on a
Red and a'weak green
white card together will appear Yellow.
will produce brown, since brown i5 actually very weak yellow.
A
The additive primary colors are red, green, and blue.
white surface may be made to appear to be any color by mixing

colpinations of these three colors. Equal quantities of each
produces,light that'looks white, although it does 'not contain
all wavelengths in-the visible spectrum.
Lighter colors, called tints, are produced by adding a'

little more of one or more of the primary colors': 'Pink,, for

example, is.white Nght.with a little extra red:
Color televisions contain three phosphors that produce,
the three additive primary"colors and create all othei colors,
by additive colOr mixture. Additive color mixture is used
to pftduce white light in fluorescent and gas dis'chargeqight
\
Figure. 7a illu trates additive .color mixture.
sioueces.
,

-

s

4

9

ft

a.

Additive Primaries

Figure.7.

b.

Subtractive Primaries

Additive and Subtractive
Color Mixtures.

SUBTRACTIVE COLOR MIXTURE
Subtractive color mixture is 'the creation of a new COIG-1,

by fkltering white light through two or more superimposed
in this case,(all colors may be created by

pigments or dyes.

combinations of the three subtractive primary colors

,,magen-

ta, yellow, and blue-green.
Figure 7b illustrates subtractive color mixture.
is,

This

1

he process that produces the colors of all reflective ob-

jects.

Subtractive color mixture depends upon the use of
,

white incident

some combination other that white

light is'used for illumiktion, the colors will appeal' differ ent ly .

This is- one of. the' chief problems 'encountered when

using gas discharge lighting.
Black and white pigments are not considered true colors.
,

White pigments reflect all colors strongly, and black pigments
-absorb all colors.

A pure color is a pigment that reflects

only a narrow range of wavelengths well and absorbs all oth-'
ers.

'Pure colors appear to be bright,or vibrant.
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1

4
Wksite and black pigmentsaTe mixed with Pure cOloed

pigments to produce tints, as shown in Figure,8.

1'

Black 'and-

white mixed together result ingray, which may be.mixed with
a pure color to:producea tone of that color. The interior
surfaces of most work areas are painted in lighter tints and
tones to reflect most of the light for maximum illumination
efficiency.

Figure 8. .The Color Triangle.

THE VISUAL PROCESS
.rte J.

(.....Obviously, the human eye is an important consi eration.

when making illumination decisions.

Of particular gignifi-

cance are the eyes' ability to adapt to varing
the eyes' capacity to assimilate input, and the eyes' power
:'"to distinguish fine detail.

4

2 1,
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to
Attention must also be paid to the problems associated
with aging and/or abnormal eyessight.

The visual environment

and often tust.be' manipulated to accommodate the

'can be

eyes' physiological structure.

THE HUMAN 'EYE

Figure 9 is a diagram of a human eye.

Light enters tho:

eye through the cornea, aqueous humor, and lens.

Focusing of

the eye is accomplished by both the aqueous humor and lens.-

4;,

The shape of.the lens changes slightly to focus the images of
objects on t-he retina. according to distance.

This process is

called accommodation.

(

O IC wavt

Figure 9.

The Human Eye.

At rest, the human eye is focused at about 20D feet.
Today, most seeing tasks are performed approximately 14 inches
froM-the eye.

Long'periods of close work fatigues the muscles

that contract the lens of the eye and, result in eye strain.

'>)
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The iris of the eye is a ring of muscle just in front of
the lens. ,This.is the part of the-eye that is. responsible
for eye color.
The pupil is the hole in the center of the
iris.

.The muscles of the iris increase and decrease pupil
diameter to allow more or less light into the eye with _changing.._____._
illumination levels.

The pupil also shrinks when the eye is
focused on close.objects. The smalleF opening results in a
'sharper'Lmage on the retina for near objects.
This adds to
eye strain for close work under high illumination.
The' imaging system of the eye produces images onjche
'retina, a thin layer of,cells on the back and side walls of
the eye.
The retina contains the rod and cone cells that

change light signals into nerve signals.

The highest concentration of cones is in the area called the fovea.

The fovea is the area of sharpest vision and is only a
small part of the visual field, corresponding to the image of
a circle 2 1/2'inches in diameter viewed from a distance of
10 feet.

The clarity of vision drops off outside this area,
but the total visual field for each eye has an angle of'about
150°F.

The total visual field of both eyes together is 180°

in a horizontal pie and 140° in a vertical plane.
'/

ADAPTATION
Adaptation is the ability of the eye to adjust to different levels of illumination. The. pupil controls the amount
of light entering the eye, but- it can vary the light level&ty
a factor of only about 16 to 1.
The most important part ,of adaptation takes place in the
retina. Chemical changes in the light sensitive cells vary
their sensitivity by a factor of about 1,000,000 to 1. This
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process involves the depletion and restoration of the lightabsorbing pigments of the cells and-is triggered any time the
,

illumination lever changes:
abrupt changes, such as entering a dark t4ater from
akes about two
..
- 1a sunny street,, the ada
Adaptation to leSstr changes -is accomplished more
quickly, but tis.adaptation still involves a small time lag.
,Rod adaptation for night vision requires 30 to 40 minutes.

minutes.

Adaptation becomes important in the performance of visual
tasks when the visual field contains areas of greatly varying
brightness.

VISUAL CAPACITY
The eye' does not respond instantly to a light stimulus,
and the sensation of vision does not-end abruptly when the
Some time is required to build up an
stimulus is removed.

image and each image persists for a short time. Human vision
actually, consists of several still images sent to the -brain
assimilate inforeach second, The rate at which the eye can
mation is called the visual capacity. Visual capacity, is
measured in assimilations per second (APS). The visual ca-

pacity automatically changes with chances in illumination
level.

'If a light source pulsates at a rate greater than the
visual capapity, it is seen as a continuous source. Television and motion pictures consist of still images projected
Fluat a rate that exceeds the visual capacity' of the eye.
cydles per
orescent and gas discharge lamps pulsate at 120
'second, but this rate is too fast to see. ,Visual discomfort
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and reduced visual acuity occur if the rate of light pulsesis near the visual acuity rate.

VISUAL ACUITY
4

Visual acuity is the ability'to discriminate fine details of objects within the central field of vision.

Norial

acuity ts.,--callsidered to be the ability to resolve detailS of

an object that have a visual angle of one minute of arc.
This is the angle created when a one-inch target is viewed
from 100 yards.

Visual acuity is usually rated according to a test per,

formed at a distance of 20 feet.

A. resolution of targets

(openings in letters) of a little less than 0.1 inch at this
distance is necessary for 20/20,vision, or an acuity of 1.0.
6

A person who can,resolVe at this distance only those details
that a normal eye can resolve at 40 feet has 20/40 vision, or
an acuity of 0.5:

AGING AND ABNORMAL EYE
Although very few people are born with defective vision,
about one third of the population wear\ corrective lenses.
(/--

The performance of all eyes degrades with aging.
The lens of the eye never stops growing, but aging'of
The lens becomes continually
the lens starts before birth.
The functioning of the iris also degrades
less flexible,
with age and other parts of the eye are ofteri affected.

,Visual acuity begins to drop at about 20 and 6ontinues to do
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so throughout life."'Several 40es of abnormalities may occur
in which visual acuity decre'ases at a higher rate.

Most tables of required .illumination levels are based
on minimum levels for the normal eye.

Practical illumination

design should always consider the below normal eye as Well,
and increase light levels accordiiily.
I

THE VISUAL ENVIRONMENT

The visual environment consists of everything within the
visual 'field.

Even when a person concentrates on a particu-

lar task, the eyes constantly flicker away from the task to
This extends the range of
other 'portions,of the environment.
the peripheral vision to include the entire surroundings during -every few minutes, even though people,are seldom conscious
of this

Thus, the visual environment is usually considered to be
everything that can be seen from a particular location.

For

optimum work efficiency, the illumination system should control the entire visual environment and not, just provide the

necessary illumination of the specific task.

OF LIGHT MEASUREMENT
The p eceding sections of this, module have.discussed
the char

teristics of _the visual process that acutally deter

mine the required illumination leltels and conditions for all
visual tasks.

This section presents the units of measurement

1

used to describe and-;pecify light.quantities that are important in illumination.
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LUMINOUS INTENSITY

Luminous intensity is the amount of Light produced by a
source in a specific direction.

It is also called caldle-

pOwer and is properly measured in units called candelas, although many. references use only the term-"candlepower."Originally, one candlepower was de1 fined as the amount

of light emitted by-one ordinary candle.

modern standard is based on
:4
platinum.

th'e

The more constant

light emitted fie heated

Figure 10 shows --a source that produces a luminous inten-

Ifea mirror were
sity of,one candlepower in all directions.
epower would be zero beplaced behind the source, its ca

hind the mirror and would be

eater than one in the forward

,
SPHERICAL SURFACE

1m2 AREA
ILLUMINATION

1 UJX = 1
LUMEN /m 2 =-

SPHERICAL SURFACE

1112 AREA

0.0926 FOOTCANDLE

FOOTCANDLE

UGHT SOURCE
1 CANDELA. 12.57 LUMENS

1 LUMEN / ft 2
LUX
= 10.76

114

1m
.

.

Figure 10.

Ago

Units of Illumination.

O
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Candlepower is used to describe the directional

direction.

qualities of both lampS and lighting,fixtures.

All light-

,

measuring units are based on the candela.

.

von

LUMINOUS'- -ENERGY

Luminous energy is the time rate of light flow.
41nit of luminous energy 'is the lumen.

The

The total amount of

light produced by a source is measured in lumens.

A lumen is defined as the amount of light falling on a

one-square-footsurface area where every point on that surface is one foot away from a source with a uniform luminous
intensity of one candela.

This is illustrated in Figure 10:

,The total light energy falling on the one-square-foot
area is one lumen. The total amount of light produced by the
Source in the figure is the amount falling on a complete
sphere with.a radius of one foot and the source at the center.
The area of this sphere would be 12.57 square feet.

Thus, a uniformly4distributed source of one candela in
all directions has a total luminous energy of 12.57 lumens.
This does not mean that one candela equals 12.57 lumens.

The

candela is a measure of the strength of the light in a particular direction.
.

The lumen is the measure of the total light

,

emitted by the source.

ILLUMINATION

Illumination is the density of light falling on a surface.

One footcandle is the amount of illumin&tion produced
4
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by a one candela source one foot away, as illustrated in
Figure -10-.

Thus,-one footcandle is equal to one luffen per

square foot.
The International System term for (metric, or SI uuits)-

unit of illumination is the "lux."

Lux is th'eilluinination

level produced by a one candela-sourze at a distance of one
meter.

Illumination meters may be calibrated in eitherfobt--

candles or lux.

Most modern meters have scales -1-65bOih

The most important single faCtor in any illumination
system is the illumination'on the work surface. This is the
total light striking the surface independent of direction.

S

Minimum illumination levels are usually specified in foot
The illumination in footcandles provided by a
candles.
source at any point can be determined by dividing the candlepowerof the source in that direction by the square of the
distance to the source in feet.

BRIGHTNESS

The unit of brightness is the footlambert and is iefined
as one lumen uniformly emitted or reflected from a surface of
one square foot. The direction of the emitted light is unimportant.
.
Footlamberts are used in describing varial(ions in brightless in the visual environment and in measuring glare. Foot-

lamberts are not as commonly used as the other illumination
units.

1

4

,
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
The most common types of field measurements involving
illumination systems are measurements mate with an illumination meter, also called a footcandle meter.

This meter em-

,

ploys a photocellthat isequipped. With a filter that gives it
the same tesponse curve as the'human eye.

A diffuser plate
Abi

_In front,of.the cell spreadsthe incoming light over the face
of the-cell.

This gives an accurate illumingtipn measurement
.

.

independent of the,direction of the incident light.

Such

J,
,

peters 'are said t'o be Color and cosine-cOrrected.. This sec-

?

tion explains the useof such instruments for field measurements)of illumination.
A
.,

DilASUREME,IT ILLUMINATION

/

Footcandle meters indicate the illumination. of the detec-

--tr surface in footcandles.

Thus, for an accurate indication

of the illumination of a surface; the-meter detector,Ould
,13e positioned so that itis as hear that surface al possible
and is parallel ,to the surface.

Thus, if the illumination of

a drafting table is to be measure& with the table mounted at
an angle of 30°, the meter should also be held at an angle of
30°.

0
MEASUREMENT OF CANDLEPOWER
The luminous .intensity of a source in a particEar direc-

tion may also be measured using,a notEandle meter.
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The meter

.

V

is held at.a convenient*distance fropkikhe source with its detector facing the source for normal incidence of light.

The

The'_
ifuminition at tIat Point is measured 'in fodtcandleS.
distance from thl detector to the source is measured in.feet.

The candlepower of:the source 4in the direction from the
source to_the_detectox) is the illumination 'in footsandles
By taking a
divided by the square of the distance in feet.
series of m-ea.suremeqsat---severa-1---angle's around a source ,

a

graph of candlepower ve rsus direction may be drawn.

MEASUREMENT OF REFLECTANCE

The reflectance ora surface may be estimated by the
use of a footcaidle meter, although mote sophisticated techniques are required for great accuracy.
One measurement method is to determine surface illumina,

tion by placing the meter as close to the surface as possible
The illuwith the meter detector parallel to the'surface.

mination produced by light reflected frOm the surface is then
measured by directing the meter toward the surface, while being sure that no shadow is cast on the surface by either the
The meter detector must also
The approxibe-shielded from light from any dir"ect sources.
mate reflectance of the surface is the second reading divided

meter or the person holding it.

(

by the first.

A more accurate measurement of "reflectance can be accomplished by comparing the'reflected light from a surface of
unknown reflectance with the light reflecteokfronloa surface
of knc:wn reflectance unae; similar conditions. -.'

ti

225
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The meter is first positioned-to indicate,the illumination produced by reflection from the surface of unkhoWn reflectance With the meter in the same position, a card of

known reflectance is placed against the surface and the illumination produced by,light ileflected from the card is measured.

The card must be large enough to effectively fill the
field of view of the meter.
If -an 8 Eby' 10 -inch card is used, the measurements should

hemade bo further than about two inche's from the surface.

The reflectance of the Unknown surface is calculated by dividing the illumination from that surface by, the illumination'

from the card and multipliplg'the result_bY the reflectivity
of the card.

QUANTITY OF ILLUMINATION

The illumination system for any Visual taskmdst.;produce ,
the necessary level of light on the task'. This section describes factors affecting the illumination levels necessary
.
to accomplish various visual tasks.

THE VISUAL- TASK

The visual task is the sum total of al4 the things that
must be seen at any given time. Complex tasks/involve several visual

asks, and the 'illu-

mination leVel required is based on the most difficult task.

The difficulty of the visual task is dependent on four Actors:

the size of the detail to be seen,the time available.

Page 28/PI-061
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for the'seeing, the ,contrast between tke.detail and its background, and the brightne'ss of the task.

t'
.

The brightness of the task depends ppon both the level
of illumination and the reflectivity of.the task.
-shows the illumination level (foot

Figure 11

ndltes) necessary for a.

person wIth normal eyes to assi

he required informa-

tion at a rate of five APS.

FOR 5 APS

SEEING TASK
2 PENCIL

MAT WHITE PAPER

3 PENCIL

STENOGRAPHIC NOTES

63

o

4

s

76

FOURTH CARBON TYPED COPY

133

TRACING CLOTH 0VgR'ELUEPRINT

266

ORANGE CHALK ON BkOWN.TWEED

400

BROWN STAIN ON GREY CLOTH

-1100

'BROWN STAIN ON RED'NECKTIE

2400

BRCIKEN BLACK THREAD ON BOBBIN,

Figure 11.

0

2900

'

Footcandles Required for S APS ,
Representative Tasks.

I-

VISUAL PERFORMANCE
:

Visual perfoTmance,gurves, such as thCtse sh;i4;n iriFigure
12, indicate how the performance of vival tRisks improves
with increased illumination.° All visual ,task curves have
Curves for tasks of higher 'difficulty-are

the same shape.

located farther to the right in the figure. For each task
there is an illumination level below which the, task ca nod
-.,be.perfox4ed and arAevek-above which increased illumination
makes no difference.
)
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FOOTCANDLES

1.000

100

-10

OVERCAST

TWIUGHT

SHADE CLOUDY

?UNNY

te

UGHT-COLORED SEEING TASKS

DARK-COLORED SEEING TASKS

Figure 12.

Effects of Lighting Level on
Human Performance.

Between these two extremes is a range over which per-formance rises with' illumination.

Illumination -systems should

4

be designed. to provide light levels giving the highest per.

formance level for the task'.

Tables of minimum recommended

cayeing hundred, of tasks.

illumination are aiiailabi

The

\

.

-

following are a few representative retommendatio,ns:
'20 fc

Corridors, elevators, and stairways
f

.

Cafeterias

50 fc

_Classrooms

70.fc

4.

200 fc

Detailed drawing and drafting
.'Fine inspection and assembly

.

1
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QUALITY OF ILLUMINATION

t

Illumination quality is also a factor in the performance
of visual tasks.

Quality refers not to the amount of light

present .on the task, but to'. the distribution ofbrightness

in the visual environment and the color of the light and surfaces present.

'BRIGHTNESS DISTRIBUTION
The__ distribution of brightness in the visual environment

has an effect-on the' performance of all visual tasks.

Both

dark a'reas and light apeas may have a detrimental effect.

This is because momentarily.looking in each direction results
in ,the adaptation of the eye to that brightness lqvel, instead of the brightness of the task. The person must then
wait for adaptation back to the brightness level of the task.

The brightness ratio of the task to the immediate surroundings

of the.task should never exceed 3 tol.

The brightness, ratio

between the task and any part of the visual environment should
fv

never exceed 10 to 1.
Glare 'is produced by areas of high brightness in the

Direct glare results when the light source is
in the field of view; indirect glaretis the result of reflecGlare
tiolis of the light from` the source'by shiny surfaces.
may not interfere with the_lighting-on the task, but it revisual field.

.

duces visual performance hscauseit causes discomfort. Good
lighting systems are always designed to reduce glare tb a
minimum.

4

I
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ATMOSPHERE

The term "atmosphere"-refers.to the "feel" of the visual
environment.

It is not

measureable quantity and depends
on the psycholokical eff cts of patterns of brightness and
color.

The maximum lighting efficiency is achieved when all

'surfaces are white.

This also reduces the brightness ratio

=between the task a1d the surroundings.

_However, the sterile appearance of a colorless environment is Usually unpleasant after a short time.

Light tints

and tones for walls and areas of color increase environmental
pleasantness without a great reduction in reflected light.

The selection of surface colors in interior spaces is a com
mon method of setting a particular-mood.

Other factors are

the selection and placement of light sources and the overall

__level of illumination.
.*

Each lighting system must be designed.

to provide the proper level of illumination within the environment in which it is installed.

SUMMARY

Illumination is concerned with'providing the proper
visual environment for the performance of a specific visual
task:

Ille' most important aspect of the illumination system

is that it provides adequate illu 'nation of the task, but

'other factors should also be co

idered.

Illumintion should be deliirered to the work surface
without the preSence of objectionable glare.

The remainder

of the. environment should be designed to have a- brightnes

near that of the task, while still providing some variations.
...

r

6
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The following specifications are the most important units
used in in illumination.
Illuminatiori is measured in footcandles.

One Apot-

candle is 'the illumination provided by a candle at

a distance of one foot.

It is a me

ure of Light

per surface area.

Luminous intensity is measured in Candelas or candle;
power.

It is a measure of the amount of light leav-

ing a source in a particular direction.

Luminous energy is the total light energy produced
by a light source measured in,lumens.

4
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EXERCISE
.

1.

Draw graphs showing the following as functions of wavelenths:
a.

Colors of the visible spectrum

b.

Human eye response'.

c.

Output of an incandescent lamp

Output of a fluorescent lamp'
Explain the following terms As they apply to. human

d.
2.

a.

Adaptation

b.

Accommodation

c.

Visual Capacity

Visual acuity
A light source as a uniform luminous intensity of 100
61.

3.

candlepower.

Determine the following:

b.

output_in_lumens_.
Illumination on a surface 5 feet from the source

t.

Illumination on a surface 10 feet from the source

d.

Total Luminous energy striking a one;square-foot
area 20 feet from the source

4.

Define the following characteristics of light behavior:
a.

Reflection

b.

Diffusion

c.

Transmission

d.

Absorption

5.

Refraction
List
Describe additive and subtractive color mixture.
the primary colors of each. Give an example of each.

6.

Define the following terms:*

e.

a.

Direct glare

b:

Indirect glare

t.

Atmosptere

PI-06/Page 35
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LABORATORY MATERIALS
Footandle meter
8 by-10-inch card of known reflectivity (whitepaper may be
used with- an assumed reflectivity -of 90%)

,LABORATOiRY PROCEDURES
This laboratory exercise consists of measuring the illumination levels and the reflectivity of surfaces in a varietyy,
of visual environments
1.

Use the footcandle meter to measure the illumination on
a variety of'surfaces.

Record the nature and location

of each surface and the measured illumination in Data

Table 1." TakemeasureMents on z least20 surfaces in
Include measurements in
a variety of environments.
following locatiofis if possible:

Outdoors in direct sun
Outdoors in shade
Hall

Several pointi in laboratory
Office space
'Shop facility
2.

J

Use the footcandle meter, the white card, and the comparison method of reflectivity,measurement, to measure
the reflectivity of at least 5 different surfaces under
different lighting conditions.

Record the nature of the

surface, its location, and its reflectivitylin Data
Table Z.
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DATA TABLES
DATA TABLE 1.

ILLUMINATION MEASUREMENT.

Surface and location

Illumination (fc)

1.

.

.

2.
.

3.

,

,

.

4.
5.

,

,

.

.

i

6..

.---

.

,

.

7.
,

.

8.
.
.

9.
.

10.
,

11.

12.
13.

/

14.

,

.

15.
,

-.\

16:
,

,

/7.

18.
.

.

19.

.

20.
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REFLECTION MEASUREMENTS.

DATA TABLE 2.

Surface and location
1.

Reflectivity (%)
.
.

.
...

,

2.

,

3.

.

4.
.

.

5.

REFERENCES
Fundamentals of Commercial and Industrial Lighting.
N.W. Washington, DC:

Electrification Council.
Helms, Ronald N.

The
1977,

Illumination Engineering for Energy Effi-

cient Luminous Environments.

Engle/Od Cliffs, NJ:

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1980.
Nuckolls, James L,.

signers.
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Interior Lighting for Environmental De-

New York, NY:

John Wiley and Sons, 1976.
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TEST
.

1.

Please circle the appropriate, answer.

The total light-power produced by a source may be measured in ...
a.

footcandles or lumens.

b.

lumens or candelas.

c., footlamberts.

2.

d.

lumens.

e.

None of the above are correct.

A light source produces an illumination of 100 fc at a
distance of 10 feet.' The illuminatioh produced by the
same source-at a distance of 20 .feet is
a.

100 fc.

'b.

50 fc.

c.

25 fc.

d.

100 candlepower.

e.. The answer cannot be determined with the data given.
3.

In the direction towards the surface with an illumination of 100 fc, the light source in the above question
had a luminous intensity of
a.

1 candlepower.

b.

10, candlepower.

.c.

4.

.

ft:

100 candlepower.

d.

1,000 candlepower.

e.

10,000' candlepower.

Incandescent light sources usually ...
a.

produce a spectral distribution that closely approximates daylight.
_

b.

produce,very little ultraviOlet light.

c.

produc

d.

None of the above are correct.

e.

Only b and c are true.

very little infrared light.

239
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5.

Subractive color mixture-

...

a.

is the process used in color televisiOn.

b.

depends on the primary colors red, blue, and green.

c.

is effective, regardless of the incident light.'

d.* "produces white light when all colors are mixed
together.

e.. None of the above are correct.
6.

Adaptation of the human eye ...
a.

is the change of shape of the lens for focusing on
near objects.

b.

is accomplished primarily by changes in pupil
diameter.

c.

is accomplished primarily by chemical change?in
the retina.

7.

d.

refers to night vision only

e.

None of the above are correct.

Quality of illumination is notaiiected by
a.

large variations in -brightness in the, visual

environment that are not near the location of the
visual task.

8.

b.

light sources within the field of vision.

c.

a reduction of illumination on the task.

d.

painting all surfaces white.

e.

None of ,h-e above are correct.

The proper illumination in a typical classroom is
approximately
a.

20 fc.

b.

100'fc.

c.

500 fc.

d.

10 fc .4

e.

1,000 fc.

Page 40/PI-06
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The difficulty of a visual task is determined by ...

9.

a.

the size of details to be viewed.

b.

the time available for viewing.,

c.

the reflectants of the objectsto be viewed.

d.

All of the above are correct.

e.

Only a and b are correct.'

Light with a wavelength of 450 nm is the color .. .

10.

a.

blue.

b.

green.

c.

yellow.

d.

red,

e.

The resulting color cannot be seen by the human eye.
/..".----

/
t

.t

I

c

v

I

b
,r

I
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INTRODUCTION
Increasing energy costs in recent years have led to

greater awareness of the costsciated with illumination.
Spiraling costs have spawned'an ever - increasing interest in

more efficientillumination systems.

Several new types of

light sources have been developed and become popu1,41_.

Addi-

tional light sources will be available shortly.

PI-07, "Light Sources," discusses-the characteristics
of.sources that affect the overall cost of illumination systems.

Cost characteristics include the efficiency of the

source.in producing light, the lifetime of the source, the
rate at which the source degrades with time, and the color
I

c aracteristics of the light produced.
,Incandescent, fluorescent, higi- intensity discharge, and

low-presspre sodium lamps are discussed and evaluated according to these criteria. The advantages and disadvantages of
each source are also discussed. In the laboratory, the student will measure the candlepower of several sources and plot
candlepower distribution curves.

PREREQUISITES
.Tho student should have completed Module PI-06, "'Funda-

mentals of Illumination."

PI-07/Page" 1
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OBJECTIVES
Upon completion of this module, the student shoild be
(

-

able to:
.1.

7

2.

Explain the following terms applied to light sources:
a.

Efficacy

b.

Efficiency

c.

Spectral energy distribution

d.

Lumen depreciation

e.

Lifetime

Describe the lamp coistruction, spectral energy distribution, efficacy, lifetime, and lumen depreciation for
each of the following lamp typeS:
a.

Incandescent

b.

Fluorescent

c.

Mercury-vapor
40

d.

Metal halide

e.

High-pressure sodium
Low-pres'Slire-sodium

3.

Describe the changes that occur in the output of each
of the above lamps with'variations'in line voltage.

4.

Explain the purpose of a lamp ballast.

5.

Explain the-starting procedures for the following lamps:
a.

Mercury-irapor

High-pressure sodium vapor
c.
6.

Rapid-start fluorescent

Explain the term "light control" as it applies to
illumination'systems.

7.

'In the laboratory, measure the candlepower of several
sources, as a function of angle around the source.

Page 24PI-07,
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SUBJECT MATTER
1

\

CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHT SOURCES

;it

t

\

Four characteristics may be used.to compare the operation
.
,]0 various light sources. ikese characteristics are spectral
energy distribution, effidacy, lumen depreciation, and mortal\

.

\

_

L
4

SPECtRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

The spectral energy distribution (SED) curve of a light
source is a

raph of /41-ative light output versus wavelength.

This Cu ve shows the strongest wavelengths in the output
light a d indicates the color characteristics of the'source.
Sources

joproximatiftg white light are usually preferred over

strongly colored sources for\most applications.

The spectral

energy-distribution-curves-of-all-common-light-sources-are
included' in this module.

EFFICACY

The light output of a source is measured in lumens. The
electrical input energy-is measured in watts. The efficacy

of a source isthe ratio ofTlumens to watts and-ds stated in
lumens per watt : 'Efficiency of the source is output power
at visible wavelengths (in watts)'divided by the input electrical 'energy (in watts).

Efficacy is a goodindicator of theperformance,of

li'

t

onse
!ousces, since the lumen is defined according to the r
of the human eye. A sourceithat converts most of its -nergy

245
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to visible light,et either the extreme red or extreme blue
wavelengths hasalhigh efficiency.
However,; ts efficacy is
low, since the eye does not respond well to those wavelengths..

Thus, efficacy

nathei'than efficiency

is a better measura
4

of the usef41 light produced by the-source for each watt.of
electrical energy consumed.

$oth the efficlencies and effi-

cacies of all.:common light sources are giyen in this moddle.

LUMEN DEPRECIATION
The output'.of a light source is specified

lumOkens.

This.specification may be the initial luminous energy of a
new source, Or the luminous-energy of the source after a spec,

itied length of operation.

In either case, the luminous energy produced by a source,

and thus its efficacy, decreases with total operating time:

This is called lumen depreciation and therate varies with
the type of source.

Typicallumen depreciations of common

sources are given in this module.

MORALI I Y

La

mortality describes the average expeCtO lifetime,

'of a lam

before failure occurs.

mortalit

curve for incandescent lamps.

type

Figure 1 is a typical lamp
Curves fOr other

of lamps have the same general shape.

The rated life

of a par icular lamp is the time in which one half of the

lamps.of that type have failed during normal operation during.
testing.

Thus half of the..lamps are expected to fail befle

their rat d 1i'etime, and 'half will continue to operate

.
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Average' Mortality Curve for a Group
Figure 1.
of Incandescent Filament Lamps.

1

6

beyond their rated lifetite. About half of the failures nor:
malls' occur within 20% of the-rated lifttime. lumen depreciation Oten indicates lamp replacement before the rated life-

The rated lifetimeof common lamps are given in this

time.

module.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS

4

The following material centers.en the con*truction,

spectral energy.distribution, and lamp characteristics

of°

incandescent lampsE
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.11AMP CONSTRUCTION

Figure 2 shows the basic, construction of,a common incandescent lamp.

This is the oldest type of electric lamp and

the incandescent l'amp is still the most popular lamp for residential use.

It produces light from a tungsten filament

_heated_by current flow.

The filament_is coilLI to reduce
heat losses to the gas filling the lamp.bulb; the filament is
c

BULB

FILAMENT

GAS

SUPPORT WIRES

BUTTON

r

BUTTON ROD

LEAD-IN WIRES

TIE WIRES
HEAT DEFLECTOR
,

.STEM PRESS

EXHAUST TUBE

FUSE

BASE

Figure 2. 2.

Incandescent Lamp..

0
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cradled by the lead-in and support wires.

The light output,

and spectral energy distribution of the lamp depend on the
filamerit temperature.

The bulbo6tHe lamp is lime glass in general illumination lamps, but other materials are used forgpecific 'applications. The bulb may be clear, but the unobstructed view
of the tungsteefilament offers objectional gin-e. Most
bulbs have a diffuser surface. This maybe achieved by etch
ing the''inner surface with acid, coating the inner surface

with white silica, or coating the outer surface with a white
ceramic.

The glaSs bulb contains gas'that reduces the evaporation
of the filament material.

In common lamps, the gas is argon.

Extended life and improved efficacy may be achieved-with kryp-'
ton, but this rare gas is so" expensive that only 'specialty

bulbs employ'it.

Each bulb 'also contains a small amount of

,
eliminate internal arcing.
nitrogen
.Lumen depreciation occurs because of deposits of filament
material on the glaSs bulb.

Lumen depreciation is greatly

reduce(in quartz-halogen lamps.' Quartz-halogen lamps
contain a small amount of iodine that vaporizes during.pperation and causes most of the filament material to.condense
back on the filament.
Incandescent lamps are available in a wide6range of

types,sizes, and shapes. Some are equipped with internal
reflectors that concentrate most of.the light in a specific
direction or pattern.
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SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
Figuye 3 shows the spoctral energy distriblqion curves
for two incandescent lamps with two different filament temMost incandescent sources fall between thes¢ two

peratures.
extremes.

4 7,

z

OJ

p

a

3

0

5.;

>-

!

O

Spectral Energy
Figure 3.
Distribution for an
Incandescent Lamp.

300
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550

600

650

700

750

WAVELENGTH Inm)

In all cases, the output contains, considerably mores red

light than blue.

Thus, incandescent sources produce a yelp

lowishor "warm" atmosphere. Even so, incandescent lamps
Incandescent illuminaprovide acceptable color rendition.
tiOn is so common that most people accept. the colors produced

by it to be natural; even though the light produced is considerably different frOm,daylightt.
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LAMP ,CHARACTERISTICS

The characteristics of incandescent lamps vary greatly,
with the size and design-of the lamp. The efficacy generally
The efficacy of a 60-watt bulb
increases with lamp wattage.
is 14.3 ludens/watt. The effidacy of a 100-watt bulb is 17.5
Large wattages (1,000 to 10,000 watt) have eflumens/watt.

Lowerjvoltage
ficacies in the range of 20.to 30 lUmens/watt.
This is because lowerbulbs generally have higher efficacies.

voltage bulbs have larger diameter filaments for the same wattage and; thus, more light-emitting area.
Light output of incandescent bulbs usually decreases by
about 20% during the bulbs rated lifetime. 'Lifetimes vary
fiom as short as'75 hours for large special-purpose lamps, to

as much as 2,500 hours. Lower-wattage lamps usually have
longer lives. A typical 100-watt lamp has a rated life of
750 hours; the life of a 60-watt lamp is usually over 1,000
hours.

Krypton fill extends the lamp's life to about 3,000
Quartz halogen lamps have about twice the lifetime
and half the lumen depreciation of ordinary incandescents.
Lamp efficacy increases with increased. voltage, but the lifehours.

time-of the lamp drops.

Low voltage operation reduces effi-

cacy and increases' lamp life,

Figure 4 shol4s the energy distribution of an ordinary
Only 100 oli,,an incandescent
100-watt incandeseent bulb.
bulb's input energy appears as visible'light. Efficacy is

further lowered because most of this light ison the red end
of the spectrum and not in the green-yellow region where the
eye is most sensitive.

Seventy-two percent of the input en-

ergy appears as infrared (heat) radiation.

The remaining 18%

heats the bulb and its fixture.

PI-07/Pdge 9
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Input power
100%

Nonradiative

Radiation

losses
18%

82%

Visible
radiation
10%

Figure 4.

.

Infrared
radiation

Power losses
18%

72%

Energy Distribution of an Incandescent Lamp.
et

All'energy consumed by the light source eventually
appears as heat in the lighted environment.

Even that part

of the energy that is converted to visible light is changed
-"to heat when it is absorbed by surfaces.

FLUORESCENT LAMPS

The following material centers.on the construction,
electrical cha'racteristics, spectral energy distribution,

and lamp characteristics,of fluorescent lamps.

LAMP CONSTRUCTION
Fluorescent lamps are long glass tubes filled' with mercury vapor.

A small amount of argon or argon-neon gas is

added to increase electrical conductivity before the mercury

_Page 10/PI-07
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is fully vaporized.

Atomic transitions in the mercury_atoms

produce light at several visible and ultraviolet (UV) wave

The inner wall of the glass tube is coated with a phos
phor that allows the visible light to pass through, butabsorbs the UV and converts it to visible light by TluoreScence.
The electrodes of the lamps are called cathodes and may be
either "cold" metal plates or "hot" coils of wire.

Most fluorescent lamps employ the heated cathode.

This

cathode may be heated by a separate heater Circuit or by current flow through the gas.

Fluorescent lamps are available

in a wide range of sizes, but-the most common are the fourfaot.lamp, rated-at 40 watts, and the eight -foot lamp,' rated
at 110 watts.

High output models provide, higher wattage and

more light per foot of length, but high output models are
,.

usually less efficient.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

All gas discharge devices require a ballast to limit the
turrent.

Otherwise, high current surges would soon destroy

the device.

The most ,common type of ballast for'fluorescent

lamps is an inductor in series-with the lamp. This produces
a lagging power factv formany fluorescent lighting systems.

Some modern lamp ballasts employ both inductors and capaCitors
in the ballast circuit to provide eithe'r a balanced power
factor or a slightly leading power factor.

Several methods may be used to'start fluorescent lamps.
Older lamps employed a separate starter that heated the cathode to operating temperature before the operating voltage
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was applied to the'lamp.

Once the lamp is in operation, ,the

cathbdasheater circuit is turned OFF.

Instant-start lamps

have no separate cathode heater circuit.

"

To start the lamp

instantly, a high-voltage pulse heats the cathode and initiates.the discharge.

The latest type oflamp starting, and the one used in
most modern installations, is rapid-starting.
Rapid-start
lamps have low resistance cathodes that ct.n be heated con-.

tinuously during lamp operation with low power losses.

The

heater circuits of the cathodes'are turned ON at the same
time as the main discharge.

The lamp dose not light until

the cathode temperature has reached the proper level.

This
44

lusually,takes,one to two seconds.

LaMps designed for one

type of starting system should, in general, not be used with
another type of starting, system, although there are some exceptions.

SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
Fluorescent lamps are available with several different
spectral distributions depending on the phosphor used for the
tube coating.. Figure 5 shows the spectral energy distribution curves of six of the most common lamp types.

All.types

contain the strong spectral lines characteristic of mercuryvapor discharges.

Cool white lampsare often selected for offices, factories, and commercial areas where a psycholbOcally cool working
environment is desired.
lamp.
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This is the most popular fluorescent
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Figure 5.

SED Curves

Typical Fluorescent Lamps.

The deluxe cool white is used for the same general applications, but produces more red light and is,-therefore, more
lattering to the appearance of people and >nerchandise.

It

has the best color rendAion of any fluorescent.
Warm-white fluorescent lamps are designed to have a colot
spectrum close to that of incandesdent lamps.

These lamps

are used wheneyer a-warm social ,environment

desired.

' Deluxe warm white lamps haVean.4dditional red element
that more closely approximates the appearance of incandescent,
Deluxe warm white lamps more flattering to the aplighting.
pearance of people and are recommended for use in homes and
,

social areas.

255
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White fluorescent lamps are used for general lighting

purposes when neither a warm nor a cool atmosphere is to be
created.

They produce more lig t in the green, yellow, and

orange portions of the spectru

and are a little more effi-

cient for general illumination.

Daylight- "bulbs are designed

to produce an effect close to that of natural daylight..

The

,

spectrum is fairly well-balanced, but Contains more blue
light than red..

LAMP CHARACTERISTICS
Yr

The efficacies of all fluorescent lamps are higher than
for any incandescents.

,

They,rahge from 40 lumens/watt to,80

lumens/watt with an average of about 60 lumens/watt.

The

-light output of.fluorescent lampi drops by about 10% during
the first 100 hours of operation.
much more gradual.

After that, the drop is

For this reason, the lumen output of

these lamps is specified at 100 hours of operation.
deprec ation depends primarily on lamp current.

'Lumen

Standard

lamps will typically depreciate only about 10% in 10,000
hours of operation.

,Higti-Gurrent.models may_drop by 40% in

the same time.

Fluoresceht lamps are not as sensitive to voltage varia2

tions A.incandecents, but fluoresdent ,lamps are still afOvervoltage opOration increases
fected by voltage variations.
the current in both the lamp and the ballast.

This overheats

the ballast and increases the lumen depreciation of the lamp.
Undervoltage operation reduces light output and efficacy.
If the voltage is low enough, the cathOde may run too cool
and be damaged.

,
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Fluorescent lamps are designed to operate,

101

most 'efficiently with wall temperatures of 100°C and -lamp

'efficacy drops on either side of this tempAature.

Fluores-

cent lamps must, therefore, be protected from drafts nd air
"flow from air conditioners.

The lifetime of a fluorescent lamp is limited primarily
byithe number of /amp starts'.

Starting the lamp degrades. he

cathode coating. and after a sufficient number of starts, the
lamp will no longer function.

Lamp starting also degrades

the phosphor coating and increases lumen depreciationF.--

In most cases, the lamp is,degraded to an uneconomical
light output before it actually fails. Lifetime ratings vary
with the average time the lamp is ON each time the lamp is
started.

At an average of three hours of operation foi each

start, most fluorescent lamps have a lifetime of 9,000 to
12,000 hoUrs.' This is much greater than the lifetime of any
Special precautions must be taken if
incandescent lamp.
fluorescent lamps are to -Be operated in anenvironment where.
the relative humidity exceeds 65%.
Figure 6 shows the energy distribution of a typical 40watt fluorescent lamp. The nonradiative losses include- the

power necessary to heat the cathode and losses in the b4last.
About 22% of the input energy is converted to visible light.
Since the spectral distribution is usually better than that
of incandescents, efficacy is generally three or,four'times
Thus, a 40-watt fluorescent lamp produces almost'

as great.

40% more usefuletllumination than a 100-watt incandescent.
A 40-watt fludrescent lamps also lasts about 20 times as long
as a 100-wattincanotescent lamp.
A other attractive advantage of fluorescent lamps

4

lighl-emitting area aglow brightness. This
Fluorescent righting is
greatly re2 ces discomfort glare.
their la

e

te
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,ti

the most popular and economical type for indoor areas

here

color rendition is important.
.

-

Several manufacturers have been conducting rearch on
fluorescent lamps that are diiect replacements for incandescent bulbs.

These are small fluorescent lamps with internal

ballasts and screw bases to fit ordinary lamp Sockets. Small
fluorescent lamps that fit traditional lamp sockets are expected to,be available'in-early 1981 in sizes from 9 to 26
is about41,56 lumens/watt and th-e rated

lifetime is 5,000 to 7,500 hours.
Input power
100%

1
Noncadiative

Discharge radiation

losses

60%

.

4%

36%

20%

38%

Visible
radiation

In rared
radiation

22%

36%

38%

Power losses
42%

o

Energy.Distribution for

Figure 6.

Fluorescent Lamp.

HIGH-INTENSITY DISCHARGE (HIDLAMPS
The following material centers -on high-intensity discharge lamps.

Topics include mercury-vapor lamp constructin,

metal halide lamp construction, spectral energy distribution,
and lamp characteristics of HID lamps.
Nk
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MERCURY

APOR LAMP CONSTRUCTION

re 7 shows. the construction details of a high-inten-.
sity'discha ge, mercury-vapor lamp. ,,The arc tube of this
Fi

lamp contains a small pool of liquid mercury that is vaporized during operation to produce a mercury pressure of sev-.
eral times atmoshperic pressure. The arc tube is made of
quartz to withstand the operating temperature of about

Like all gas discharge lamps,rhe mercury-lamp-re:
Some ballasts include
quires a ballast to limit current.
transformers that change the line voltage to the la0,oPerOthers incorporate capacitors for /lower factor
ating voltage.

1TH-0'C.

J

correction.
gr)

SUPPORTS

RESISTOR

ARC TUBE SEAL
STARTING ELECTRODE

0

ARC TUBE

ELECTRODE

PHOSPHQR COATING.
OUTER BULB

Figure 7.

Mercury-Vapor Lamp and Arc Tube..

0,
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I

ted by a small areproduced b

The mercury lamp
,tween the starting

ectrO e ant, one of the main electrodeS.

This heats the.lamp
main discharge.

'apprize the mercury and ignites the

Lamp warmup takes,lErom four to seven min-

The outer bulb of the mercury lamp serves -several pur-

utes.

poses., It absorbs harmful ultraviolet wavelengths, retains
heat to maintain the proper operating temperatdre of the arc
tube, and may be coated with a phosphor that converts some 4f

theUVlight into visible fljht.

Mercury lamps may 'be oper-

ated in any position, although vertical mounting results in
three to four percent more light output.
A

OF,

METAL HALIDE LAMP CONSTRUCTION
i'

\

Metal halide lamps are simifar to m rcury-vapar laMps.in
construc,

The arc tube

on Nci operation.

of these lamps'con-

t.

ealn merery, ut they also .co twin halides

pally iodides)
,

of other metals.

si.-.-..

,,

odium, scand um

mary,
.:f

be used.

A

Because of a
ing.eleCtrodes,
'one position.

--Jr-s

.

-.;

ore complicated 'arrafigement. of the start-

n be operated in only

tal halide laMps

ounting:haarc tubes

Models forfor
..,

,

that curve upward in the ii:ddlej,tp b'e',t;

of ,the arc Over their surface.

r

dikiqbu)te the heat'e

I

'The tUr4iirand operating

characteristics are similar,io thosit

of* mercury

lamps.
,

.
...

\
.

.

\\,

SPECTRAL ENERV DISTRIBUTION
Figure 8 shows the Aoectral energy distribution curves
of two types of mercury-vapor lamps.
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Figure 8.

SED Curves, for Mercury-Vapor Lamps.
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discharge emits most of its'light on the four Strong visibl.e

wavelengths shown and on six wavelengths in the UV.

In the clear mercury lamp, the UV is absorbed by the
outer bulb and only the visible light. is used.

Several types

of mercury lamps are available that employ phosphors to con=
vert some of the UV into visible radiation for better efficacy
and color rendition.
If the total lumen output and color,feldition are the
only factors considered, the coated lamps are far superior.
However, if the light source is a large distance from ,the surface to be illuminated, light contro,1 becomes important.

Clear' mercury lamps are small sources and their light can be

easily'conrolled for long-diStance application, such as in
Outdoor sports stadiums.
Coated mercury lamps are much large.r,
sources and can be used only for more diffuse, more close applications.

Figure 9 is the output spectrum of a typical metal halides
lamp.

These lamps produce some light at all wavelengths in

the visible spectrum and, thus, provide goad color rendition
when they are operating properly.

Metal-halide lamp color

characteristics. vary considerably with operating temperature
and, thus, with voltage.

At loiver.than rated voltage, the

lamp temperature-is below normal
vaporized.

nd less of the sodium is

This results in less.red and yelloW light'and a

strong blue appearance.

At'overvoltaxes, too much sodium is

vaporized'and the 'color becomes pink.

Color also varies with

lamp age, and if color, cRaracteristics.are important, all

lamps in a system should be replaced at the same time.
1
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Spectral Energy.,
Figure 9.
Distribution for Metal
Halide Lamp.
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HID LAMP CHARACTERISTICS

Like fluorescent lamps, the output of HID lamps is rated
at 100 hours of operation because. of early, rapid, lumen deThe efficacy of mercury lamps is usually 50 to
creciation.
60 lumeris/wa:tt., Metal halide lamps have efficacies as high
4

Mercury lamps have rated lifetimes inexMetal halide lamps havelifetimes of
cess'orf 25,000 hours.

as 80 lumen's/watt.

10,000 hours, or a tittle less.

In both ,cases, lumen depreci-

:ation is q more likely reason for rePlacqment than lamp failure.

',The output of mercury-vapor lampS. dr6ps to about 80% of
the rated value after 10,000 ho urs of. operation. After

.

,

20,000 hours, output is only about 60% of the original.

Metal

halide lamps reach these same values inabout half the time
.

'
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Nce

Some mercury -vapor lamp sys*tems have automatic light

level control that adjusts for lumen depreciation.
cell controls voltage to the lamps.

A photo-.

When the lamps are new

...

and have the highest efficacy, they are operated on reduced
voltage.
This saves energy and increases lamp life.
As lamps age pid efficacy drops, the voltage needed to
maintain desired illumination is increased.

In such systems,

all lamps should be replaced at the same time.

Metal halide
lamps cannot be used in mercury-vapor lamp systems because of
their sensitivity to voltage change's.

Figure 10 shows the energy distribution of a.mercury

-lamp.' The mercury lamp actually converts leA of its total

Input power
100%

Electrode

Power to the arc

losses

92.5%

7.5%

Nonradiative

Discharge radiation
48.0%

losses

44.5%

Ultra-violet
radiation
18.3%
y.

Power losses

70.3%

Figure 10.

Visible
radiation

Infrared
radiation

14.7%

15.0%

Energy Distribution' for Mgicury-yapor Lamps.

.
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wilt energy to visible light than the fluorescent lamp.
However, mercury lamp efficacy is higher because most of its
light is at wavelengths to which the eye is very sensitive.
This further illustrates the need to consider the efficacy
of the source, rather the efficiency.
Figure 11 is a similar chart for a metal halide lamp.
Its energy conversion efficiency of electrical energy to
-$

visible light is only slightly greater than that of fluoresHowever, the spectral energy distribution of a
cent lamps.
metal hide lamp is such that the light it produces is more
easily seen than the light of a fluorescent lamp.
Input power
100%

Electrode

Power to the Arc

losses
9%

91%

Nonradiative

Discharge radiation
52.5%

losses

38 5%

Utra-wole

mdado
3.7%

Power losses
51.2%

'

Visible
radiation

Infrared
radiation

24.3%

24.5%

,..

Figure 11.

Energy Distribution for Metal Halide Lamp.

,
r
...
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HIGH-PRESSURE SODIUM LAMPS

The following material explains the construction, spectral energy distribution, and lamp. characteristics of highpressure sodium lamps.

LAMP CONSTRUCTION
The construction of a high- pressure 'sodium lamp is simi-

lar to that of a mercury lamp, but the sodium lamp contains
no starting electrode or resistor.

T e ar

tube is made of

a special. form of translucent aluminum oxide that can with-

4

stand the corrosive sodium vapor at high tempera -tuTe (up to
1,300°C).

The small diameter of the arc tube helps to main-

tain the high temperature necessary:but leaves no space for
a starting electrode.
Starting is accomplished by a circuit
in-the ballast.
In addition to sodium, the arc tube contains xenon gas
and mercury.

A pulser' circuit in the ballast supplies 2,500

V pulses that ionize.the xenon.

The xenon arc slowly heats

the arc tube to the point that the mercury begins to vaporize.

At this point in the starting procRss, the lamp has the
bluish-white color of a mercury lamp.* As the temperature increases, the sodium vaporizes and the spectrum shifts to the
monochromatic,yellow that is characteristic of,a low-pressure,
sodium discharge.

When the lamp reaches its normal operating

temperature,its spectrum broadens to include other wavelengthi.

The operating pressure

about 206mm of mercury.

The lamp is temed "high pressure" because. its pressure is
much greater than that of the low-pressure sodium latp discussed in the next section.
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The starting process requires about three minutes.

If

a sodium lampis turned OFF, it may lie restarted in about one
A mercury lamp, however, has a re-

And one-half minutes.

striketime of about five minutes.

SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

Figure 12 is the spectral e4ergy distribution curve for
a.high-pressure sodium lamp.

These lamps produce light at

1

all visible wavelengths, but most of their radiation is in
the yellow-orange range. This gives them their characteristically high efficacy. (140 lumens/watt)t but results in poor
color rendition.

IWO

-.6

55

O

C

cA

CD

O

C

>-.

O
Spectral Energ
Figure 12.
Distribution for HighPressure Sodium Lamp. t
1
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Blue and green objects appear very dark.
appear orange.

Red objects

Tints of yello

and orange cannot be distin110
guished from.white Therefore, the color characteristics of
-,4

high-pressure sodium lamps make them unsuitable.for most in:
door illumination applications.

I'

'LAMP CHARACTERISTICS

High-pressure sodium lamps have typical efficacies of,
I

110 to 130 lumens/watt, with some models reaching 140 lumens/
The lifetime ratings vary from 15,000 hours to 24,000

watt.

As the lamp ages, its required voltage rises.'' Even-

hours.

%"1....

tually, the lamp exceeds the voltage capabilities of the ballast and the lamp will no longer operate.

The lumen depreci-

ation is the lowest of any high- intensity discharge lamp.

.,

Most high-pressure sodium lamps produce 804.of, their rated
*

outpit at the end of their lives:

Figure 13 is an energy distribution diagram for a highpressure sodium lamp.

Its high efficiency and spectral dis,

tribution -gives it the highest' efficacy of any lamp that can

be used for general illumination.

The long life and retention

of highlefficacy of a high-pressure sodium lamp makes it a
popular light source for any applications for which it is
suited.

The high-pressure sodium lamp is widely-used for

/and
/

street illumination.
Ni

4

1
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Input power
100%

Electrode

Power to the arc

Iona

94%

,

6%

Nonradiative

Discharge radiation
50%.

losses

44%

'ultraviolet
radiation
0.5%

Power flosses

50.5%

Fivgure 13.

Visible
radiation
29.5% qta

Infrared
radiation
20%

Energy Distribution for the High- Pressure
Sodium Lamp.

LOW-PRESSURE SODIUM LAMPS
The followin ,material explaint- the Construction,.spec-.

tral energy distribution, and lamp charactristics of lowpressure sodium,lemps.

LAMP CONSTRUCTION

Figure 14 shows the basic-construction of a low-pressure
sodium lamp. These lamps are available in the power range of

35 to 180 watts, with lengths of 12to 44 inches. The Ushaped dschafge tube is lined wish borate to withstand the
sodium vapor.

269'
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DISCHARGE TUBE
SUPPORT ASSEMBLY

U-BEND NON-STAINING
GLASS DISCHARGE TUBE

TRIPLE COIL EMITTER IMPREGNATED CATHODE

PR FOCUS
BASE
0

T

SODIUM-RETAINING
RESERVOIRS

OUTER GLASS VACUUM #NVELOPE WITH
INTERNAL HEAT-REFLECTING LAYER

Figure 14.

D SCHARGE TUBE
SUPPORTS

Low-Pressure Sodium Lamp Parts.

Swellings in thetube contain small amounts of sodium.
The tube contains a neon -argon mixture for starting.

The

outer tube Of the lampis internally coated with indium oxide.
This allows the visible light to escape, but reflects infrared
light back into the lamp to maintain heat and conserve energy.

A vacuum between the two tubes prevdnts heat loss through con:"

duction, as in other gas discharge lamps.

SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

All light output of low-pressure sodium lamps is produced
at approximately 589 nanometers (nm).
orange hue of yellow.

Light-"is a slightly

This wavelenth is/seen easily by the

human eye, resulting in.A high efficacy.

However,the mono-

chromatic (one color) characteristic of this source makes it
unsuited for applications that require an ability to distinguish between colors.

I
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LAMP CHARACTERISTICS
Low pre-ssure soditni---lampsha-veaneff-i-cac-yof 183 lumens/

watt (lamp only) and maintain this efficacy throughout their
rated lifetime of'18,000 hours with little lumen depreciation.
Figuie 15 is an lilergy distribution"chart for a typical low:

The low-pressure sodium lamp has the

pressure sodium lamp.

highest efficiency and efficacy of any light source known.
These lamps have existed for about 40 years, although not
with the present efficacy.,
Input power
100%

Electrode

Power to the arc

8.3%

Nonradiative

Discharge radiation
40.0%

losses

51.7%

fit

Visible
radiation

Power losses

60.0%

Figure 15.

.

.

) 35.5%

I nfrared

radiation
4.5%

Energy Distribution of a Low-Pressure
-Sodi m Lamp.

Low-pressure Sodium lamps have been largely ignored because of their, poor color:rendering characteristics. Recent
,ot

concerns with enerilt costs have sparked renewed interest in
I
II
.
ora e areas.
II

II

equipment rooms, and television monitoring areas., Low-pressure sodium lamps are the most economical light sAurce for
applications.that require no color discrimination.

411
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COMPARISON OF LAMPS

Table 1 lists the specifications for several light
sources that are availabe.

Values for efficacy are calcu-

lated using the input power to both lamp and ballast foss all
gay discharge lamps.

Corrected efficacy values for the lamp lumen depreciation over the lamp lifetime are also given, as are values
with respect to a 100-watt incandescent lamp as 1.0.

The

rated lifetime of each lamp has been included.
This table compares only efficacy arid lifetive and cannot be used alone as a lamp, selection guide.

Color7renderin

characteristics of lamps are usually of great importance.
These characteris.:tics are riot included in this table.

-2-Y2
A
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TABLE 1.

LIGHTING EFFICACY OF VARIOUS,LIGHT SOURCES.

Luatens/Watt

Initial

Lumens

Lamp
Only

Lamp and
Ballast

corrected
For LLD

Corrected
Compared To
100 Watt
Incandescent

Hours Life

t,

2,500

25-Watt Incandescent

235

9.4

NA

8.5

.54

100-Watt Incandescent

1,750

173

NA

15.8

1.06

750

100-Watt Incandescent 130 v e 120 V

1,330

14.9

NA

13.4

.85

2,025

23,940

23.7

NA

19.7

1.25

1,000

10,950

21.9

NA

21.0

1.33

2.,9000

3,050

71

63

4.0

20,000

3,150

66

58

3.7

20,000 -

73'

63

4.0

12,000

40

2.5

24,000

1,000-Watt Incandescent
500-Watt T3/CL Tungsten Halogen
35-Witt Fluorescent 4

.

40-Watt Fluorescent *4
110-Watt Fluorescent ***

9,200

400-Watt Mercury ****

23,000

SI

1,000-Watt Mercury ****

63,000

58

38

2.4

24,000

400-Watt Metal Halide

40,000

87

65

4.1

15,000

1,000-Watt Metal Halide

110,1300

100

80

5.1

10,000

400-Watt High-Pressure Sodium

50,000

111

100

6.2

24,000

1,000-Watt High-Pressure Sodium

ttamm

131

117.9

7.5

24,000

131.7

8.3

18,000

180-Watt Low-Pressure Sodium
* 48" Lite White
** 48" Cool White

3,,000

150

'

2 Lamps Per Ballast (Rapid-Start), or with energy savings Wallast 82. lumens/watt.
2 Lamps Per Ballast (Rapid-Start).

*** 96" (800 ma) Cool White

J

2 Lamps PeriBallast (Rapid-Start).

oa** Mercury DX (Deluxe White).

Other 1,000-Watt Metal Ualidc Lamps available now are:
125,000 lumens.
Sylvania's "Super Metalarc"

frI

273

GE's "1-Line Plus"

115,000 lumens; and

41,

I
LIGHT CONTROL
".Light control ". is the term applied to the press of
sired location one it is prodirecting. the light to the
duged by the source.
Cot'

A lumiharyis a lightihg system compo-

nent that houses the light source and its electrical components and provides for light control. Light control may be
accomplished by reflection, by diffusion, or through the applicatibn of lenses or prismatic element's,

.

A range of luminary types is available for each type
They are usually described in terms of
of light source.
candlepower peov.ided in specific directions wf9 specific
light sources.

The candler-3o4er dis,triblution curves. of six'

types of luminaries used for general illumination;hre Shorn
Luminaries' play a key role in, every lighting,
in Figure-16,
system.

s1
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SUMMARY

'

The selection of light sources for any apilication,is
based on four major CharacteristicS of 'light 'sources:"
1.

Efficacy is.the ratio of light output to electrical
input and, is expressed in;lUmens per watt.

2.

The spectral energy distribution describes the relative
porportions ofdifferent visible wavelengths' that are
present in the output and indicates the color rendition
of the source.

3.

Lumen depreciation describes the rateat which the light-,
producing ability of the source decreases with. time.

4.

Liketime is, the average useful operating life of the
source.
t?

Incandescents offer the lowest efficacies and Shortest
lives of any sources.
'Fluorescents have a Muc

greater efficacy and lifetiie'

and, thus, provide more'economical illumination.
High-intensity discharge lamps of several types offer,

high efficacy, long life'and high intensities%7 although the
colorrendition is not asgood as that ofescents.
fluor.
Lbw-pressure sodium lamps-are the most efficient method,
of illumination .now known.

'However, 'tlieir monochromatic
.

nature makes them unsuited fot'most-ap Iications:

.
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EXERCISE$
_

c

1.
.

The_following lamp types are described in this module:

J

Incandecent

a.

b.' Fluorescent'
c.

Mercury- 'vapor

d.

Metal halide

e.

High-pressure sodium

f.

Low-pressure sodium

'

Write a'paragraph comparing allof theie lamp tyPe's.
According to the follOwing characteristics:
h.

Efficacy

b.

Lifetime

Lumen depreciation

'c.

d. -Spectrai;energy- distrib'ution
2.

3.

Describe t)-le general construction and method of. producing

lightin each lamp type,.
Describe ihe lamp starting mechanisms used with each of
the following.lamps:

[

a. _Mercury-vapor

High-pressure sodium

b:

4.

Rapid-start fluorescent
c.
Describe the changes that occur in the output of the.
foiloWing lamp's' -when the` applied voltage'is increased or

decreased:
a.

Incandescent

b:

Fluorescent

.

Mercury-vapor

c.
0

44...Metal halide
,e..
5

.

6.
oft.

ec High-pressure sodium
Explain the need for a ballast with some lamps.
''Explain the term "light Control" as it applies to lumi-

t

'snaetes.

,

.
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LABORATORY MATERIALS
Footcandle meter

,1

.4

Yardstick or, tape measure calibrated in feetSevklal light sourc,n

,

P

Circular graph paper, Zone piece for each'source.,measpred

Poster board with radial lines ftom the center attle
intervals

LABORATORY PROCEDURES'
this laboratory is to make the.nece6sarr,

The purpose o

measurements and-calculations and draw candlepowerr,distribu-'
tion curves for a nuiltbex of light sources.

Sugge'sted sources are a bare incandesqeni bulb

a'desk

lamp, a,fluorescent luminary, and spotlights or: flood lights.

In all Cases, tie measurements must be made in a darkened.

Care must be taken,to ensure that only direct illumina-

room.

tion.from the source being, measured reaches the footcandle'
Reflected light and light from .0t.her sddrces. must .be

meter.

minmizM.

measurements may be

If this is.not

made:

one with the source to be Iliea"pured,O.and one with it

OFF.

The difference tan.then be entered in the DatalTable as

:

the illumination prlimiwed.

Make a Data'Talnersimilar to the one given as asample
for each' source.
1..

Follow the steps

utlined'below for each..

Position the °source in a hOrizontal-plane'over the poster

b'oard'sothe q

link of, the board is perpendiculai tp the

fate.of the light source.

All measurements may then be'

made in a horizontal plane at.the height of the source.
If other 'geometries are used, all measurements must be

made in the same plane andthe geometry
a

fied
f

the. Data' table.

. n.
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be identi-

.0

0
4°

4

2.

Uie the footcandle meter,to measure the direct illumina-.
tion provided by the source along the 0° line at atconvenient distance frOm the source.
to the center of the source.

MeasUre the distance

Record both the distance

and the illumination in the Data Table.
3.

Move horizontally to the 10° mark on one side andpea-

sure the ilidminatiA provided at the sam distance.
Record the distance to the source and th illumination
4

in.the'Data
4

Continue this process until measurements have beenaken
every 10° through an entire circle. Be sure the face of,
fhefootcandle meter is pointed directly at the source
in every measurement.

oa

5.

Divide the illumination in footcandles for eachdata
point by the square of the distance_ill.feet to obtain
Record
the candlepower of the source in that direction.

6.

this 0 the Data Table:
Draura*graphon a piece of circular graph paper with the
radial scale calibrated in candlepower:

Choose a con-

,

venient radial scale to show the candlepower distribu,tion of the source.
7.

Classify the distribution Of the source according to the
criteria given in Figure'16.
4
_

I

4

'

27p
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1

DATA TABLE
DATA TABLE.
(SaMple)

'Description of source:

Sketch of source:
1

a

.

_

.

Illumination
(footcandles)

Angle

0°

Candlepower

Distance
(feet)

I

.

.

_

10°
260

,,--

-

*

.
.

7

'30°
1

b

r

40
40°

.

...

.

,

*
,

.

.
.

'

...,

330'

*Note:
4

.

Ellipsis denotes missing numbers.
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TEST
Please circle the appropriate answer,
1.

The reasons for the Popularity ,,of incandescent lamps

for many applications include ...
a..1

their close approximation of natural lighting.

'b., their relatively long lifetimes.
'c.

the lowest lumen depreciation of any lamp .except
the.low-prissure soditiM.

d.

Both.a and c are correct.

e.

None of the above are correct.

If a lamp appears as

bright blue point source,

it is a ...
a:

deluxe white mercury lamp-,

b.

high- pressure sodium lamp.

'c.

d.

quartz-halogen incandescent lamp.
clear mercury lamp.

metal halide lamp.
3.

Charadterig-fics of the low-pressure sodium:lamp include
the
a.

highest efficacy of any lamp known.

po rest color rendition of any lampinown.
c.

highest electrical energy to visible conversiaft
efficiency of any lamp.

d.

lowest cost illumination' available.

e.

All of the above are correct.

1

4

1z)
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4.

When comparing metal halide lampsoand highpressure
sodium lamps, the metal_ halide lamps are superior in
a.

efficacy.

b.

lifet'me.

c.

lumen depzaation.

d.

color rendition:

e.

Both

f.

Both band c are correct.

a.

Both a and d are correct.

.

...

we)

and d are correct.
1

S.

;The lamp with the greatest-change in spectral character-

istics as voltage changes is the

6.

7.

a.

low-pressure sodium lamp.

b.

incandescent lamp.

c.

metal halide lamp.

d.

mercury-vapor lamp:

e.

high - presse sodium lamp.

3-

The efficacy of a high-pressure sodidm lamp is ...
a.

almost 30%.

b.

about 130 lumens per watt.

c.

more than twice that of a mercury -vapor lamp.

d.

All of the above are correct.

e.

Only b and care true.

Most fluorescent lamps ...
a.

start 'n about two seconds.

' b.

have dxternal (lamp starters.

"c.

start insantly when power is 'applied to the lamp.

d.
._. e.

employ cold cathodes for rapid starting.
Both a and (Pare true.

__

14b
. deo*
:411*
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4.

1

Clear mercury lamps are superior to deluxe white mercury

8.

lamps in
a.

lifetime.

b.

color rendition,

c.4yight cointrol .

4

d., efficacy.

Both c andd are correct.
Whichof the following is always a function-of the lamp

v.
9.

ballast?
a.

Lamp starting

b.

Current limitation

c.'

Power factor, correction

d.

Voltage regulation

e.

Both b and c are correct.

Which of the fol.

10.

a.

The lifefi n

'wing is true of fluorescent lamps?

is dependent.only on the number of

starts.
b.

Lamp efficacy is more dependent on theambient tem-

q.

perature than for incandescent lamps.
The lumen depreciation is greater than that g inII

candes ent lamps.
d.

0.

ating at an.overvoltage has no efec on lamp

lifetime.
e.

Both a and b are true.

f.

All of the above Are true.
(

;.
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INTRODUCTION
Increasing energy costs have stimulated interest in
energy conservation in every facet of AmeriCan life: One
uses of energy
and most 'inefficient
of the most common
is the production,of light energy from electrical energy.
Module PI-07, "Light Sources," compared the,.efficiencies

and characteristics of all light'Sources in common use.
This module, PI-0$, "Efficiency in Illumination Systems," discusses energy - efficient iTi nation systems that
save energy -anclm anayfirr-the owner.

Topics include efficient lighting deSign,'the efficient
use of light sources and luminaries, maintenance programs,
lighting system operation. '
and energy-saving tips ft
g

The cost.of incandescent and fluorescent lighting for
residential applications is discussed and illustrated, andthe methods,of calcUlating lighting costs most often used
<

by industry are presented. This module elSo explains the
'i-elationship of energy wastd in lighting systems. to the
overall energy shortage.,
In the laboratory., the student will examine an illumination'system and dellrieate 1;tayS in which it mightbe-made.

-t

efficient.

PREREQUISITES
Tht student should have completed Module PI -07,' tlight
a

Sources ."
k

280.
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OBJECTIVES
Upon completion of this module, the student should be
able to:
1.

State the percentages of electrical energy and total

energy that areused for lighting in this country:
2.

StatI two reasons for the high interest in efficiency
of lighting systems.

3.

Discuss how lighting systems may be designed for more
efficieAt use of the light that is actually, produce

tion,

Include the eff7cts of light control, task ilumL
and the color of interior surfaces..
.4.

List the six, Major light .sources presently, used and the

maximum efficiency that can be achieved with each.

`De'scribe the

faCtOrS' affecting the efficiencies of
A

I

6. . De-kibe
the'operation of three types of4iluorescent
,
luminaries using thermal control and the relative
effectiveness of each.
7

Describe the circumstances when a net financial saving
may be'achieved by turning ,OFF each of the following

lightsources and when they should be left ON

even,

if not en use for a period of time
0

8.

a'.

Incandescent lights

b.

Fluorescent lights. .

c.

High intensity discharge lights-

Describe the. procedure that shouldbe feillowed for the

maximum energy saving when delamping'fluorescent'iumi,

haries.
9.

Describe the two primary functions that are part of
every maintenance.progrdm
nation SysteMS.

or eriergy-efficieht illupi7
etc`

.
.

,

-'

,

.

1

,S.

.1C

S

A

.4,

-i

r.

..

*

4

.
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c
c
Eim

Given the cost of electricity, the wattage of lamps

10.

°in an illumination system, the average yearly use of
the system, the rated lifetime-of.the lamps,. and lamp

cost, determine the annual cost of system operation.
Given a situation where a more efficient lighting sys-

11.

tem is to replace an existing system (anrd all ,fost

information'on both systems), -determine the time re.

qutred for the new system to repay its, initial cost

through savings in operating costs.
Gix'ren all cost information o,n-a lighting' system and

12.

the expected Afetime of the system, calculate the
lifetime cost of the system and the,annual cost of the
system.

4

P

Examine a, lighting system add prepare a report describ

13.

ing methods that could be-used Vd make,the systet more
efficient.

-o
A

M.
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SUBJECT MATTER

'--ENERGY AND ILLUMINATION
f.

The energy CTiSiS has brought about increased awareness
of enigrigy use, waste, and conservation.

Every segment of

society is encouraged by either government regulation or
economic necessity to reduce energy consumptiori and use
energy-more efficiently.

One area that has attracted much attention is lighting.
Judging froM the emphasis' sometimes placed on eritrgy.waste

in lighting, it might seem that the only wayto solvethe
That, however,
. energy crisis is to turn out all the lights.
is not the answer.

This section disCusses the energy used. for lighting,

bhe relationship of lighting to the energy crisis, and the
economic factors that are the reasons for renewed interest
,

in- lighting efficiency.
o

tt

NERGY REQUIWENTS FOR ILLUMINATION
-

About 25% of the energy consumed in this country'is
used to generate electricity.

Approximately one-fifth of

the electrical energy produced is used for lighting.

Thus,

lighUng accounts for only 5% of the total energy consump1

tion of the country.

Table 1 is a breakdown of illuminationlenergy use by
constutexgroup.

Both percentage' of total illumination and

listed for each contotal national energy consumption
.Sumer group. This table illustrates tle point that a great
reduction in the use of illumination is .not a solution to

289
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More,efficient lighting is

the nation's energy problems.

certainly a part of the,solution, but much gr ater energy

savings may be attained in other areas.

USE OF ENERGY FOR ILLUMINATION.

TABLE 1.

Percent of Lighting
Energy Used

Percent of National
Energy ConsuMption

Residential

20%

1.01

Industrial

20%

1.0%

'

Customer Group

Stores

201

Offices and Schools
Streets and Highways

Commercial Outdoor
All Others

1.0%

2p%

.

..

,

1.0%,

4$

0.2%

8%

0.4%
0.41

8%

.

100%

Total

1

,

5.0%

Lighting has been emphasized in energy conservation
for two reasons.
-of energy use.

First,:lighting is a highly visible form
ElectriC light is such a common Part of life

in this country that it is one of the first areas to come
to mind in association with energy waste.

Many pecialen

politicians) assume that_wa-stedligh"fis our greatest energy
problem.

It is not.

COST OF LIGHTING

The second reason for great interest in the efficiency
Lighting
of lighting systems has a more practical basis.

Page 6/PI-08
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J

is one of the areas in which energy conservation is easiest
,to-apaly and in which conservation efforts are alOays re-

warded by substantial financial savings.
Efficiept lighting is less expensive than inefficient
Since '30 to 50% of the cost of operating a building is usually spent for lighting, a modest increase in

*lighting.

illumination efficiency can have a significant effect on
overall operating costs.
Reddced energy consumption for lighting brings-with it

All the energy used for lighting
another energy saving.
eventually appears as heat in the illuminated area. If the
space'reiluires heating, lighting provides part of the necessary heat energy... .If the spaCe'requires cooling, additional

energy is required to remove the heat energy introduced by
the.lights'. "In an air condiditioned space, approximately one
oonwattthour of electrical energy is required by the
.

watt-

ea
ditioner to remove the ht.,pi'oduced
by ,each

flatus of energy used forighting.
4

.

:

IMPROVED UTILIZATION OF ILLUMINATION ENERGY
.

41'

4

In 1972, the Illuminating Engineering SoCiety (IES)

offered twelve recommendations forthe better utilization
of energy expended for lighting.
1.

Design lighting four expected activity.

(Light for seeing

tasks with less light in surrounding non-working aJteas,)
2.

Design with more effective luminaries and fenestration.
(Fenestrationis the arrangement of openings, especially
of windows, in the wall of,a,building.)

3

Us'e.effic.ient light sources .(higher lumen/watt output).

291
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4.,

Use more efficient luminaires.

5.

Use thermal-controlled .lumnaires.

6.

Use lighter finishes on ceilings, walls,,,floors, and
,

furnishings.
7.

Use efficient incandescent lamps.

8.

Turn OFF lights when not neede..

0

.Control window brightness.

9.

10.

Utilize daylighting as-practicable.

11.

Keep lighting equipment clean and.in good working
condition.
Post instructions covering operation arid maintenance:

12.

This -section discusses practical application of these
suggestions.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN LIGHTING DESIGN
The IES has published minimum recommended illumination
In each case, the

levels for thousands of -tasks and areas.
'recommendations

acceptable for the performance of the visual task by persons
with normal vision.
Illumination systems are normally designed to provcide,

a higher level of illumination to accommodate abnormal eyes
.

and lumen depreciation of,the systet (a result of age of

sources .and accumulation ofdirt.onluminaries).

the

ases, recommended levels are greatly exceedea.

In

,T

a s

De
.

esults in ligherilluminatian levels than are requ4d.
ning a.system for a lower initial light Output and im-

pr ve
tio

d.

umen' maihlenance often provides adequate illumina-.

at an overall reduced cost.`

Page 8/PI-08
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Light control is a primary concern in the design oI
efficient lighting systems.

The recommended illumination

In the past, the tendency
levels are for light on the task.
has,been to illuminate the entire area at the level required
.

,

for the task..

Current recommendations state that surrounding areas
should receive only about one-third the illumination of the
task

red'uces total illumination.

lir.face.. ,This

requirements, while still providing a comfortable visual
4

The on-task design method requires that the
environment.
designer be familiar with tasks 4nd task locations in available space. 'On-task lighting methods mly'reduce the flexibility of the space for othef uses.

'Some illumination

needs may require modular
systems and auxill4ry taskelight-%
,ing.

The color of interior surfaces should alWays be conWhites and,light
sidered in the design of lighting systems.

tints reflect more light and increase the overall efficiency
of the 4ystem. Light colors also provide a tore even illumination of the area and 'reduce the effects of glare and
,shadows.

Under these conditions, slightly less light is

actually required for the performance of many visual tasks.

EFFICIENCY AND USE OF LIGHT SOURCES
Module P -07; "Light Sources," discussed'the character -.

istics of all common light sources.
-

The.efficacy,of impor-

tant light sources is indicated by the chart in Figure 1 of
0

this dodule.

Values given ace the maximum attainable' values
.

for each source,

'293
9.
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EIECI IDEAL wttnE LIGHT.

CID

1E3

LOv.sRESSURE SOORJA4

MOWER USW!! SODIUM

EEO FAUNA/MOE
FLUORESCENT

EI3 NERCUIre-v*OR
niNCAHOESCtmi
0

0

700

300

700

LUMENS PER WATT

Figure 1:

Relative Efficacies
of Lamp Sources.

The thepretical'maximum efficacy is 673 lumens/watt.
This is basp$on a source that is 100% efficient in convert-

ing all its input energy into visible light at 555 nm, the
wavelength at which the human eye is most sensitive.

If a

source converted all' its input energy to white light with

an even wavelength distribution throughout the visible
spectrum, its efficacy would be 220 lumens/watt.
such sources do,nOt exist.
comparison.
*"

Obviously,

These vAlues are given only for

The most efficient source is the low-pressure sodium'

. lamp, but it Troduces all its light at a single wavelength
and, thus, cannot be used in any application that-requires
any color rendition.

The high 'pressure sodium lamp has a broader spectral
output And only a slightly -lower efficacy.

Since most of

its light is in the yellow-green portion of the spectrum,
it also provides poor color rendition.

age 10/PI-08
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Metal halide lamps are the highest efficacy sources

1

that provide reasonably good colgr rendition. Mercury-vapor

.

tamps have the lowest-fficacies of any-high-intensity discharge (HID) lamps. Their popularity stems primarilyfrom
the fact that they have been available longer than any other
HID lamp and, thus,'have been accepted for many applications
that might now be served better by another kID source.

.

Fluorescent and incandescent lamps'areby far the most
popular for general illumination.

Thg fluorescent lamp

offers both higher efficiency and a much longer lamp life.
1,t

is a far more ecoflomical light source than incandescent

lamps in most applications.
Incandescent lamps are still widely-used tin residential.
In most
other areas as well.
illumination and are common

cases, incandescents should be replaced by fluorescents.
However, if incandescents areqused, they should be used'in

the mot efficient.manner posible. The effkcacy of incandescentlamps increases with_lamp wattageA-1-0-0-watt incandescent bulb produces. 2.2 times the light as,a.60-watt
Thus, the most economical use of incandescent lamPs

IS to use fewer and larger lamps.
In selecting light sources, the efficacy of the source
is almost never the primary consideration.

SpectTal.char-

acteristics are most often the first criteria to be .satis.-fied.

An effort is then made to de- ermine the most efficient

source that pro 'Iides the necessary

uality oflight.

EFFICIENCY OF LUMINARIES
the overall efficAency.of any illumination system is
greatly affected by the efficiencies of the. luminaries used.

295
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A wide variety of designs and materials are available.

Both

the candlepower distribution and reflectivity of the lumi-

narymust be considered.

An appropriate luminary should be
rather than to

selected to direct light onto thsZask
areas where light will not be used.

Several materials may be used in luminaries for light
dispersion.

As an example of luminary efficiency, Table 2

lists the relative efficiencies of materials used for light
d'ispers4ion in fluorescent luminaries.

In each case, the

material is introduced between the source and the illuminated
.area.

The first three elements listed are transmittingiele,--

ments;.the last two are reflective grids suspended below the
lamps.

All efficiencies given are relative to the glass

prismatic element.

,,

TABLE 2.

EFFICIENCIES OF LIGHT DISPERSION ELEMENTS.
%

Type of Dispersion Element

Relative Efficiency -( %)

y

_

I

Glass prismatic

.

Acry4c prismatic

100
99

a..

Dished acrylic

87

1-1/2" plastic louver

67

1/2" white aluminum louver

52

e
4
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THERMAL-COFROLLED FLUORESCENT LUMINARIES
Widespread use of fluorescent lamps for,commercial and
office lighting, combined with increased interest.in energy
conservation, has led to the use of several types of fluorescent luminiries that are designed to reduce the heat load
of the illumihated area.
Figure 2 shows an 'ordinary luminary and-its heat dis-

--tribution pattern.' About half of the heat an ordinary lumi'nary produces is transmitted directly into the illuminated
area. ,The other half o.f the heat enters the ceiling plenum.

and eventually showS up as heat gain in the building.

This

heat gain must be c'vercome by the air conditioning system.
4.

--FLOOR
ABOVE

2

PLENUM NOT USED FOR
OR EXHAUST AIR

HEAT REGAIN

RETURK) AI

50%
115e. HOUSING TEMPERATURE
(APPROX.)

HEAT REGAIN
CEIUNG

0
50%

TOTAL HEAT REGAIN.. 50%

Figura 2.'.Het,Gain From -erdinary Eluorescent Luminary.

Figure 3 shows theimprovement that can be made by
simply' using the ceiling plenum as the air return duct.

This reduces the direct heating of thespace to 40%,.and
reduces regain to 20 to 33%. Air flow over the luminaries,

and a small flop of air around the sides of theluminaris,
removes any he4t remaining in the return air flow.
system requires no spectal luminaries.

_297
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ctual.4 enrgy savings
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e

dePeld;upon the percentage of ,_the TetUrn air that is ex..

haus4ed from the building.

FLOOR
ABOVE

e///112,

SUPPLX
AIR
DUCT

HEAT REGAIN
80%

.0z

4

0

t

30%-40% LIGRT
HEAT IN RETURN AIR

i
,1;

100° HOUSING.,

HEAT REGAIN

ui

.0

/ .01

TEMPERATURE
(APPROX.)

".
AI

CEIUNG

.7-4 RETURN AIR

411'010%
TOTAL HEAT REGAIN

Figure 3

209C-30%

Luminary inCeiling Return Air Plenum.

Figure ,4. shows a more efficient system.

uses a

This system

Tuminary`thati's designed to 'return, air to the ceil-

ing plenum ihrough'slots.in the luminary This methd4.results in better heat. transfer. anc1_re ces the heat gain of
the illuminated space by about 10%.
'or

FLOOR/2
2

SUPPLY
AIR

ABOVE

DUCT.

.

HEAT REGAIN

a.

7016

z
w

/

.

40%-60% LIGHT
HEAT IN RETURN AIR

ac HOUSING TEMPERATURE

HEAT REGAIN

0

y

.

(APPROX.)

CEIUNG
RETURN AIR

4111" 30%

TOTAL HEAT REGAIN 20%-30%

Figure 4.

Return Air Through ;,uminary.

4
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The water-cdoled luminary, shown in(Figure 5, is by
Water coils

far tfie most efficient im.reduci.ng heat gain.

on the back of.the lutinary carry away about 70% of the
4
.

heat energy produced. ;. Another 5 % may b-e removed if the

'al ceiling

is
i mounted

fer-dooled lutinary

that acts as

a return air plenum.

FLOOR

1;z

!
SUPPLY
AIR
DUCT
-

ABOVE,

it
I

tz
CD

M

Ea

5% LIGHT HEAT IN RETURN AIR

HEAT 'REGAIN
.

10%

.

,1110

86 HOUSING TEMPERATURE
. (APPROX.)

HEAT REGAIN

t.)

70% UGHT HEAT IN WATER

CEIUNG-

TOTALHEAT REGAIN__ 554_
.
1

Figure 5.

,

Water-Cooled Luminary.'
..

-

LOther

,

advantage of this system i that it does not

represent a heat.load on the .air conditioning 'system.

The

heat energy recoverI& fltom the ,ligh.ts.can be used to heat

-

.

Loweringthe lugtinvy temperature \also respltsj.n

water.
.

increased lighting effi iericy (by abpu't 15

TURNING LIGHTS -OFF

r
"the-stmplesi "7-. and pftin the most effective -*method

turn lights' OFF when
of reducing,lighting explenditures
they are not needed. Thealfetime :of incandesCent lamps is
.

not greatly aff)ected by the number of *lamp..,tarts. Thus,
incandescent ldmps shoPld always be turned OFF'when they
)
.
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Fluorescent lamps fail because the electron-emitting
coatings of the cathodes ar gradually depleted. - This
Turning fluorescent
occurs most strongly at lamp tartlamps1OFF for only a minute'or-7two does not save much energy,
It is generally economibut it does reduce lamp lifetime.
cak to turn fluorescents OFF if they are not to be used for

15 minutes.

An off-time of less than 15 minutes will

rob-

ably cost as much',in shortened lamp lifeas'it saves
energy costs.
High-intensity discharge lamps require a warm-up time
Some
of1-1/2 to 10 minutes, depending on the lamp type.
HID 'lamps require as long as 15 minutes for restart after
beings turned OFF.

The lifetime.of such lamps is specified

at an average of five Hours o operation per lamp start.
More frequent starting may reduce lamp life by as much as

one-third.- Thus, HID lamps are not usually turned OFF unless they are to remain .OFF for at least half an hour.
In solpe apN.icationsi light timers that turn certain

lights OFF at certain timesmay result in a significant
savings. AnotheY:popular method fsto perform maintenance
and cleaning tasks at reduced illumination levels.

/

Several

control, methods may be employed for this.

Every other luminary in a continuous fluorescent strip
may be turned OFF, or two of the lamps in each four-lamp
lUminary may be turned OFF.

In the latter xase, the center

two bulbs-should be used for reduced illumination for the most efficient illuminatio4.
J
In older installations in which the illumination greatly-

exceeds the necessarelevel, a'procedure called' delamping
...46y be used.

This consists of simply'removing half of the

b;Ohs from_Ilag luminaries.

It is an effective,method,of

n1.
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4

reducing lighting costsif done properly,. Iftdone improperly, it can be expensive.

Fluorescent lamps are usually wired so that one ballast

cserves two bulbs., if,one of these bulbs is removed, the
other will continue to operate, but the ballast will burn
Thus, delamping ofi4fluorescent

out in only a few hourS.

lamps should gli-vays be done sb that both lamps'of a ballaSt

The ballast will continue to con

are removed at onetime.

su'me power, even though the lamp is no longer in place.

Power tOnsuption is typically 2 watts perlube.''A slight
increase in savings ma! be made 1:stonnecting the. balLasts from the power line when the lamps are removed.

U$E OF DAYLIGHT
A fenestration is any opening that allows - light from

the exterior environment to enter the interior

a
.

.Fenestrations are classified as windows and toplights; d

pending on their

locat. ion.

.,

Neither is an energy-efficient

metlioU of.illdmination for most applications.

rry

In cold en:-.

vironMents, the heat loss, thro4gh such openilgs more than

offsetz the.savings gained in,lighting.

iV,

In hotter Climates,

I

the heat gain that must be overcome by the air conditioner,
system is m4re costly. than even the least efficient elec-

trical lighting system.

Double pane and reflective glass

reduces such heat flow, but even these measures cannot make
d
.

light as economical as artificial light.

The most energy-

of icient,building is one without windows.

Windows are included in modern structures for piychological and Aesthetic pUrposes.

When used, windows should

be designed to reduce or eliminate glare.
.
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Direct sunlight

.

a

/

All fenestrations should b e fitted
is usually undesirable.
with'light control in the fol.% of blinds, shades, or some
other.light- blocking deviCe.

EQUIPMENT, MAINTENANCE

A well-planned equipment maintenance program is,e6en-

,

,

In
tiarto the efficient operation of any lighting system:
the past, most maintenance consisted of changing a bulb when

it burneds,out and maybe wiping. the dust off the luminary
,

every,noW and then.

This is obviously not a very efficient1

p'rocedure.

The lumen output o f all lamps depreciates as the lampSome lamps have little depreciation. For-other lamps,
ages.

lumen depreciation is a significant problem. The depreciation for specific lamp types may be found in Module PI-07,
"Light Sources."
rn most cases,relamping is economical after about 70%
of the rated lifetime of the lamps. All lamps'in a system

are replaced at once, even though the lamps may have some
useful life remaining. This maintains the illumination'at
the proper level and reduced maintenance costs by eliminating the need .for continuousspot replacement of lamps.
Tab re 3 gives the approximate time between relamping
This is based on relamping after 70%
for yarioug sources.
of the rated lifetime, With an assumed operation of 12 hours,
-,,

'continuously per -day .(or _about '3,C100 hoUrS' per year).

The

higher maintenance labor costs of incandescent systems_ can
be seen in Table 3.

If operating time per start is high,

fluorescents have the longest lifetimes o

any lamp type.

ct
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TABLE 3.

-Light Source

RELAMPINGSCHEVJLE.
Rated Life

Relamping Interval

(hours)

_(months)

"

Fluorescent

26,000

Mercury:vapor

24,000

67

High-pressure sodium

20,000

56

Metal halide

15,000

Incandescent

72

-.

42
4

.

2,000

6

,

The second major maintenance problem to be pveico'me in

lighting systems is the accumulation of dirt and dust on the
Figure'7 shows the luminary dirt depreciation

luminaries.

(LDD) curves for a' particular class of luminaries.

Specifi-

cations are'illustrated according to five operating conditions, ranging from very clean to very dirty.
kat) o o)

tr

Suclicurves

Semi direct
Free lamps
Bare lamps
Strip.

_

.100

PM

90

Ill

80

70

60

11111

0-

3

_6

9

'

Very clean

74.711,77 J...,

-Clean

rzz'

EllII

e

'''

12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48 51 54 57 60
Months

Figure 7.' TypicalAuminary Dir.( Depreciation Curve.'
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a' 7

ae' available for,all luminary types and are used both in
the selection of luminaries for particular locations and
'for establishing maintenance schedules. In clean environment& with all lamp type's except incandescents, luminary
.

cleaning is required more\#eqUently than lamp replacement

7 for goodsystem efficiency.

a

COST OF ILLUMINATION*

The total cost of an illumination system includes, the
initial cost of the installation, the cost of energy to
operate the system, maintenance and relamping costs, and
the cost in interest,on money borrowed to install the iysA complete analysis of lighting budgets is beyond the
This section discusses basic concepts
scope of, this module.
and some simple examples of methods of Comparing lighting
tem.

al=

costs.

INCANDESCENT VERSUS FLUORESCENT
FOR RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING

The following example compares the cost of incandescent
and fluorescent lighting for a residential application.
,This example has been chosen to illustrate the savings of
fluorescent lighting under the least favorable conditions.
I

lir

S.

11,
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INCANDESCENT VERSUS FLUORESCENT LIGHTING.

ELIMPLE A:
Given:

A residential application requires airillumina,

tion of 4,500 lumens.

The 'average operating

time per tamp start is 15 minutes.

The two

most efficient light sources to be 4considered
are:

Source A:

Three 100-watt incandescent bulbs

with a rated life of 750 hours and
an initial total output of 5,250
lumens.5 (This allows for lumen depreciation.)

SOurceB:

Bulbs cost $0.78 each.

with

Two 40-watt fluorescent,..tube

a rated life of 18,000 hours (with
3 hours run time per start) and an
initial total output of 6,300 lumens.

Including ballasts, the total power
consumption is 95;5 watts.

Tubes

cost $1.95 each.
Assume an electrical rate "of $.0.05tkWh7

The

lighting system is to be operated fO'r1,000
hours per )(ear.
Find:

Yearly operating cost (lamps + energy) for each
light source

Solution:

a.

Lamp cost per year

...

From Figure 6; the lifetime of the fluores. *cent lamps drop to 45% of the rated life-,

time (or 8,100 hours) because of the fre,,

quency of lamp starts.

The lamp cost per year forieach source may
be determined by multiplying the cost per

Page 22/P1-08
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Example A.

Continued.
Al

lamp, times the number of lamps, times the
r

ratio of running time per year to lamp life:
rd

Incandescent
Lamp Cost =

)f 0
$

-3f

8

'7

)1
's

1,000 hr)
750 hi"

= $3:12/yr.

Fluorescent
1,000 hr)
Lamp Cost = (2)($1.95)( 8,100 hi.'

= $0.48/yr.
s'\

Incancescent bulbs cost 6.5 times as much
in the long run.
b.

Energy cost per year ...

The energy cost per year may be determined

by multiplying the energy consumption in

kilowatts, times the hours ofoperation in
N.,

one year, times the electrical utility rate.
Incandescent
Entrgy- Cost = (0.300 -kW) (1,000) ($0.05)
=

I

$15-00/yr.

Fluorescent
,

Energy Cost = (0.0

)(1,000o0.05)

= $4 78/yr.

Incandescent bulb

cost a little over three

times as much to

erate per year:

I
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Example A.
c.

Continued.

Total Cost

...

Incandescent

Fluorescent

$18.12/yr.

$5.26/yr.

Fluorescents will save $12.86/year over incan-

descents,,or 71% of the cost of incandescent
light.

Two.40-watt fluorescent lamps also pro.

duce more light than three 100-watt incandes- .

cents, are subject to less lumen depreia ion,
and add less heat load to tthe space if al
conditioned.
0

Even under unfavorable
con
4

tions,

fluorescents axe the best buy.

PAY-BACK COSTING

4

Whenever one lighting systemis being replaced by another more efficient system, the questiqn-most often asked
is:

How long before the new equipment investment pays for

itself?

Pay.-back costing is a method of comparing Lighting

systems:

The initial cost of the new system is, compared to

operational cost savings to determine how long it will take
to recover the investment.

Example B illustraes pay-back

costing.

t

.
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EXAMPLE B:

PAY-BACK COSTING.

Light source A of Example A is already in exis-

Given:

Light.soure A is to be. removed and re-

tence.

plated
placed

by light source B.

ew,fixture costs

The

$36.00 and will cost 110.00 to install.
Find:

.

Time required for pay-back of.the initial investment

Solution:

Initial investment in liltt''s.qurce B = $46.00

Savings per year = $12.86,

Time for pay-bac

$4!5.k.- 00

$12.-86/yr

- 3.58 years_f

The system will -gay fdr itself in approximately

43 months, less than half the expected lifetime
of the first set of laips.

Recall_ that Examples -A.and B are'based_on 160-watt

incandescent lamps with good efficacy (for incandescents)
There are
nd poor opeiating conditions for f1u6rescents.

ery_ few situationsin which incandescents are more ec.onom,

ical than fluorescents.

LIFETIME COSTING

I

For new installations, or situations where several
,,alternatives are available 'for repilacement of existing in,

'effici.ent lighting, lifeime costing is- applied. ,Lifetime

costing compares'two lighting systems by dqermini4 the
total lifetime costs for each system.during its expected

-

309.
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O

This method is'applied to most commercial and indus,-

life.

trial lighting.systems'and islillustrated in Example-C.
Since most industripl,and.commercial systems are installed-

with borrowed money/the interest on the initial cost must °
For simplicity in.Example

.be considered.

the life-

time of the system is taken to be PO years' and the yearly
owning,coSt (initial cast iids.,,interest divided by 10) is

assumed to be 20% ofctWinitial,cost...

.s

EXAMPLE°C:

Given:'

LrFETIME COSTING OF ILLUMINATION SYSTEMS.

An obsolete ineandescent lighting System is .to,
be replaced with-a more' energy-effidient system.
The choice is hetweeh me,tal,halide, lamps and

high-pressure.sodium lamps.

Both have,accept-

able color characteristics.

The system is to

1
s

s

be chosen-on the basis Of the minimum lifetime
cbst.

.

If metal halide lamps are used, thl.rtyi9

eight 1,000-watt'lamps wilt-be neceqsary.'Be..

.

cause of their higher efficacy,'only twenty -"'

eight 1,000-wateliigh-pressure sodium lamps are
.

require for the same il-luminati1 on. .

.-(Nof6:-.-A-

detailed cost analysis sp'4each item'will not be
niade in this example

The.intentis to demon,

strate the methoe.of lifetime costing, not the
costs of details.0 such as individual Maintenance

,

.

procedures,dr lamp fixtures.)
Find:

Total annual cost of eaChqsystem°

e
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Example C. Continued.
Solution-:
System I

System II

I,000-Watt
High-Pressure Sodium

I,000-Watt
Metal Halide
38

28

Number of Luminaires

Installation
Initial Lamps.
Total Initial Cost

s 7,257560
949.20
.840.00
2,318.40
311,365.20

S 6,213.00
1,242.60
1,140.00
1,744.20
310,339.80

Yearly Owning Cost

52,273.04

52,067.96

Net Cost of Luminaires
Wiring io

,

System II represents an initial savings of
$12,0f5.40.and a savings of $20'5..08 in yearly'

owning cost.
Relamping and Cleaning.

Using groUp relamping and 6,000 burning hours/year for 10

ye'ars.

System II

System I

__
5

ber of Re ladememtCPeriods
per tamp'
4.
Lamp Group Cost
per RelAmping
kabo
'(In ludes Cleaning)

2,513.40

Cost er Occurrence
.Average Yearly Cost (Cpst.per
occurrence k number of
occurrences/10)
Energy Costs

.

S

4

45.90'
1,744.20

140.00
'2,458.40

140.00
1,884.20

51,229.20

51,695.78

ea

38
"" 7.6

28
5.6
33.6
201,600.*

Lamps, kW.
Ballast Loss, kW
kW total
kWh 4 6,000 h4s/yr.

Cost) 3.5c per kWh

9

,

$2.8-0

s

Cos

.

45.6
273,600
59,576

$7,056
I

Total Owning and Operating Costs

ti

Total Yeavly Owning
Total Yearly Operating
Relamping (Average)
a.
Energy
b.
Total Yearly-'Owning E Operdting'
-

S 2,273.04

S 2,067.96

1,22,9,ra
7,056.00

1,695.78
9,576.00

.313039.74

610058:24
$2,781. SO

Difference

System Il`:Tepresents an annul savings of
$2,781.54- and a lifetime savings of $27,845.00.

f5
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SUMMARY
About 20% of the electrical energy cohsuthed in this
country and '596 of4the total energy consumed is used for

electrical lighting.

i

Thus, more efficient lighting alone

will do little to improve the energy situation.

,

High in- \"

terest in the efficiencies of lighting systems is a result
of the following factors:
4

Lighting is a highly-visible use .of. energy and is,,

therefore, bound to attract attention.

---

Lighting is one area in which energy may be conserved
at a substantial saving to the consumer using existing
technology.

.

.

The lighting budget is a significant portion of the
operating costs of most buildings..
Residential lighting systems make high use of lo w-

efficiency incandescent sources and, thus, representthe area of greatest lighting energy waste.

.

Energy-efficient lighting systems require the use of
more efficient light sources and luminaries, better utilization of the light produced, regular maintenance programs,
and an, integration of the lighting system into the.ove011

energy utiliiation plan for the facility.
The cost of 1,ighting may be calculated on the baslis of
theme

time required for a more efficient, system to pay for

itself thrOugh reduced energy and maintenance costs

or the

cost per year; of the lighting, ayeriged over.the lifetime
of the system.
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EXERCISES
orr te'a paragraph descfibing how each of the following
factors affects the efficiency an&cost of an illumina-

1.

tion system:.
,

a:

Light control for task illumination .

b.

Color of walls, ceilings, and floors
Dispersion- elements used in luminaries'

.

c.

'Adcumulation of dust on luminaries

d.

e,
f.

=

Scheduled group replacement of. lamps

Use of thermal-controlled flu rescent luminaries

Use bf higher- wattage incandecent, mps
Describe the necessary precautions in delampihg fluoresg.

2.

cenv,lighting systems.

Describe what must be done to

achieve maximum energy savings.
3.

Describe the effea of each of the following light
A

,sources on -the total' building heat load:
a.
jp.

Incandescent' lamps

;Fluorescent lamps mounted in a ceiling that serves
as a return ,air .plenum

c.

Water-copled fluorescent luminaries

d.

Use of daylight =to reduce lighting costs

4.

Draw a har chaFt showing the maximum efficacies of tge

5.

six most Commonly used light sources.
Describe fadtbis that affect when the following light

sources should be turned OFF for maximum-savings:
a.

Incandesc nt lamps,

6.

Fluorescent

c.

HID ltrips

313
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?Rework..Examples-AandRTUEan average running time

r
.

of ...
_
1

L.

a.,.\ 1 hour per lamp start.---\.:__//
b.
c.
7.

3 hours per ',amp start.
.10 'flours

of lamp start.

.-

1

Using the cost data given in Example A, deferMine the
energy cost,to run the following lamps for their rated
.lifetimes.

8.

Compare this figure to the lamp costs.

a.

100-watt incandtscent,

b.

40-watt fluorescent

-,

Assume an electrical energy cost of $0:05/0h 'arida 10year system lifetime.

Calculate the lifetime costs of

the following illumination systems.,

Assume that e ch

system is installe(with borrowed.money-,.and that

system is operated for 2,500 hours per year.

-Lamps are

replaced at 70% of their 11.fetime.
a.

Incandescent system consisting of twenty 100-watt
lamps" with an average life of 750 tiOurS.

system cost = $210.
each.

Initial
1

Replacement lamps cost $0.7-8

Labor'cost is $10 for each relamping.
0

b.

Fluorescent' system consisting Of twelve 40 -watt

lamps with an average life of 18;000 hours.

(Each
I

liMp and ballast consumes 47.75 watts.)
system cost = $350.
each.

-\

Replacement lamps cost $1,80

Labor cost is $10 for each relamping.

LABORATORY MATERIALS
,

k

IES tables of recommended levels of illumination
\Footcandle meter

-

(

I

--,V

.

.

.*

Illuminat'on system to be evaluated

-

,

Initial
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IABORA OW PROCEDURES
The'purpose of this laboratory exercise is to evaluate

,

the efficiency of an'illumination system and estimate the
annual cost of the system.

Any system can be used, but the

lighting in the classroom or laboratory 'is suggested.
le

Describe the system to be examined in the Data Table.
Enter all' .available data on operating hOurs, lamp cos,

electricity cost, and lamp lifetime.

Estimate the values

that are not available based on lamp characteristics.
2.

Consult the IES tables to determine the recommended
level of illumination for the visual tasks and enter
this figure in the Data Table.

3.

Meastue the illumination level at various points in the
area.

Enter the illumination on the task and the illu-

mination of surrounding areas in the Data Table.
4.

Comp4ete the necessary calculations to determine the
approximate annual operating cost of the system.
not include the'labor costs of maintenance.
Examine the system for inefficiencies.

Do

'

list suggestions

for ancreasing system, efficiency in the Data Table.
6.

Write a report on the efficiency of the system.

Include

the 'annual cost of the system, suggestions for improved

efficiency, and the estimated savings that will result.

.315
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DATA TABLE

,

DATA TABLE

.

Description of system:

I
A

r

I

Recommended level of illumination:
Mea's.ured levels' of illumination:

on task:

surrounding areas:

)

Lamp type:

Number of lamps:

V

Total wattage of lamps and ballasts:
Annual operating time:
Lamp lifetime:

Replacement lamp cost:
Electrical eno-rgy rate:

....,.,

....

Electrical energy cost per year:
Lamp replacement cost per y.ar:
'I

Total system cost per year:
Suggestions for increased efficiency:

,

4
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TEST
Please circle the appropriate answer.
1.

Illumination systems use what percentage of the electrical energy produced in this country each year?

2.

a.

1%

b.

5%

c.

.20%

d.

25%

e.

30%

Which ofthe following practicesis le.ast likely to
result in an overall energy saving?
a.

Delamping fluorescent luminaries

b.'

Using natural daylight fol illumination

c.

Replacing incandescent lamps with fluorescent lamps

d.

Leavingfluorescent lamps ON if the area is unoccupied fora30.minutes%

Designiugsystems for task illumination..

e.
3.

Fluorescent lamps- have a maximum efficacy of ..
23 lumens/watt.

a.

501umens/watt.

4.

c.

80 lumens /watt.

d.

120 lumens/waitt.

e.

180 lumens/watt.

The cost of-energy to operate a fluorescent lamp fOr
its rated lifetime is usually
a.

slightly less than the lamp cost.

b.

slightly greater than the lamp cost.

c.

20 to 30 times the lamp cost.

d.

over 100 times the lamp cost.

e.

about 1,000 times the lamp cost.

-------10!

a
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4.

5.

The use of water-cooled lumfnarieS for fluorescent
wit
laips results in a large overall energy savings because .:.
a.

less heat must be removed by the air. conditioning
system.

bT\ waste

heat from the lamps can be used to heat

water.

6.

c.

they resultin improved lamp efficacy.

d.

All of the above are correct.

e.

Only a and b are correct.

The lifetime of which of the following lamps it not
affected by fregtent starting?

7.

a.

Incancescent

b.

Fluorescent

C.

Mercury-vapor

d.

High-pressure sodium vapor

.e.

Both a and d are correct.

The most cost-effective maintenance programs for lighting systems must include ...
a.

periodic cleaning of:luminaries.

b.

periodic replacement of all lamps as a.group.

c.

spot replacement of only those lamps that are
burned out.

8.

d.

Both a and b are correct.

e.

Both a and c are correct.

The lamp with the longest rated lifetime for long
periods of operation per lamp start is the .:.
a.

high-pressure'sodium lamp.

b.

metal halide lamp.

c.

mercury-vapor lamp.

d.

fluorescent lamp.

e.

incandescent lamp.

.11
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-9.

The Method of calculating the cost of illumination for
most industrial systems is the ...
a.

lifetime costing.method.

b.

Ray-back costing method.

c.

energy.utilization costing method.

d.

s .iystem maintenance costing method.

e.

10.

None of the above are correct.

If a lamp consumes 1,000 watts cif power at 3,5(t/kWh
and its rated life is 11,000 hours, the cast of operating the 141110 for its rated life is
.

b.

$63.

C.

$630(

d.

$6',300.

e.

$63,000.

/77.
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